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Title VI bf the Civil. Rights Act of 1964 9states:
o person in the United States shall, on the gr_und of race,

4olor,or national origin, be- excluded from pa- icipation
in, be denied the benefits of, Or\be subjedte o discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Feder 1 finan -al

assistance." Title IX,of the Edu-ation Amend of 972,
Public Law12-318, statqs: "No R.rson in the U_i__ed States
shall, on the baeiseof sex, be excluded from parricipation
in, denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any education program or activity. receiving Federal
financial assistance." Therefore, 'career educatiop-projects
supported under-Sections 402 and 406 of the Education
Amendments of 1914, like every other p'rogram or activity
receiving financial .assistande from the U.S.-Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare mustjbe operated in compliance
with these laws. (1

The material in this - report was prepared pursuant to a
grant from the Office of Education, U.S. Depaxpient of
Health, Education, and Welfare Howevet, points of view or
opinions expressed dO not necIsarily represent poli ies
or positions of the Office. of-Education.
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ABSTRACT

The purpo_-,c0 this career education for the handicapped
project awarged y t U.S. Office of Education to the
Curricular -Ca ear In ormation Service (CCIS) -of Florida-
StateVnvers to demonstrate a self-directed,chreer
planning pr grass -_ r the visually disabled. CCIS IS an outreach
self-help\-rie , multimedia-based career exploration
program. T e _erlyiiig assumption of CCIS is that given-
the proper reso ces, people can make personally meaningful
decisions relating to the world of work -I their own skills,
aptiitudes,and interests, and hoi4 to go about getting employed.
Tbe.go of the grant project was to translate the values,
purOose and resources of CCIS into formats th#t could be
easily used by ually impaired persons. Our objectives were:
(L) to'Increase amount of_occupational-information available
to visUally'44abled people; (2) to provide resources for
visually,disablid students to increase their decision-

(3)to provide visually disabled students the
Appportunit for self-assessment ana to help them identify
gOwitions et fields of study for further exploration; and
) to provide opportunities and-resources for learning
employability skills.



Our most difficult task was adapting John Holland's
Self - Directed Search (SDS), used in CCIS, into a format that
could be taken, scored`, and interpreted by blind students
without requiring the aid of a counselor. The problem was
solved by designing a tactile Answer board with small pegs
for keeping score. The board was labeled in large print with
clear plastic braille labels placed over the print labels.
cassette tapes of the SDS 'script and other directions were
provided for'the adapta-SDS.

An evaluative study _f the effectiveness of this adapt-
ation of.the -Self-Directed Search (SDS) was conducted.
The target poFiTiTIT,Ti-T3F-FEJ-JTrilusion, 26 blind.clients
of the State Division of Blind Services, waa administered
pretest instruments, the SDS, posttest instruments, and
a follow-up questionnaire. Wilcoxon Tests were performed on
pre-pOsttest results to determine SDS effectiveness on
selected criteria., Results rev'eala-significant differences
in number and consistency of occupations under consideration,
satisfaction and certainty but vocatioRal plans, and
interest in general information abOut self and occupations.
Descriptive analyses performed on posttest results revealed
individuals varied in their ability to apply Holland's theory,
and in their participation in vocational information-seeking.
The majority of SDS users rated the experience positively.
It was concluded-TKat the adapted SDS'is an effective vocational
guidance alternative for the blind.-

Besides the Self - Directed Search, we developed an
audiotaped occupat ormat _©n ibrary which describes
approximately 600 jobs. We audiotaped-interviiews with blind men
and women working in a variety of occupations and interviews
with faculty members who describe Florida State University
academic programs as they relate to different careers. A
Resume Writing Guide and Interview Preparation Guide were
also developed in braille, large type and audiotape forms.

We also have complete and unabridged editions of Sections
503 and 504 Regulations in braille; an audiotape discussing
Section 504 and Affirmative Action Regulations and their
imklicatine for career planning; an audiotaped list of
questions typically asked of the disabled durinpemployment
interviews; and a college handbook describing 4rograms and
'facilities' for the disabled at over 500 colleges and universities

Field testing for the sr nt project occurred in CCIS and
at the Rehabilitation Center for the Blind in Daytona Beach,
Florida. In evaluating the career materials, users completed the
User Evaluation Form a ter their experience with the career
planning materials. T e majority of 'the. users found the career
materials easy to locate, current, and helpful. Eighty-one
percent were very pleased with the services offered by the
program, 50% were overwhelmed by the volume of materials
available, and 94% would recommend the career planning program
to a\friend who wanted career planning information.
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Thirty.r_n nt felt obtaining relevant information from
materials was too time-consuming.

Specific recommendations for further evaluation studies
include the following. First, a longer, more extensive
evaluation of this career planning program is needed. Such
an extended field test should include more blind students from
more varied settings. Second, with its self-directed program
consisting of numerous component longer field test period,
i.e.' twelve months, is essential' or obtaining sufficient
data tio determine program effectiveness. And, third, a large
targef population with greater professional staff involvement
is also needed to provide documentation of the impact of this
self-directed career planning program for the. visually disabled.

The final report and replication manual for this project
includes sections on whet we could have done better, complete
evalpation of the adapted Self-D rected Search, and test
materials which helped validate the practicality and accessi-
bility of all our materials.



FOREWORD

In.the past few years, considerable national attention has
been directed toward the career education needs of students in
American schools. Conceened individuals have vociferously'
bontended that the majority of students leavifig the educational
system, are ill,eguipped to encounter the demands of our rapidly
changing and complex society. In fact, close to one million
students are still dropping out of school every year because it
is not helpful and relevant enough in their thinking.

Individuals with handicapping conditions have also gdined-
considerable attention in the past several years, particularly
since the, passage of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Education
for all Handicapped Children Act of 1975, and the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1976. No longer can school systems
readily exclude these individuals from their- services or
segregate them away from the mainstream of regular activities.
Now, handicapped students are entitiedto a free, and appropriate
education in the least restrictive environment. In addition,
their educatipt must be tailor-made to fit their individual
needs and potentials.

Another significant recent development in the wave of
commitments that have begun occufring was issued in June, 1978,
when the U.S. Commissionei of tffe Office of Education proclaimed
that every handicapped child will now be provided with an
appropriate and-comprehensive vocational education in accordance
with his/her needs and abilities., It is anticipated that many
other prestigious agencies, organizations, and leaders will
also demonstrate and offer a greater commitment to the career
and vocational education movement that has occurred'in the
past as the appropriate educational programming mandate moves
into motion throughout the country.

Two _ rw organizations that have evolved in recent years,
in response to the career development thrusts are the
Division on Career Development (DCD) of .the Council for
Exceptional Children and the National Association of Vocational
Education Special Needs Personnel (NAVESNP) of the American
Vocational Association. These oreanizatiOns, along with many
Others which have begn in existence, are spearheading efforts to
make career/vocational education for the handicapped a reality
throughout the land-. State and local educatidnal agencies are
also turning their 4ttention to the career educatign concept
and its potential for meeting the educational needs of the
handicapped, as well as all students. Thus, the recognition
of the -tential of career education for meeting today's mandate
is incre ing in its intensity throughout the country.
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Implementing appropriate educational services for handicapped
students is,the next major step. The concepts, materials, and
processes that have been developed mist be put into motion
and in an effective manner. This i no easy talk, particularly_
in the case of handicapped Individuals who must be integrated
and accommodated appropriately in the least restrictive environm nt.
For certain handicapping conditions, a paucity of career education
materials exists. IndividualOietth visual handicaps are one
of these groups.

The project presented in this report represents A concer
and dedicated attempt to develop an effective career guidance
service for visually disabledltudents based in part on
John Holland's Self - Directed Search approach., The project
was an ambitious validate materials and
procedures from the Curricul'- Career Information Service
(CCIS) at Florida State Uniliersity so that visually disabled
individuals could learn occupational information, decision-
-making strategies, job-search methods, and begin to formulate
.realistic career plans.

Lik all ambitious projects, every objective was not
met, but n my opinion very justifyably. In reviewing the
project, I found materials development aspect to have been met
but validation efforts to be only partiarlly achieved. This
is understandable in view of the short-time-period of the
graht and typical technical ;- problems that are always inherent
in such proje"cts. In essence, I would consider thie a
successful pilot study which now needs further validation
with a greater number and type of visually disabled individuals.
474re is an obvious need to relate Holland's theory to
visually disatiled and otter handicapped individuals and further
efforts are strongly suggested in this area.

The pack e that has been developgd by the project staff
is replicable d usable under the:limittions noted above
and should be considered for use in many different types of A,

settings (e.g., public/schools, rehabilitation facilities,
career centers, and otters) which provide career awareness
and planning services to the visuWy disabled. This is one
of the few systematic efforts,that I know of that has
attempted to develop such an innovative approach for conducting
career guidance activities with this population., Its self-
directed feature is a much needed departure from traditional
ervicesialthough a certain amount of professional assistance
will be seeded by the visually disable4rindividual in taking
it and interpreting its results. The ipproach warrants further
investigation, development, and consideration. Dr. Reardon
and his staff have done an exemplary piece of work and it
shoul not go unnot,iced and untried in career education
prSct Ces that go on in this country.

Donn Brol in, Ph.D.
Professor of Education
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri
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INTRODUCTION AND PRE-GRANT HISTORY
QF CCIS INVOLVEMENT WITH BLIND CLIENTS

The purpose of this manual is to help people who want
develop a career information center accessible to the blind.
Our staff believes that we can best accomplish this,purpose
by explaining what we are, have done, have not done, would
like to have done, and could bave done better.

Our project, to develop a self-directed career planning
program for the visually 'disabled, began in the'spring of
1976 when a group of blind students on the Florida State
University campus asked us to help them with'their career
,planning needs. But the bulk of the work on the. proj'ect
began after October, 1977, \when the Curricular-Career
Information Service (CCIS) 'in conjunction with the College
ofsEducation at F.S.U* recdived an HEW/OE Office of Career
Education grant to develop and evaluate a career planning
program for the visually disabled.

How 4! Began:

To explain how we began working on the project, it is
first necessary to share a little background information
on the nature of CCIS, the Curricular-Career Information
Service. CCIS a self-help or selfcounseling career
information center at Florida State University which was
created in 1972 to improve the delivery of career planning
services to college students. Relying heavily on.instructional
design techniques, CCIS can be described as an outreach,
self-help oriented, multimedia-based career exploration
program (Reardon and Minor, 1975; Reardon and Domkowski, 1977).
CCIS utilizes a modular approach to learning. Prior to our

3

/work with visually disabled students, CCIS had ten instructional
modules covering a wide range of career planning concerns.
The modules were titled:

Module I: Everything You've Always Wanted To Know About
CCIS--CCIS Introduction.

Module II: What's Involved In Making A Career Decision--
Guidelines For Career Decision-Making.

Module III: Looking At Your Interests--Self-Assessment.

Module IV: Information: Where To Find It And How To
Use It--Career Information Sources.

Module V: Matching Majors And JobsLinking Education
And Work.



Modul
Emp 1pyme nt

VI: Job /=Forecast And Your Career Plans--
OUtlooks.
//,

Module VII: or Blac --Career Planning For Black
College S dents.

Module VI
For Adu

I: Especially For Her--Career Decision- aking.
t Women.

Module Your Job Campaign -- Employability Skills.

Module X: Where Do You Co From Here --Campus And
Copimunity Resources.

Out underlying assumption is that given the proper
resources, most people can find information and make personally
meaningful decisions relating to the world of work; their own
skills, aptitudes, and interests; and how to go about getting.
empPoyed. The goal of the grant project was to translate
the- values, purpc'es, and resources Of CCIS so' that these
cotld be used by visually impaired people as they are and have
-en by the sighted.

CCIS has been aarefully evaluated over the years, and
the results have shown the program to be popular among students
and effective in meeting its goals (Fisher, Reardon, and
Burck, 1976; Smith, 1973). In addition to sery,ing university
students, CCIS has been effectively utilized by,area high
school students and adults from the community.

Increasing Accessibility for the Blind:
But, CCIS until very recently, was not truly accessible

to F.S.U.'s large population of blind students. CCIS interest
in career planning needs for the blind began in the spring of
1976 when a group of visually impaired students asked two
CCIS staff members to lead Resume Writing and Interview
Preparation clinics designed to meet their special needs.
This was accomplished fairly easily by putting the materials
traditionally used for these clinics into a braille format
and using the audio portion of a videotape.

When thelformal presentation ended, several of the blind
students expressed interest in knowing what other career
planning and guidance services CCIS had available: The staff
members present outlined the services offered by CCIS and
embarrassingly admitted that most of the services and inform -
ation in CCIS were not readily accessible to the blind.
As a result of their interest, and concern, a group of the
blind students agreed to serve as an informal, ad hoc advisory
committee to help CCIS become more accessible to the visually
impaired.

1 5
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A-c ' staff member mot with this committee as a group
and with individuals of the group sqparately for about one
year. Our total contact was with tOlvive different visually
,paired students. All were upperclassmen or graduate students.
Only four were tbtally blind and-using a.cane or guide. dog but
all were legally blind. The purpose of these meetings was
to discUss weer planning problems of visually impaired
students O.U. and to seek their ideas about how CCIS
could help meet their needs: Dtiring this -,same period, a
CCIS staff member ducted an ERIC computer-assisted
literature search of career planning problems and programs
of and for the blind. This literature review corroborated
the firsthand information collected from-our ad hoc advisory
committee of blind students--there were significant needs
for improving career planning services for the blind. The
problem most often cited by these students was that career
planning is a process over which they had very little control.
There existed little current career information organized
in such a manner that the blind could have a =ccess to it and
utilize it without the aid'of a counselor, teacher, or-
parent. Many of the ind students we talke4 with firmly
believed that their gelors tended to channel them towards
stereotypic "career- the blind". Others felt that their
counselors were doing a-very admirable.job of helping them
under the circumstances, Dut the counselors were often the
bld clients' soleurce of career information. The
students we talked'with wanted to have the same opportunity
as their sighted peers to!engage in career and academic
decision-making On -their oWn (even if that meanmaking some
mistakes or.unrealistic first choices and then learning from
and profiting from those Mistakes).

4

As a result of our meetings with this "advisory committee,"
the CCIS staff committed itself to making our self-help
career center as accessible as possible to the many blind
students attending Florida State unliorsity. The initial
work,on the project involved transcillbing our Employability
Skips materials into braille and allowipg partially sighted
stude'ts to take printed °materials to the Blind Services
bearniig Lab down the hall froM the CCIS center, where they
could_ _ad with the help of electronic visual aids.
The oyability Skills module materials were given top
priority because at the time the overwhelming majority of
visually disabled students at F.S.U. were'juniors, seniors,
or graduate students. We were planning to gradually expand
transcription of ourAother modules into braille when our
budget was cut by 46%. This meant, without external funding,
we could not undertake any new projects, Not wanting to
discontinue the work we had begun, we decided to submit a
grant proposal to they Office of Career Education: The
proposal, "A Self-Directed Career Planning Program for the
Visually Disabled," was funded and work on the grant project
began in October, 1977. The five learner goals of the program
were:
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GOAL The visually disabled student wild be able to
obtain desired career information without
requiring assistance from a reader or ttlonnselor.

GOAL II: The visually disabled student will be able to
comprehend a career decision - making process.

GOAL_JIT: The visually disabled student, wilybe able to
apply a career decision-making process to his/her
persanaliied career planning.

GOAL IV: The visually disabled student -i 1 b8 able to
integrate knowledge of sel andccupations.

..16

GOAL V: The visually disabled student 'will be Able to
apply appropriate employment-seeking' skills.

GRANT ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the project year, OOtober, 1977 to September, 1978,
we developed, purchased, assembled, and then-pilot and field
tested the, materials necessary to ,improve the career planning
optionslof blind stugents and to make CCIS aceelaible to
the visually disabled students at F.S.U. We hoWthe following
account of our efforts will aid others who wish to make
career centers at their own institutions more accessible
to the blind.

Getting Organized:
the time the project had, een funded by HEW, most

of ouxj ad hoc advisory committee'had gtaduated and left town.
We needed someone on the grant staff who could read and write,
braille fluently and serve as an advisor to the rest of the
staff who were not familiar with working with the blind.
We hired a visually disabled woman as thd1 full-time ,project
secretary to help us in this regard, and she has proves, to

be one of the most productive and valued members of the
staff. A total of three blind students were hired as
temporary assistants at different times during the project
year. One of these students was instrumental in the development
of our adaptation of John Holland's Self- Directed Search.
The other two students assisted in preparing t _finis ed

products for field testing and in organizing the layout
of the grant-developed materials in CCIS. These students
also proved to be very beneficial to the project. In fact,
considering the naivete and lack of knowledge on the part of
the project coordinator in the area of visual disabilities,
it was literally a case of the blind leading the blind.
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The rest of the staff consisted of the PrincipalThe the
Investigator (Project Director), the Project COordinator,
an Evaluation Coordinator, an Evalbation Conultant,,and a-
Materials Development Coordinator. There were also several
volunteers and.orie student who assisted us for academic
credit. The Principal Investigator was the chief administrator
Sf the project and was, one of the anti-tors of the grant proposal.
The Project Coordinator also a co-author of the proposal,

.

was charged with overseeing the day-to-day activities of the
project, supervising the staff, writing the necessary reports,
and participating in regional and national conferenaV
presentations. The Evaluation Coordinator Baas a on-third-time
graduate assistant who was responsible fot developing the
\test instruments for pilot and field testing, coordinating the
field- tests, collecting and analyzing the data, and
assisting the Project Coordinator in report writing. The
Project Evaluation Consultant, an F.S.U. assistant professor,
assisted the Evaluation Coordinator when requested and was
especially helpful in revising the learner and projdct goals
into a testable format. The Materials Development Coordinator,
a .oneOhalf-time graduate assistant, was responsible for
assisting the Project Coordinator in identifying the mater'als

be transcribed into braille, large print, and audiotape,
_rdinating the work of the student assistants an&volunteers,

and coordinating publicity for the project.

After hiring our staff, our first priority was to select
an advisory committee. We wanted to have an advisory committee
of about eight to ten members. However, we were dvised to
send. out at least ,twice that number of invitqtio nder the
assumption that most people would not have the in_ rest or
time to participate. To our surprise, almost everyone we
asked to serve agreed to help, and we had an advisory-commi ttee
of fifteen members.

Almost two - thirds of the advisory committee was made up
of blind persons or representatives of agencies and organiz-
ations serving the blind. The advice, help, and constructive
criticism of several members of the advisory ittee
proved to be a great resource throughout the eject year
(see Appendix A re: advisory committmemb procedure_
etc.)

once we had taken c --_ of hiring a staff, sc lc _inq
an advisory committee, and securing our basic, ad trative

eds, (acquiring office space, supplies, typowr to:, etc.)
wore ready to begin our actual work on the project.

The Four Tasks:
it w( t4.11 divi tit =ri by t tie l t' 1!: grant st i t t into

tour basics tasks: (1) to tr-an scr=ibe oxistinu visually
Arionted modia int I mats that could ho 111 ilizod hy flit'

visually (iisablod, to pureh,ete add i t i ttti,t l matorials when
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transcription. was not adequate or' would cost more than buying
new materials; (2) to adapt Dr, John Holland's Self- Directed
Search (SAS) into a format that would'alloW blind stUd@nts
the game opportunity as their sighted peers to take, Spore,

,and Interpret an occupationalS interest invititorr without the
aid of a counselor or- reader; (3)- to Catalogue the ,c4eer
tapes transcribed, developed and organize4by the Kojeit
staff in a manner that would allow -easy access to the career,
information by visually disabled student 8; and (4) to
evaluate the materials developed {r terms of. their ability to
meet the project goals.

TASK I: TRANSCRIP' _ AND ORGANIZATION:
OF CAREER INFORTv71VTION

What we set out to de, i.r. essen wad to' cr e.

mini-CCIS within CCIS. We wanted e able tcoput al
the materials, the blind could uti e Ink-one 1pication:so,c
they could by eaSily accessed and thwitheut much need
ftit assista-ce. mhis meant tilt, aerials had to be ofganize_
in a logica manner. The obvious plan 'was to use the same
modular syitem that was being successfullyAWed,by sighted
students in CCIS. Naturally, changes, additions, d
etc., had to be made, but basical =ly they are very s
the CCIS modules listed earlier., The modulq she-
instructions develop )ay the project staff can e und-

tthe 4pendix B.

All of'the project learner goals liSted earlier fi
one or more of the existing CCIS instructional' modules,
so the problem wa to make, them accessible to the blind students.
For a while, out f sheer naivete, e project staff considered=
transcribing' all 0 the print d mat rrfals ihto large type
and braille. This plan proved to be ,totally unrealistic, .

since braille materials require much more storage space than
CCIS has availab!le: In addition, with development in .

modern electronic equipment, Many blind persons do:Ilot read
urther, many partially sighted students _cannot
ype because it is too large. for thew tai read
isual aids but still too small to read,tT

ons

into

read la
with the_
sight aline.

Using cassette tapes wasthe logical sblutiow.- /

CCIS already had an audiotape library of over 100 different
career titles in career interview or occupatiOnal brief formats.
The grant staff decided to include all of those tapes, and to
increase the'-library as many tapes as time, mohey, and
spAce would allow. The career tapes we made were simply.
Occupational brief's read out of. the 9=ipational_putlook
Handbook. The selection method was also simOle. Since CCIS
is located in a university and consequently serves primarily
a college student population, the majority of the tapes we
recorded describe careers requiring a college degree.
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We used a 1i,t oneoared by _he"U.S. Department of Labor which
showed the o cupations most college graduates would be
entering during the 1975-R5 decade. We did record some tapes
about occupations requiring less than a college education.
The criteria we Used-for these tapes was a list of 35
occupational ilorlugters which currently represents over 50%
of the work force in the United States (see Appendix C).
In both instances, we did not record any information about
careers that were already represented in the CCIS audiotape
library.

No effort was made during the selection process to
weed out "careers for which the blind ar not well suited."
We received considerable comment about this, but we felt we
had no other alternative for a number of reasons. First,
there were the 504 Regulations of the 1973 Federal Rehabilit-
ation Act. These guidelines specifically state that a
college placement or counseling office cannot withhold
assistance,or information on the basis of an individual's
handicap. These regulations state further that all handicapped
students must have access to programs available to nonhandicapped
students.

Second, CCIS is a career information center which
operates under the assumption that the student consumer is
capable of making realistic decisions after seeking out and
digesting as much information as possible. We were told by
several people that if we allowed blind students access to
information about occupations they could not possibly enter
we would be giving them false hopes or. expectations which
would he detrimental to their career planning and preparation.
We believed that just the opposite would occur. The more
information a student can gather about a possible career
choi* the more realistic and informed his or her final
decCsion will be. And of course, career in\ormation
includes the physical requirements for a given job or
occupation. ft' a career center operated under the philosophy

It students should not be allowed access to information
ut careers they are not likely to be able to trier, then
minus students would not be allowed to obtain information

about careerti in medicine! obese students would not be
allowed to obtain informaTion about law enforcement or
military ca'reers, and nobody would be allowed aco; to
informati-n 1lioeit careers in higher odueation

, the third and most important FOO5;011 for riot
c(i information on_the basis of handicap is tl

in ti.iriy L.ases tt i s only the handie-apped hnisehie that
altinately decide what they can oi cannot At cine t nic

were actually c(>u± i der i ricl delettio; ,iii i t etn ti(im An occupati
intet inventoiy that erred to o pelience with I,tint ing.
That !;ame week, t Tit ally 1,1 i rid wmiti,in t t tiwn
exti i 1> i it i tio hot c> i 1 pd i nt i nqr,, Iler tht i lit i rigs were nut Atist r,it
they were I II ,1 allangeme.nt!; ea!;ily ilicognized os such and
atfm ref t lc y f,, r I I who :;iw 1 hero.
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Wei purchased t x.i.,...7---Tst braille -- iin
1

todf rn
At approximately '-., p 1 k l,x) . An( w, pur. _ast . the
Occupational Information Library_ fei Blind from the
Greater Detroit Soci-ty the Blind $110. This

u

(

library of ir) 19-min tapes describes approxtmtely 0

Afferent jobs bein successtully rerformed by blind men and
women. Whe

5

ver we could, we tried o eto use vxistinq resutcs
r

'I
o get (lona- ions, lot because the money was \inavailable,
but because we wanted to show tli,1 the cost ' making a
career center accessible was ri-) pr,,h11)1ti'.`0. by the end
the project year we will have spent most it riot al J, of the
$59,000 allocated to us, but theii-maiority about' 70* of
that money was spent in staff salai ies and for evaluation
of the materials and products develoi:ed by the proiect staff.
The money needed to acquire or develop materials described
throughout this report was relatively small (less than $1,000).
For instance, we discovered that to have our tapes recorded
professionally would have cost $30 per how-- for studio time
plus $14.50 pet tape for each copy we wanted from the master
produced. Obviously, this cost would have been prohibitive
for most career centers. We did send several of our materials
to volunteer organizations that make free professional quality
recordings for the blind. But that often takes up to six
months or more before the finished product is returned.
We solved the problem by using resources available on our
campus. We had good quality tape'rocorders in CCIS so all
We really needed wasia soundproof studio and professionally
trained voices. The studio space we were Able to obtain
from the College of Education Counselor Ttaininq Program.
The speech department agreed to give extra eredit to students
who provided their voices (and their dicti u for the most
part was of excellent quality). And, a l 1 fl f.__
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of vocational and personality inventories. They claimed
that often they never saw the results of such inventories,
but that those results were used by educational administrators
or counselors to make decisions affectinq'their lives.
When members of-the project staff reported the results of
these blind student interviews in meetings or in print,
they have been vigorously denied by most VR counselors and
other professionals who work with the blind. While determining
which side was right in this controversy would have been
an interesting project, it was not the purpose of our project.
But, in order to work effectively with blind students on
our campus, we had to deal with what they perceived to be true.
This meant we had to develop an assessment device that could
have been completely controlled by the consumer--the blind
student.

For sighted students, such an assessment device,
John Holland's Self-Directed Search (SDS), was already
in use in CCIS. That instrument; however, was only available
in printed form. Even if the SDS were put on cassette tape,
visually disabled students.neeaia some.nonvisual way to
score the instrument. The problem was solved by designing
a tactile hnswer board with small pegs for keeping score
(see Appendix D for illustration). The boards are labeled
in large print with clear plastic braille labels placed over
the print labels. The board has been pilot tested and field
tested and has been well received by most of the blind
students who have used it.

Visually disabled students who elected to take the SDS
could. utilize the outcome of the inventory immediately upon
its completion if they wished. When a student has completed

)

the SDS, they have. generated list of careers with
Dictionary of Occupational Ti-les (DOT) numbers related
to their. .interests. The tap -o s developed and copied by
the project staff are arranged numerically according to
their DOT numbers. Using the larqe type or braille labels
on the tapes, the students can quickly find the tapes that
are of particular interest to them.

TASK HI: CAREERS ON TAPE CATALOGUE
A visually disabled student does not; however, have to

take the SDS to access career information. The project
staff has developed a large type and braille alphabetical
catalogue which enables the student to locate occupational
information from either the tapes produced by the staff.
(arranged according to their DOT number) or the tapes
included in the Occu_ational Information Libras= for the
Blind (arranged according to their OILE numbers
See Appendix E for a description of the catalogue and!'

directions for its use.
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TASK We EVALUATION
The work of ate- gating materials developed by the staff,

and the goals of the jecto began of course, at the .onset
of the project year The first task was to revise the learner
and program goals intoa more testable or evaluatable;format.
The revised goals can be found in the appendix. The next
major evaluation activities centered around the pilot and
field testing of the SDS and developing the necessary
measurement tools. T- last phase has dealt with evaluating
the results of the final field testing and the ability of ,

the project to meet its program goals. The entire evaluation
process is outlined more completely in the following section.

This section describes the evaluation activities and
results. As stated in the evaluation plan (see Appendix R),
the evaluation of the impact of the CCIS grant project,
"A Self-Directed Career Planning Program for the Visually Disabled",
focused upon the following basic questions:

1. To what extent were the client objectives met--has
the desired change in client behavior occurred?

2. Mae the impact of the program been adequately
documented and described to provide needed information
to those cOnsidering its adoption?

3. Have;Othe estimated 'developmental and operational costs
been documented and described to provide needed
information for those considering program adoption?

Each of these basic questions is discussed in this section.
First, however, a description of the evaluation activities will
be presented.

As stated earlier, learner and program goals were rewritten
into behavioral terms (see App6ndix X). Behavioral objectives
were then written for each learner goal. An evaluation plan
was subsequently written and can be found in Appendix R.
This plan provided the framework for the evaluation activities
which took place during the year.

Once goalst objectives, and the evaluation plan were
developed, attention turned toward evaluating the effectiveness
of the adapted version of the Self-Directed Search. This took
place in two- phases. The formative phase consisted of one-to-

-one administration,'technical review, and pilot test of the
adapted SDS. The purpose of the formative phase was to
obtain feedback on which to base revisions of the SDS.
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The suminative phase consisted of a field test of the revised
S to determine its effectiveness with visually disabled
n ividuals. Evaluation findings revealed that the revised
SDS was (1) effective in increasing the number and consistency
roccupations under consideration; (2) effective in decreasing
the need for general information about self and occupations;
(3) effective in increasing certainty and satisfaction about
vocational plans; (4) effective in increasing vocational
information - seeking behavior; (5) effective in promoting
the ability to apply Holland's theory; and (6) effective in
eliciting positive user evaluations.

Of primary significance, these results suggest that
existing career planning programs and instruments designed
for the general population can be adapted for special
populations without reducing their effectiveness. In addition,
the results imply that visually disabled individuals will
assume more control over their career planning if given the
opportunity.

A copy of a detailed report of the evaluation of the
adapted SDS can be fotand in Appendix J. This report includes
recommenai,Eions for future study of the adapted SUS,- including
adapting Form Easy of the SDS for persons with low reading
ability, evaluating the adapted SDS with a larger blind
population to allow other statistical analyses, and
investigating the frequency with which-blind persons achieve
rare SDS Summary Codes.

After field testing the SDS, the project staff began
preparing for the field test Tthe entire career planning
program, both on and off campus. Instruments were develdOed
to measure attainpent of learner objectives, program impact,
unanticipated outcomes, user reactions, and program export-
ability. .

These instruments car be found in Appendix S.

In atteweing to implement a "pure" field test situation
away from the- campus, all materials were transported to a
rehabilitation center for the blind in Daytona Beach, Florida.
A training workshop was held to introduce the staff to program
and data collecting instruments, and then the program was. .

left in their hands to integrate into their enter as one would
if the program were purchased. There are inherent problems
with such field testing where project personnel are not
consistently monitoring for fidelity of use, and are not
collecting'the data themselves. Of course, we ran into some .

of these problems, as well as others, in our F.S.U. and
Daytona Beach field test sites.

First, the structure and format of the self- directed
career planning program compounded the difficulty in collecting
data. Second, implementing_ a career education program on
an academic calendar while staying on a federal budget timeline
automatically limited field test activities at Florida State
University because the field test occurred during the quarter
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break and the summer quarter. 'Obviously, these are not peak
enrollment periods for sighted or nonsigh _d students and
field testing participants were quite s. 1 in number.
Third, the lack of an intact blind group of substantial size
in any one geographic location limited the field test.
Fourth, self-directed .format added difficulty to data collection
since the nature of the program allowed some materials to be
taken home, and also allowed individuals to select for com-
pletion only those modules they felt they needed. Therefore,
some modules were used extensively (Module III: the SDS),
and others rarely. And, finally, even though we profeiSionals
know that career planning is time-consuming and important,
the student's tithe is often limited and it is hard for them
to participate in all aspects of a program, much less be
involved in an evaluation study. We don't intend to offer
these as excuses, but only to alert the reader to some of the
problems encountered during the spring and summer field tests
of our program.

Field testing occurred in the Curricular-Career inform-
ation Service on the Florida State Universe campus and in
the Rehabilitation Center for the Blind i_sr aytona Beach,
Florida. A total of 16 visually disabled persons were involved.
In evaluating the career materials, users completed the
user evaluation form after their experience with the career
planning materials. The majority of users found the career
materials easy to locate (81%), current (75%), and helpful
(88%). Eighty-one percent were very pleased with the services
offered by the program, 50% were overwhelmed by the volume
of materials available, and 94% would recommend the career
planning program to a friend who wanted career planning

Ninformation. Thirty-onepereent felt obtaining relevant
information from materials was too time-consuming. A
complete breakdown of responses to the user evaluation form
can be found in Appendix T.

In addition to the user evaluations, documentation of
impact and exportability was made. Four independent reviewers
at the Rehabilitation Center in Daytona Beach who have
expert` -e in vo ational rehabilitation of the visually disabled
reviewe all materials in use during the field test nd completed
an impa-t Certification Form (see Appendix $). The r n time
spent reviewing materials was two months. Regarding
impact, the reviewers unanimously agreed that (1) the ,CIS
career planning program enabled blind individuals to actively
participate in career planning, (2) participants seemed
interested in the career planning materials, and CO exposure
to the career planning program prompted further career planning
behavior. The majority of the reviewers also agreed that the
instructional strategy used in.the materials appeared to be
thorough and potentially effective in)teaching the intended
skills an knowledge to the target audience In the area of
exportability, the majority of reviewers indicated the program
was acceptable in terms of overall appearance, organization,



potential effectiveness, potential usefulness of content,
estimated ease of use, quality of writing, quantity of content,
and use of directions and instructions within the'materials.
In addition, they unanimously agreed that the materials
appeared readily usable by the student user. ,Concern was
expredsed, however, regarding appropriateness of reading level
for those with less than a college education.

The reviewers agreed unanimously that there is reason
to believe that a need exists for this program, and that other
professional persons working with the 'visually disabled would
be interested in using this program. 'Three agreed the materials
appeared to be paqkaged in a form that is easily used by
adopters with a minimum of training and assistance. One
reviewer was unsure regarding this item. All four reviewers
also stated they would use the CCIS career planning progrant
(or recommend its use) with visually disabled persons desiring
career, planning assistance, and all four found materials,
as a whole, acceptable. Regarding unanticipated outcomes,
the following comments were provided by the reviewers:

"good counseling tool"

"directs student planning"

"initiates interest in students leading to motivation
to obtain more information"

"provides some direction for information-seeking"

"helps them become aware of additional interest areas
that may serve not only as vocational possibilities
but ones that provide a vocational interest too"

The most common negative outcomes pinpointed by reviewers
were the need to modify materials for those not college-
bound and the desire for more detailed.information in the job
descriptions on audiotape. A complete breakdown of.reviewers
responses can be found ip Appendix U.

In addition to the User Evaluation Form and Impact
Certification Form which were implemented in the field test,
a Career Planning Program Observer Rating Sheet and Pre-test
and Posttest instruments for several modules were developed.
(See Appendix S). However, due to the time constraints and
staff limitations at the field test sites, and the program
problems discussed earlier in this section, the field test
coordinators did not implement the latter two instruments.
Instead, they chose to submit a detailed report of observations
(see Appendix Y).

In Addition tc, the-results discussed above, two external
experts representing the fields of vocational guidance and
career education for the handicapped were brought in to
evaluate the materials.
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Dr. John L. Holland, Professor of Social Relations at
Johns Hopkins University, -noted expert in career development
theory and research and author of the Self-Directed Search,
reviewed the materials during the deveIopmentar-per4od.
Dr. Donn Brolin, Professor of Education atthe Univbrsity of
Missouri and noted expert in career education for the handicapped,
reviewed the materials after field testing was completed.
Dr. Holland's written review can be found in Appendix V and
Dr. Brolin's comments are in the Foreword of this report.

Having obtained these results, the project staff focused
back upon the three qestions with which the project was.
concerned:

1. To what extent were client objectives met--has'
the desired change in client behavior occurred?

2. Has the impact of t e program been adequately
documented and de-icribed to provide needed inform--
ation to those considering adoption?

3.ave the estimated developmental and operational costs
bee documented and described to provide riedded
information to those condering program adoption?

As stated earlier, the Observer Rating Sheet and
Module Pre- and Posttests were not implemented at the field
test sites; therefore, we are unable to document the attainment
of learner objeCtives as stated. However, evidence was
obtained relative to each learner goal. Each of the five
learner goals will be addressed in this section.

Goal 1: The visuall disabled student will be able to
obtain desire_ career information w thout requiring
tie assistance of a reader or counselor.

Field test data vealed the career planning program
enabled blind indivi-, als to actively participate in career
planning. Participant indicated the materials were easy for
them to locate and osure to the materials prompted use of
additional career planning materials and resources.
Participants also indicated they were very pleased with the
services of the progiam. Thus, it appears the visually
'disabled participants were able to obtain desired career
information without requiring a reader or counselor to
obtain it for them.

I.

Goal The visually disabled student will be able to
com a career dec4litis7m2lcia2process.

One of the program benefits mentioned by several of the
materials reviewers was that the program helps "direct
student planning" and "provide direction for information-
seeking". Severa ticipants also stated that Module IX,
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uidelines for Career Decision-Making", was one of
helpful modules. Also, one participant stated, "it
leaves One making their own decisions which I think

1 3t The visual1 disabled student, will br

the most
(materials)
is good ".

Although evidence was obtained indicating participants
.en aged in various modules of the career planning program,
sufficient data was not obtained on which to base a judgment
of goal attainment.

4: The v uall disabled uden
ntegra now an occupa ons.

goe
There were three.learner objectives related to this

1. Given the visually disabled versioh of the SDS,
the student will record and score all responses on
the inventory;

2. Given the results of the inventory, the student
will list his/her Summary Code with a brailler or
pencil, and match it to the corrdsponding personality
patterns; and

Given their SDS Summary Code, students will list
at least three occupations congruent with their
SDS code by means of a braider or pencil.

Results of the field testing of the SDS indicated all
three of these objectives weremet (see Appendix J).
Therefore, it appears goal 4 was attained.

Goal 5: The_yisually disabled student will be able to

As is the case with goal, 3, sufficient data was not
obtained on which to base judgment of goal attainment.

Goals six through ten are program goals.
addressed as follows:

Goal 6; The o raxn will rOvide visual
ze CCISstudents the 0 o un to u

These are

disabled
esources

Indicators of achievement of.these goals include
transcription and organization of career planning materials
for use by the visually disabled including 102. occupational
briefs and interviews on audiotape, three career planning books
on audiotape, and a variety of other career planning materials;
and advertising which included an appearance on Tallahassee's
.U7SU television and descriptive flyers (see Appendix F and G).

F

3



-Goal 7 , The program
compone

P

pm0144, an in -service

two in- 'service training programs e.conducted
Florida State University. Fourteen participants were
inttbducod tee the career planning materials and eguipm nt.
Participants were taught sightguiding and skills ,in career
counseling with blind clients, and then participants
demonstrated competencies in these areas. A State Office
of Blind Services consultant and counselor assisted in
conducting these programs.

In-service training was also provided at the-Da
Beach field test site. Approximately seven counselor
'instructors were introduced to the career planning p
and the data-gathering instruments during a day-and-a-
workshop conducted by three project staff members. The
workshop participants were those individuals who were to
coordinate the field test in.iheir center

Goal The ro -ram will assist visuall
eve

Indicators of goal attainment include the varie
resources used by the participants, a documentation o
user satisfaction, and endorsement of the program by
constituents and professionals (see Preface and Appendices V

Goal The 0 -ram will demonstrate a process iroug
ch a service can be eve ope to accommodate ,career

Indicators of goal attainment include documenta
visually disabled students' needs (see pages 2 and 3 _ is
manual), formulation of goals and objectives (see Appendix X),
materials production, pilot testing, field testing, imple-
mentation of materials, evaluation of learner outcomes, and
determination of whether or not program goals were met.
These indicators are all addressed in this report.

1 document ion- under which

In4fcators of goal attainment include production of this
user's.manual, documentation of program constraints,
documentation of evaluation activities, documentation of the
program development process, documentation of the implementation
process, and documentation of unintended outcomes, all of which
have been addressed in this report.

The second question on which the project f cused, regarding
impact documentation, was addressed earlier in t valuation
section. The third question regarding developmental and oper-
ational costs is addressed in the financial report which has been
prepared and provided separately by the Office of Contracts and
Grants at Florida State University.
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is recognised that, for reasons already stated,
some of he learner goals lack hard data for documentation of
attainme t. Specific recommendations for further evaluation
studies include the following. First, a longer, more extensive
evaluation of this career planning program is needed in order
to judge attainment of least two of the learner goals.
Such an extended field test should involve more blind students
from 'more varied settings. Second, with its self-directed
program con ng of numerous components, a longer field test
period, i.e., lite months, is essential for obtaining
sufficient data to determine program effectiveness. And,
third, a larger target population with greater professional
staff involvement is also needed to provide documentation
of the impact of this self-directed career planning program
for the visually disabled.

-A
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED ALONG THE WAY

They say hindsight is 20/20 vision, and now that the
project year is near its and we are able to identify clear
s number of the mistakes we have made, and the changes we
would make if we were to start anew.-

Ad Hoc Committee.

Probably the biggest mistake we made was assuming we
had learned just, about all there was to know about blindness
and career planning problems of blind students from our
original ad hoc .advisory committee of visually disabled
students. Almost all of the students we originally worked
with weee very bright and articulate. Most of them, both
the totally blind and the partially sighted, could read
braille very well. At their request, we had already
transcribed our employability skills materials into braille
before the grant protect began. Because of the positive
reception of these materials by the blind students who were
then on campus, we planned to utilize primarily braille
and large type formats for most of the Material we produced
during the project year. It was =not until we were about
two months intothe project that we learned only about 10%
of the blind population can read braille. This meant we
had to make a quick change to an audiotape format and this
prolonged the time scheduled for materials develop

Another problem concesining our ad hoc committee as
that we never added new members. By the time the grant
Project started, there remained only one or two of the
original members who had not yet graduated and left
Tallahassee. Many of the new visually disabled students at
Florida State University viewed us as part of the establishment
rather than as part of something in which they were, intricately
involved. As agesult, we had a little difficulty getting_
blind students to help us in our pilot and field testing.
The problem was solved in part by hiring a few blind students
as Student Assistants, who proved to be a tremendous asset
to the project.

Division of Blind Service's (DBS).
Partially because we thought we had gained all the

information we needed about blindness from our ad hoc
advisory committee and our literature search, and partially
because we sensed some antagonism by several blind students
towards the state Division of Blind Services, we did not
seek the Division's fullest assistance in preparing our
proposal or when we first learned we had been funded.
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Tls was probably a mistake. The Division of Blind
Be-vices could have been helpful from the beginning as it
was later helpful to the project in a-variety of ways.
Their staff at the Regional Rehabilitation Center in Daytona
Beach, Florida, assisted in the field testingof the project-
developed materials and 'the local office here in Tallahassee
paid the salary of 1-blind student who worked on our staff
for about ten weeks, That student's knowledge of audio-
production was particularly beneficial. Also, three members
serving on the grant project advisory committee were from
the Division of Olind Services. Again, we strongly urge
any institution considering adapting their programi to
meet the noodb of the visually disabled to seek the advice
d assistance from all agencies and organizations that work
th the blind, even when thdt advice and assistanceis

in conflict.

Volunteer Organizations:
1

There are several volunteer organizations, both publicly
and privately supported, that produCe fine quality braille
and audiotape transcription from print copy. However,
these organizations may take from four to six months to
complete the work (some material we sent to be brailled over
seven months ago still has not been returned). This would
not have been much .of,a problem for us if we had anticipated
it, but several of these organizations promised us a
four- to five-week turnaround. After the materials were
several weeks late in arriving and we had inquired as to
what the problem was, we were told the materials would be
sent in "next week's mail." This happened several times
before we realized we would have to make most of our own
tapes. Naturally, this slowed the project down and we had
to delay field testing of our materials by several' months.
We would recommend that -any career center wanting to tape
their materials, for use by the blind produce their own
tapes using the methods described earlier in this paper.
This would be-especially necessary in the presence of a
tight time.schedule.

High Prices:
Materials and special equipmentTot the blind

be very expensive. For 'instance, a brailler, which
smaller and much less intricate than a typewriter, Awitts
minimum of $150. And, it may take from six months to a
year for delivery-after purchase. This is another good
reason to get involved with local organizations serving the
blind. You may be able to borrow the use of a brailler until
your purchased equipment arrives, or some organizations niay
be able to donate equipment to you.

to
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Even software used by the blind is eXo bitantly priced.
We needed some thin clear plastic sheets fo making braille
labels which could be placed on topof our _rge print
*labels. This would allow totally blind and partially
sighted students to use the same materials. To orcter these
sheets m a supply house for the blind would ,have cost us
51.45 per 8 1 by 11 -inch sheet. We ound basically the
identical material being sold under he name of laminating
paper in our own campus bookstore foi 20C per sheet.
We saved over $100 by purchasing the laminating paper on
campus.

Grant Versus Academic Year
Although the project was funded for twelve months,

we really only had eleven months to complete it. Most jobs
in higher education start at the end of August or early
September. As our project was coming to an end, some of our
key staff members were forced to accept jobs elsewhere before
the end of the project year.0 This has reduced the amount of
time we would have liked to have spent in data collection,
analysis and evaluation.

Because of the delays mentioned earlier, we were not
able to begin field testing until th summer when the majority
of blind students had left campus. A project year beginning
in July and ending in June would have been Much more manageable
for those of us working under the pressures and constraints
of an academic calendar.

If We Knew Then
We had ready access to a large number of blind college

students from the beginning, but it would have been worthwhile
if we had spent more time finding and serving the blind
community in and around Tallahassee. This would have given
us a more diverse group of people from which to draw for
advice and testing of our materials. This could have been
especially beneficial in the summer months when many 'of
the students were not on campus.

We could have ipi More time in locating and developing
volunteer services around our own community- especially to7_
read for our taping sessions. We had a steady stream of
taping to be done. If we had discovered such agencies as the
Student Community Interadtion or the Volunteer Action
Commission earlier, we would have beer able to get the work
done a lot sooner.

We should have consulted with more organizations serving_
the blind at the proposal - writing stage of the project.
We had already begun brailling many of our materials before
we were told by a representative of the Blinded Veterans
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Association that only 10% of the blind read braille and
that many of the partial y sighted prefer audiotapes to
large print.

There were some budget ms we would have changed if
we had, known than what we know now. We hid a travel budget
of 62,600 'Mich we assumed at the start would be sufficient.
However, when we Made the budget we were thinking only of
the Project Director's required trips to Washington and the
trios by staff members to regional and national conferences.
We had forgotten about the money required to travel for

off-campus field testing. We also assumed that the money
paid to consultants for their travel would come from the
monies emcumbered tp pay consultant fees. However,
the University office that manages grant budgets assumed the
money would come from our travel budget. We are still
trying to iron that problem out.

In spite of all the difficulties we encountered along
the way, we were rble to accomplish the task that we set
out to accomplish. Had we been able to avoid the many
hassles that arose, we might have been able.to do a better
job. But we are not making excuses. We believe 'in what we
have accomplished and feel strongly that othex career
centers will be able to benefit from our work.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
Dissemination has been an important part of the project's

work from the'very beginning. During the first months of
the project, a flyer (see Appendix F) outlining the purpose'
and goals of the project, was sent to every private and
public school for the blind in the United States, the chief
agency in every state and territory of the United States
concerned with the blind, the national headquarters of every
organization of or serving the blind, and the career counseling
or career resource centers of more than 200 postsecondary
educational institutions.

Program presentations have been made at the -following
state and national conferences:

The Florida Career Education Conference, October 27, 1977,

Sarasota, Florida.

The Florida Rehabilitation Association Conference,
November 1, 1977, Tallahassee, Florida.

The American Personnel and Guidance Assoi.ation Convention,
March 20, 1978, Washington, D.C.

The Florida Vocational Education Association Conference,
August 9, 1978, Orlando, Florida.
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news items concerning the projec
allowing publications:

n Personnel and Guidance As onvention

arc

American Personn
-11-11gr7F0.o_um

Guidance As_
y

n Quid

American Rehabilitation Counselin AssociationWoe No.

er Education News, Volus10 VII,

Educe
Dec

or the Handica "ed Volt

February 1, 1970.

No. 25,

Education and Work, Volume III, No. November 29, 1977.

rida Vocational Journal, Volume III, No. A, April, 1978.

Fountainhead, No. 91, Winter, 1977-78._ _

.1)ecial Education News, Volume II, No. 3, February 1,

The brochure and all of the articles published to date
about the project have contained an invitation to be put ok
the project mailing list. Over 400 organizations, instittatons,
and individuals have requested that their names be added
to the list. Other dissemination activities have included
an interview with the project coordinator on a local TV
talk show, a pictorial display at a highly publicized
Florida State University research fair, and an "Open House"
held in CCTS for all who were interested in viewing our

..finished products. Also, the Florida State University
Office of Information ServiNes sent news releases and pictures
concerning the project to the news media throughout Florida.

Future Plans:
All organizations on the project mailing' list will

receive an abstract "Of the final dissemination report.
The report itself will be sent to all the state Career
Education Coordinators and to all the individuals and organiz-
ations who have assisted the project staff throughout the year.
The final report will be made available through ERIC documents
to anyone who is interested in our findings. A prolposal
for the presentation of a paper to the CEC National Conference
on Career Education for Exceptional Individuals (February, 1979)
has been sent to the Council or Exceptional Children (CFC).
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An article has been submitted tq the Journal of Counseling
122ycholo9y an article in preparation will be submitted to
the Personnel and Guidance Journal, and an abstract of
the final report will be sent to the Career Education
Quarterly.

WHAT WILL COME OF OUR EFFORTS?
All of the materials created, purchased, and assembled

by the project staff are currently being housed and used in
CCIS (see photographs). CCIS is committed to remaining
accessible to the visually disabled and will take responsibility
for maintaining the career planning materials we have
prodUced for the visually disabled after the project comes
to an end. Upkeep costs will be minimal. CCIS has a policy
of replacing information that is outdated (four years old
or older). Most of the career information we recorded
came out of the current Occupationa Outlook Handbook.
When this:information needs to be u -ated, tii!-Ciginal
tape can be erased and re-recorded w th more recent information.
The recording can be done with CCIS' own equipment using
volunteers or student interns. Braille and large print
handouts will need to be replaced as supplies diminish.
One box of braille copying paper costs $30 for 500 sheets.
If every blind student who reads braille asked for a copy
of all of our handouts each year, CCIS will have to buy
just one box of copying paper per year. Large print materials
can be copied for approximately the same price.

New students will be made aware of the resources
available to them through an advertising campaign promoted
with the help and cooperation of the campus offices of
the Division of Blind Services and the Disabled Student
Services. For instance, all visually disabled students
coming or returning to F.S.U. this fall will receive a
braille or large grin` copy of the flyer found in Appendix G.

The Division of Blind Services Rehabilitation Centqr
in Daytona Beach, Florida, has asked if they could keep
and continue to use the materials we provided during field
testing. We were happy to oblige them. The Florida
State University had about 60 blind students in attendance
during the 1977-78 academic year. If that number of
visually disabled students continues to study at F.S.U. in
the coming years, then, with the addition of the 145
individuals served per year by the Rehabilitation Center of
Daytona Beach, at least 205 visually disabled individuals per
year could benefit from the work we have accomplished this year.
Of course, it is our hope that other career centers will
replicate our efforts and multiply manyfold the number of
visually disabled students affected by career education.
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We are currently exploring with Dr. John Holland and
The Consulting Psychologists Press the possibilities for
marketing ouh adaptation of the Self-Directed Search.
If thvis is accomplished, we believe the tactile board and
accompanying materials could be-sold for about, $200 per set.
With the exception of the SDS, all the materials that make
up our "career planning program for the visually disabled,"
could be produced by any college, high school, or rehabilitation
career center at a fairly low cost, especially if volunteers
could be utilized in the manner we have described throughout
this report.
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IL

Greg Paul, District Director, Division of Blind Services

Neal Berger, Project Director, A Science-Oriented Career t id yst f ©r

the Physically Handica

Dr. Jack Huchinson, Director, Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

Purvis Ponder, Assistant Professor, Visual Disabilities, Florida State

University

Colonel Robert Shoemaker, D
State University

Place Florida

Darlene Stutts, Coo -inator, Disabled Student Services, Florida.S
University

Paul Molting, V Counselor, Division of Blind Services

Dr. Gerald Jahoda, Pofessor, Library Science, Florida State, University

Victor Brown, Student, Florida State University

Caul McCoy, Program Director, Division of Blind Services

Jim Phipps, Student, Florida State University

Mrs. Ka Sutusky, Office of the President, Florida State University

Mr. Jess E. Wilson, Lions Club

Dr. Jeanne Boland, Assistant Professor, Fhatiilitatve Services, Florida

State University

Bob Straughn, Warning Officer, Disaster Control
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Gr,int Funded Proje.:t-

14ile ant :;(2 of Advisory Council

uncil shall be the CCIS

PURPOSE:

TS 6 basic purposp of this council shall be to advise the CCIS
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project

f in formulating a high quality Self- Directed Career Plarning

Pr aM for blind youth and adults,

MOLe spc lly, the advisory council will be asked to

4
all program activities involving materials production or distribut

Advise project staff regarding the field testing of project developed

materials.

s related to the develo rt of a Self-Directed Career

Planning program for

Assist-project staff

e visually disabled.

describing or explainf If (XIS grant funded

project to various constituent groups in the state of Florida.

MEMBERSHIP:

rOPtship of the advisory council shall oonsi st of active members who

Will attend at t th e consecutive regul-

to the advisory in,r1 by the Principal Investigator of the grant project,

Mon.tv_rs are appointed

hr. Robort Re. rclon. Nicvi t ship ao intments shall be for t.re duration of the

grant turickxl proj which

kii_gnhers Of

--' year.

( advisory clxincil wure solectoz

1. Rept-el-AI

2. Pepretkli at v blind student!; crt Flol'icia State IlniVerSif y.

J. mvvcseritat ivcs office of V(X7 nal Rehal litati(-1

T-C111 the b ess, laho

ling to several c _iteria

LYIT
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and other professional agencies.

4. Representatives of the faculty at Florida State University or others

With special expertise in the development of information system.

self - directed tructional program or other areas.

MEETTNYS:

The advisory council ill meet monthly and all rr tir s are open ic.

A quarrum of ?mbers shall consist of all members in attendance at a > egular

or properly called meetina. The normal meeting place will be the (XIS center
rS

in Room 110, Fo-van Hall, Florida State University. Normal meeting date

will be the first nuesday of the month, ho we ver, special weetings may be

scheduled at least tlfo weeks prior to the mee rag date. All members will be

notified in writing and by phone before each meeting is held,

4INI 1TION:

The advisory council will uneti under the leadership of the grant

funded project director, Mr. Paul V:bite. As Executive Secretor of the

advisory council, he will °reside over all council m etings, appoint all

ilia ttees which may be deemed necessary and will prepare agenda or pr

for each advisory council meeting. Grant funded p eat staff under the

ive

ings

mid assist in t

CCIVIETITTS:

The F.xecat Ivo

t inc. to time to

he

councll will rotcn

ry ' s i 1 prendre minutes o ,, T3 pries of all

'11 handle all corresochdence for advisory cou

it at ion and publ !at ipn of an aq for the rii _t incl .

y of the c o uneil may appoint adhc- : nit

-1-1 materials argil /car examine sr)eci 1 issues

hoe cr meml_ r of the advisory

110 pr() jeCt 5;t rf.f MICIA)r tO 1.110 advi.;ory connr on

al I mat I ti el, 0,0,1 tc, t he i r as1;ign: nt!;.
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CURUCULA CATCE_ !NF

Module

MATleN

CJI INFO :UATION

EVERYTHI G YOU'T:ALAYS ''WANTED TO

KNOT ABOUT CCIS

The purpose of CC'S is to assist you

in developing academic and/or career

d cision-makLg skills.

OBJECTIVES

introduce you to CCIS.

2.. To help you select the ac- ivities

in CCIS that' will be most --helpful

in your career and/or academic

decision-making.
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DELL ".' ARE THE A TIVITIES TO

HELP YOU TO A HIEVE THESE OBJECTIVES

DO ANY OR ALL OF TFe7

Listen to a lbaudotae
presentation, "CCIS Introduction,
which describes CCIS.

Ask the proctor to explain
CCIS program to you.

Browse through CCIS and exam
some of the materials and re
available for your use.

es

If you need any information, please
consult with the proctor at the Help
Desk.



n MLA ,1,MAT I tn SE VI ]E

dule II-

Da li-c0 CA-1E=

'`"HAT'S INVOLVED IN
MAKU A CA EE 070I I

0 ,_SiTIV7S

To help
.L

_dispel common misconcep-
tion about career planning

To help ou identify many ner!
variabl -'that are important to
consider in career development.

To help you establish some cui
lines for the process of career
decision - making.

BEL O ACTIVITIES
ELP YOU AJIIEVE TITI=SE 03 J :JJ1VES.

DO 4(\Y C ,4L OF TH=M.

Listen to the, fifteen-minut.,
audiotapc marked 'A', "Old' 1"ives'
Tales in Car Deci s ions."

Listen to the and i otape marked
'P't "Arc You An Occupational
Ir7noramu i,1os t Jucent \ro.. nC
It's A i s ky

Li k-t en to a fiftn-minu audio-
tape marked 'fl',":)isc t inn
7,areer neci o ion."
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Module Lont

Listen to chapter 5 of i chard
Boles' aud otap book, hat'
Color _1.s _Your Parachute` 7The

Tapes v:FicR make up th i s

chapter ar c marked '

VI rrl 7 7 C %.1 A

'OA V, I \' 2:7

A U T . I D 0

i chard
Parachut

1

ABOUT CA2,7, FCISI
7CUND I N THE OLLO I NG

hat valor I Your

-7fl char li i h, r:o H ire Yourself An
7mply

Dav i d Campb 11, I f Ygu Don't Know,
1-112re You'r '-oii-ifTI ouTIT-FFEI5a31
7E Up ,ome-F r?

-Fred ,raford, Tareer Planninn for
The Blind

Y _L FLEAS: 0 SULT
v riTO AT TH: HELF I
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Modulo Ill-z

LOOKP:' A

JDYTNT

T YOUR INTE.EGT

JEr-TIVEr'

To provide you with the oppor-tunity for self- assessment; thatis, to examine some of the valuesand in rests you have.

To help you to identify some
occupations or fields of studyfor further exploration,

THE IN -CRI,ATION F OVIYED JELL "'ILL HELP YOU ACHr_VE THESE OBJECTI
PLEA SE ':F_AD IT 3AREFULLY.

The Self-Directed Search (SOS)
audiotape is located in the box
mark'' "Module III It is a
self-ac i r,lminstrino instrument
desinned for assessino personal
interests and values.

The Self- irec t ach does
not tell you whdt you should heor dict "shat you may he .-=.,uccs(:,ful in, but only titigrits possibloarea you might inv:}lif.At o fur-the



Module 'Cont

The SAS is self- xplanitory and
can Se self - scored.

Several of th_ SOS Summary Codes
do not have occupations listed
under them. Do not be alarmed
if your Summary Code is one of
these. Follow the instructions
to obtain a list of occupations
related to your Code. If you
if!ould like to talk to someone about
this, see the person at the Help
Desk.,

Listen to the audiotape also
-`ham box marked "Module III,
"Understanding Yourself And
Career," and on the flip side,

uggested Follow up

'!!1-17.N YOU HAVE FINISHED TAKI. THE
YOU MAY 'ANT TO USE MODULE IV-z

17 HELP YOU USE THE INFORMATION
AVAILADLE' IN CCIr
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CUTRICULAN -CAR 7E' INFOrRMATION SERVICE
_221_

Module IV-z

OBJECTIVE:

To help you locate CCIS Information
related to your curricular and career
planning n

ACTIVITIES TO HELP YOU
ACHIEVE THIS OBJPCTIVE.

List-..,n to the audiotap., marked,
"'Module 1V-z'. This tape explains the.
location of

0materials_on

the two
study carrels eeci_ally-equipped for
people with visual disabilities:

Listep to the audi-otape marked,
"Catalogue Instructions" in therModule
IV box or read the large print or
braille "Catalogue _Instructions"
located with the other .prinffflaterials.

if yo0 have any d fficulties locating
any riWierials_for if there are materials
which are not located in this area
which you Wish to use, please 'ask the
proctor at the Help Desk to assist you.
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Module V;-z
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IAVIU1.......--

ACATION AND ':"OAK

AT Ellk. TRS AND

OBJtJTIVE°)

- - =

List spec ilic job titles related
to edllerie majors or fields of
study.

tdentify postgraduate, craduat
and technical training, sites
for Lids of study or specific

"Y_LC"' ,VE ADTIVITI7S;
TO HELP YOU ACTH I 'VE THESE OBJ7 CT I'1E

A Li.st n,to the and i otape in Module
box A' entitle ""hat an I

D o 'ith A ..lajor in... "

Li-sten to the taped intervie's
about F. F.S.U. majors made l'!ith the
aaar.-',0 lc program directors of most
of the underraduate major programs.
A:brailled and printed list of
the 7..U. majors on tape is in
the notebook marked "Module V-z.

Consult 1th academic departments
and their program people. An
audiotape list H-is located in the
bo'x marked "!::odule- "
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rI IILA'; INFORMATION S1VICIS

Module VI-z

EMPLQYMNT_OUTLCOK

JOB Q __,ASTS AND IOUA CAREER PLANS

OBJECTIV

1. Liscrib., the present distribution
of 'for_.er in different job areas

sex, race, etc.

Q

Describe
trends in

he projected employ
various career f i el s

Understand the complexity and.
accuracy of employment forecastin

Identify the lcr!est and highest.
employment demand areas.

-BELCr ARE ACTIVITI
TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE THESE OBJECTIVE

A. Listeh to the ludiotape in the
box marked "Module. "Supply
And Demand of Coller,e -aduates
In The South, 1E80, by Field of
Study."

Listen to the audio pe in the
"Module 6" box, "U..O.O.L.
flccupational Forecast n7S-1_
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Module V 1 z Cont

Liston to the aad otap in
same box, F or Pa. 1 tiforA
Ati °lit"

Jonsult w i th:A h taff in
Placement-S,e-- v ?2
and Coopetativ,e ac al fon
(116 Dr0..11

YOU
,

VAY
PR Mr:

S tat s,1

u ni ncf. Needs

.07104 O_Itt lb o k 0.nd ,00k

ndbook on-. omen '!:or ker

ttun for '. "'omena a a a a a aa a a

1-,M1
L A N N

''r',1 TAI THE

TANCIE I N USING OUTLOOK OF07:
TH IS ,:0DUE±- I YOUR CAREER
YOU MAY \ 4T TO'' CONSULT

F7:)31-OR AT TP1,7_' HELP DESK.
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Module Vii-z

IALLYFOR_MINORITIES

This module has been prep -tired especi-
ally for black students, womer, and
disabled students, i!tho may want to
explore special topics relevant,. to
their career planning. The purpose
is to spotlftiht CCIS resources 1.Atich
might be useful in this exploration.

OBJE3TIVES

To assist yogi in locatincrsources
of information which -ill help
you_shape a tentative ducational
and/or career plan.

To help you examine_how nearly
your personality and/or interest
patterns oatch people in various
careers.

HELD: UE ACTIITI-1
TO HALF YOU ACHIEVE Tai SE 0

DO ANY 0:: ALL OF THEM.
7CTIVS.

Each of the tapes may be found in the
box marked "Module

A. Listen to the audi6tap on "Affi
ative Action: Implications for
Career Planninq.," featurinc!,
`Dr Freddie Groomes, Assistant to
the President, F.S.U. 6_4
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Module VII z Cont.

Listen to the audiotape, "Car
Planninr for Black Collecle Stu-
dents" featurim, Mr. C. C. CunnintD.-
ham, Placement Director, FAMU,
and Mr. Hobert Shoemaker, Place-
ment Director, P.S.U.

Listen to the audiotape, "Career
Planninp for Blacks."

Listen, to the audiotape, "more
nr Job Options for I!'omen.

LiSten to the audiotap "Lif
Career Patterns of V:omen in_which
several adult emomen discuss their
different lifestyles.

Listen to the audiotape, "omen
in The ':'ork Force."

Listen to the taped int vier's
mith visually disabledperson
in various r

H. Listen to the audiotaped Occup-
tional Information Librari-Tor

70-R ASSI'3TACE IN USIN2 ANY OF THE
MATEUALS DESTUDED T1 IS MODULE,
OHECL "'ITH THE F ON AT THE HELF DE
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Module VIII-z
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R,t:VTIV7 ACTIO.! AND DISABLED PEOPLE

THE F=ED AL MANDATE AND
HO"' IT AFFECTS YOU

OrJECTIV7S

1. To (live you information about
jour rilhts2. and who you can
in touch with for help.

The responsibilities of schools
universities and employers in
equal opportuni-y _mplgylent.

HO"' TO USA TIC I MODULI

Listen to the audiotape in the bokr
marked "Module F.rt- It describes all
of the materials in the_ file/marked
"Module F." Included anion' those
materials are copies of the federal
rluidelines for Section 503 "Equal
employment" and 9O. "Facility
Prorlram Accessibility" The file
also includes fact sheets on Sections
503 and 501-, complete descriptions
of the lenislation, and the complet
farm of the 1 '7 eh b i l i tat an %ct.

FN AS I TA IN USINri: ANY 07 THESi
MAT:U, L3 D73C.-M70 IN THIS :1.07:JULE,

ITH THE v.ON AT THE TELF 0 =3K.

6
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Module IX-z

ADILITY

T1

ILLS

T17-,; activities presented in till
module are desirned to help you mast
the "employability skills" essential
in transl'orming your career goals
into reality.

03J JTIvES

You "ill be able to write a resume
appropriate for your job objective

You ',fill be able to vIrit an
appropriate letter perta nin2, to
your job campaign.

You "ill be able to identify and
complete strateclies for pr
interview preparation.

You ill be able to identify and
Cemonstrate eff ctive int rvielring
behav i ors.

DLO AA" A LI T OF r CTIVITIES
TO H:LP YOU IT-I TH=S 3JECTIv7S
THr TAF7(".., CA7 57 FOV'D IN TH _JOY

MARKED "Module S."

Liston to the audiotap "The
First Hour of the 7,est of Your
Life: The Art of Locatinc! and
S looting the Richt Caro r.

644



Module IX-z Cent

Listen to the audiotape, "Resume
tritino Guide."

Listen to the audiotape, "Letter
':riting Guide."

Listen to the and i otape, I ntery iew
Guid.

Listen to the audiotape, "Inte

view Questions,"

Listen to the aud otap "Questions
for'DisaLled People."

Listen to the audiotape, "Campus
Interview."

FO HELP I:1TH ANY PA AT OF THIS MODULE
O F07: ADDITIONAL INF07:MATION ABOUT
OTHER S71;VICES CCIS HAS TO OFF= '
AOUND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS, ASK THE
P OCTUZ AT THE HELP DESK.
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Module X-z

CAMPUS AWD COMMUNITY RESOURCES

CO YOUq0JROMHERE?

The activities'presented in this thodul.,
are desirned to be extensions or .additions
tO the ihformation materials described
in previous modules.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Identify_peo l, 0 places in the
Ugiversity __er ou can get further
more specialized _arearevelopm nt
assistance; and

Identify experienca outside the
Uhivarsity related to a career possi
OiLity you are considering.

The instructional'acti.viti,s in this
module are of a varied nature. Some can

ibe completed in a fey' minutes, others.can
take months; some can be done in CCIS,
others involve explorations in the com-
munity or in theUniversity. One of the
basic Cols resources to v:hich this module
makes reference is filed information
(Module folder) about various career
development resources. It is located in
a Mobile File; ask the Proctor for help
finding this material.



Module X-z Continued

An up -:,to date listinq of aafivities and I
University and ]ommunit- i resources is
located on the tape marked "Module X-z".



APPENDIX C

35 0 cuoational Clusters Representing Over 50% cf the Work For



Occti a ons:

THE 3 r LARGEST OCCUPATIONS
WHICH TOGETHER EMPLOY OVER HALF

OF THE WORKERS IN THE UNITED STATES

1, salespersons and salesclerks, n.e.c.
2. salaried managers and administrators
3. secretaries, excluding legal and medical
4. elementary and secondary school teachers
5. foremen, n.e.c.
6. bookkeepers
7. farmers and farm managers
8. truckdrivers
9. janitors and sextons i

10. private housi10091d workers
11. waiters
12, machine ope_-atives, miscellaneous speci_
13. typists
14, assemblers
15. self-employed managers
16. sewers and stitchers
17. carpenters
18. registered nurses
19. cooks, except private household
20. cashiers
21. not specified clerical workers
22. automobile mechanics
23. clerical and kindred workers -- allocated
24. farm laborers, wage workers
25. nursing aides, orderlies and attendants,
26. operatives, except trans- i-allocated

service workers excluding private house_
allocated

28. accountants
29. checkers, examiners, inspectors;
30. miscellaneous, operatives
31. craftsmen and kindred workers--allocated
32. deliverymen end routemen
33. stock handl
34. heavy equi t mechanics, including diesel
35. machine operatives, not specified

and admini a ors

ed

manufacturing

This table was

Mr. Willia,
Taborten Ro_
Sand Lake, .York 12153

57

Total Employment:

4,019,531
2,594,653
2,550,251
2,415,424
1.590,427
1,534,768
1,418,746
1,379,625
1,225,672
1,145,895
1,019,400
1,019,191
977,446
943,907
895,346
867,402
842,341
829,691
828,977
823,512
807,244
804,772
757,209
743,219
717,968
717,374

705,323
703,546
690,173
630,430
626,534-
620,300
586,107
582,475
566,696



APPENDIX D

Career planning resources
made available or accessible

to F.S.U. blind students
through the grant project
..-e,

includes scripts of
several tapes produced by

the roject staff
',--
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CAREER PLANNING MATERIALS NOW AVAILABLE IN CCIS
FOR VISUALLY DISABLED STUDENTS AT FL9Elal= UNIVERSITY

national Interviews and Occu ation41 Briefs:

Fifty of the tapes listed below were produced by tbe
project staff. The remaining tapes were previously purchased
by CCIS. All tapes have been duplicated (with permission when
necessary) labeled with large print and braille.

Account Executive
Accountant
Actor
Actuary
Advertising Manager
Agricultural Engineer
Airp1ane Mechanic
Air Traffic Controller
Anthropoloist
Architect
Artist, Commercial
Astronomer
Auto Mechanic
Bank Clerk
Bank Officer
Bank Teller
Banker
Beautician
Broadcaster
Broadcasting Technician
Business Administrator
Business Consultant
Buyer
Career Planning and Placement Counselor
Child Psychologist
Chiropractor
Civil Engineer
Claim Representative
Clinical Psychologist
Collection Worker
Community College Administrator
Computer Operating Personnel
Computer Programmer
Construction inspector
Consumer Finance
Copywriter
Cosmetologist
Cost Analyst
Court Reporter.
Criminologist
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Dental Hygienist
Dentist
Dietician
Driver Salesman
Economist
Editor
Electrician
Electronic Assembler
Electronic Technician
Employment Counselor
FBI Agent
File Clerk
ireman

Flight Attendant
Forrestry
Geophysicist
Golf Professional
Guard
Health and Regrulatory Inspector
Health Fields
Historian
Home Econo
Hotel Front Office Clerk
Hotel Manager
Hotel-Motel Service Worker
Insurance Careers
Insurance Representative
Insurance Salesman
Investment Analyst..
Landscape Architect
Law Enforcement
Lawyer
Librarian
Life Scientist
Marketing Research Worker
Mechanical Engineer
Medical Technologist
Medicine
Meteorologist
Military Personnel
Minister
Model, Fashion
Music Careers
Music Teacher
Nurse, lAsychiatrid
Occupational Therapi
Oceanographer

ei
Park Director
Passenger Agent.
Pediatrics
Penologist
Personnel Counselor
Pharmacist
Photographer
Physical Therapist
Physician



Physicist
Pilot
Podiatrist
Policewoman
Political Scientist

IN Priest, Catholic
Principal, High School
Printer
Probation Officer
Professor
Purchasing Agent
Realtor
Receptionist
Record Producer
RecreationWorker
Rehabilitation Counselor
Religious Sister as a Teacher
Reporter
Research Scientist
Respirator-1 Therapy Worker
Sales CareLrs
Salesman
School Counselor, Elementaty
Secretary
Social Psychologist
Social Service Administration
Social Worker
Special Education Teacher
Stenographer
Stewardess
Stock Broker
Systems Analyst
Teacher, Physics, High School
Teaching Assistant
Telephone Operator
Theater Worker
Theatrical Agent
Ticket Agent
Tool and Dye Maker
Typist
Underwriter
Veterinarian
Waiter
Watchman
Writer, Technical

Career Planning Books on Tape

Per-mi.ssiuti has been granted by the publishers of all the
printed media transcribed onto audiatape.

61



ST.Richeed N., Y 1,I.t Color Ts Your Parachute?
Berkel California, Ten-Speed Press, 1977.

CAMPBELL, DaVid,IfYoU'Don't Know Where You're Goina
Youfll Probably'End Up Somewhere Else
Niles, Illinois,,ARGUS Communications, 1974.

CRAWFORD, Fred L., Career Plannin
Winnetka, Illinois, Hadley School for the Blind, 1966.

for the Blind

Other:Career Planing Materials Available:
arranged according to module number)

All the materials listed below were produced by the
CCIS or grant project staffs unless noted otherwise.
Permission was granted by the publisher in each instance of
reproduction of copyrighted material.rA

Module 1: CCIS Introduction
Introduction"Audiotape: "CC

Module 2; Guidelines for Career Decision- Making
Audiotapes "Old Wives' Tales In Career Decisions"

"Are You An Occupational Ignoramus?
Most Students Are...and It's A Risky Business"
transcribed with permission from the publisher.
"Dissecting A Career Decision"

ar

Braille and "Dissecting A Career Decision Studyguide"
Large Print: ,

Module 3: Self-Assessment
Audiotapes: "Self-Directed Search (SDS) Instructions"

"Understanding Yourself and Your Career"--
transcribed with permission from publisher.

Braille and "Answer Sheets for the Self-Directed Search"
'Large Print:

Module
Audiota[._

nformat ion Sources
"How To rind Infoi:miation in CCIS"

Module 5: Linking ydratiou and Work
Nudiotapos: "Pacuify Resource Directory"

"What Can I Do With A Major ln...?"--
transcribed with permission of publisher.
"What Can I He? Careers for College Majors"
transcribed with permission from publisher.
"F.S.U. Majors on Audiotape"
Interviews with P.S.U. faculty about the
majors they represent. Produced by C('I
staff. QueStions include the following:
How does the, faculty momher describe this
major? What areas of specialization are
available to students in this maor?"' What
traits make it likely (or unlike y) th't
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a student will succeed in this area?
What do students like most about this major?
What prior experiences might help a student
determine whether or not to major in this
area? What occupations or postgraduate
programs do students enter? What is the
job outlook for-graduates of this program?
Are there special opportunities for women,
minorities, the handicapped? What'is the
student-faculty ratio? Why did the
faculty member enter this field and what
are the personal satisfactions from work
in it?

Each of the following majors are represented in this series:

Accounting
Anthropology
Art Education
Audiology .1n.? Patholog,
Biological bclences
Chemistry
Childhood Education
Clothing and Textiles
Constructive 17).sign
Counseling, Health and Rehabilitation
Criminology
Dance
Economics
English
Finance
Food and Nutrition
French
Geology
Government
History
Home and Family Life
Home Economics Education,
Hotel and ReStaurant Adnt nistration
Industrial Arts Educat
Interior Design
Leisure Services and Studies
Library Science
Management.
Management and Insur
Marketing
Mass Communi ns
Mathemtics
Meteo ology
Moder r Languages
Music
Nursi rrg
Oceanography
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Physical Education
Physics
Pre-Law
Program in Medical Sciences
Psychology
Real Estate
Religion
Risk-and isurance
Social Work
Sociology
Special Education
Statistics
Studio Art
Theater
Urban and Regionallanning
Vocational Education

Module 6:nnplament Outlooks
Audiotapes: "Looking Ahead to A;Career"--transcribeV h

permission of publisher.
"Supply and Demand of College Graduates in
Ti-e South, 198p, by Field of Study"--transcribed
with permission of publisher.

Module 7: Es ciall for Women and Blacks
Audiotaps: "Career Planning for Black College Students"

"'Expanding Job Options for Women"--transcribed
with permission of publisher.
"Women in the Work Force"
"Affirmative Action: Implications for Career
Planning"
"Life Career Patterns of Women"

Module 8: Affirmative Action and Disabled Peo le
Audiotape: -"Highlights o tion Imp cations for

Career Planning"

Braille and Sections 503 and 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation
print: Act

Module
Audiotapes

Modulo 10:
Audiota0e:

EmpLoya11ility Skills
"Interview 1 reparation
"Resume Writing"
"Application Lettei
"The Fiist Hour of t

transcibed(with per
"Interview Question;
nandlcapped Job !:eker"

t.rt! 14 Y(m
11WhOre 1 )e Yore C o From He= .

g

on
en Ask

Your Life"
publisher.
it of the

From Here2



SCRIP THE CCIS INTRODUCTION AUDIOTAPE
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Welcomes to CCIS--the Curricular - Career Information
Service. We are pleased that you are here, and hope that
what we have created will be helpful to you. In the next
few minutes, l am going to briefly describe CCIS--what
we are, how we can help you, and when you might use us,
but , let's look at some typical career planning
cence-ns.

As'a student, you may have questions about the relevance
of your (N:::cat_iOn to yc ur future. In what ways will your
choice of an academic major affect your career goals?
What criteria might you use in selecting your major or career?
What different things can you do with the same major?
What kinds of special aptitudes or values do you need to
succeed in a major or career? Where can you get help in
career decision-making? Answers to these questions and
many others are available in CCIS.

So, what is Well, first of all, it is a place
where facts about mai jobs, careers, , are collected
and organized. it is a kitnd of library, a clearinghouse
for curricular and career Nniormation that may save you
needless footsteps. Second, CCIS is a place where you can
look at yourselfyour interests, goals, abilities, and
values. Third, ('CIS is a place whore poopletrained
student assistants and career guidance specialists--are
available to help you. While they are not here for a long-
term counsel contact they can listen, offer suggestions
and cu in using our resources. Finally, CC1S is a

materials, audiOtapes, books,
and other rile.'i1 i ,i are utilized to help you learn

more it yourself, four voc tional or avocational
Cutur nd the career isi n-rriatjnq proc!isos
What i s C l .1`-' l rr SIMI Oki it a place where information
about ri of r _ly, ,incl ca _ available t _ -i;rudents

al: cmme

7.,,J wc''v+ Iii ictL lmetpo, mn whit CCI,!1

we cx!,1mr4c. hmw and when ymu CAU tr;o, i ta :;t it

i 1 any CAW of the wli i c-h Is of ant + re fo yoU.
'',11 .1 Ind !Iii cif (It t t +_i v '

vet' t nt ,it iv'' ( I )1 h ! .;t,IiI I t with
fri( Hill 1 I , i i 1 II, I I I I t , I NILh1,1 "1

"ccI!; Intt,Hiuctw,'," In WHIIII( II, "c,tlf't bccitmn -Making,
c,111 .; Impt IMpt I( t t''tt

t11.11,,,( 'Awn , 1,, 11,1 1 it tn,1 grit -'-, t tuot lira +I 'if
mAk ititl `11i I 11 I ( I (' I rvi( I

ho'lp pm -Xamillf tatt.1.!-;t:i and

vat to : rt,i,01.11 111 dl'ci!Itun-ohlki111,;, A

pldnwin0 (:1W:),

I it,. 111,1 tt III t it t modil (;;1)!; tit ii, :;oorod
I nt ort)t. wi !him( l 1 (1 10 ;t'Ictl

Ni,iiIiII` 1V, lit' H; 1`,)11 I I Wilt !Ind iii!; 111W; ,11

t i,iii,iI anti 11. ill I 1".11 I()
put if In mnta(d W I 1 ii i'Vi 10,1 (1,,,m1 data which



you can use in planning your future. Module V, can help
you identify jobs related to career majors and Module VI,
can help you understand job forecasts that may affect your
career planning. Modules VII and VIII, are especially
designed to help meet some of the unique career planning
concern4 of the handicapped, blacks, and women. Module IX,
is designed to help you get the job you want. Upon
completion of the activities in this module, you will be
able to write a resume, draft a cover letter, and identify
good and bad job interview behavior. Module X, will
provide you with information about other resources on and
off campus that might be of assistance in meeting your
career and curricular planning needs.

In summary then, you can use CCIS pretty much when
and how you 44ish. You can browse leisurely or you can
actively involve yourself in self-instructional ctivities
through the modules. Either way, you will be e- rcising
your freedom to chart your. future in a responsi e way.

A footnot to this resentation can be added here.
We want to be on target. Evaluation is a very important
part of CCIS. We arc eager to develop a program and materials
that can help students in their educational/vocational
development, planning, and decision-making. Please take
the extra bit of time to share your reactions when they are
requested.
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Module

This tape describes, location of career planning
materials which have bergecially designed for use by
visually disabled stud _ost of the materials are
lo'cated at the study carrel you are seated at now or the
study carrel next to you. For the sake of clarit-5f, we

label them study carrels 1 and 2. Study carrel 1
is locatedlocated to the left of study carrel 2. The information
on this tape will ,be more useful to you if you first listen
to the CCTS Intr- uction tape which gives an outline of
the kinds of res urces available to you. This tape
located in the b x marked "Module I" at the rear of
study carrel 1. Stop this tape now and listen to the
introductory tape if you have not already done so.

As explained in the introductory tape, the information
available to you in CCIS is divided up into ten instructional
modules. A la.ge print and a braille CCIS Modules notebook
are located at the front of the file shelf which is on the
righthand side of ,tudy carrel 1. All other print and
braille materials mentioned in the CCIS Modules notebook
are located on this same shelf in numerical number
according the modules they represent .

Other miatot lals on study carrel
l 21tide: the tape

recorder which is in the center of the work area, a
telephone which is at the lefthand front of the work
a brailler which is at the lefthand rear of the work
area, boxes of tapes corresponding to the different modules
at the rear cal the work area, and taped interviews with
faculty, members to niss P.S.U. majors locate'd on the
shelf at the toll nl the, ha k wall of study carrel '1.

.!--itrily carrel 2 Aso (MIA in, a C(-'1-,,,f.:t. t 1ftc 'cr.(
I it the thand Ii tit t I 1,4(), k al ea Against

the t iek w 11 cit study carrel 2 arc` over 200 careers on
tape arr 1 in rillriie`I wai ordo liqhthand de
,,i 5t 11,1y .`ter ;It t he t moult cif t fret work area yea will
Ind .1 !)nx It t, 1wt14= with the label (.up,itlimal Inkrmatinn

,Ii y ttlI. I I I I i [1(1 c1f I -)11,Ii. Th t.al III

thi!-; hex centain ix y hi-70 hr I,. (-i1(.(1 deL,cliptiehs
1, !i II(' I I 1,1:1 t try I( 1 I 101 III( `li .11111 wel[11e`ii.

immedla ely hohrud the elkn t t

k-a a I egue:; td l I h AI I Ii I ht( (1 ,((lt 1:1:1 :;_j(:11 (11)(`
(111(1 t (II 1 ,1 14": I I!'I t'd 111 .1 ph,d(i':1 ,1 ( (if

`(i (i(lik: IS 111 I I I :; typv,
th!:tth('ttwi-, "m, rh,1, The largo typo
arid hrarlle laheled "Mndulo lv ,1 t I ()gut,

riot I (Ati'.1" I «-(tt ('1 t h ht .( (t ht.( i i .11! (,h
h(ly (11(1 I, Th.. Hudiel.u,o laheled ","atal.)gue

i! le 1 I I, p If. IV" 11((:,, .111 ti ro, I I
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On the top shelf the rear of study carrel 2,
you will.find two st t t tates. On the left are taped
interview with blind person- working in a variety of
occupations. On the right are four career planning books
on tape: What7olor Is Your Parachute?, by Richard Boles;
Go Hire Yourself An Em }lo er, by Richard Irish: If You
Don Know Where You're Going_,_ You'll Probably En qp
Somewhere Else, by David Campbell; and Career Planning
for the Blind, by Fred Crawford. If you are unable to find
in ormation concerning a career that interests you in our
audiotape library, ask a proctor to look in the print
library for you. If the information'you need is located
there you may have a reader take the material to the
Blind Services lab in 115 Bryan to tape it for you.
No materials may be removed from Bryan Hall, however.
When materials are taken from CCLS to be used in the lab,
you must leave your student I.D. card with the proctor at
the help desk until the materials are returned. If you
have any quostidns about using the Materials on study carrels
1 and 2 or elsewhere in CCIS, please ask a proctor to
assist you.
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SCRIPT FO_ IR-"TED SEARCH

The Self-Directed Search or SDS consists of the following'
materlals: the tactile board in front: 6'f ybu, the,audiotape'
Of the instructions to the left of the ttile board,
the Occupations Daydreams Notebook andOdeupatiorko Finder at
the top of the board and three answer sheets to the 'right
of the actile board. These answer shee ar4 entitled:
Occupational Daydreams, Summary Sheet I- d.Summary gheet II.
If you have any questiond now or while completing the SDS,
ask, th proctor at the jielp desk to assist you.

T e Self-Directed Search may help you explore what
occupation to follow. If you have already made up your
mind about an occupatiod it, may support your ,idea

-suggest-other possibilities. If you are uncertain,about
what occupation to follow, the SDSilay you` to locate
a small group of occupations for further Cazi,eiderat;ion..
Most people fiud the SIDS is helpful and fun. DO mot mush.
You will gain .Wore by approaching the test thOughtfully.

The SOS is divided into' Several different actiVitie
,or. exercises Some of them must be completed on air
answer sheet with a brailler or pencil. Most of the
exercisesmust_be completed onthe wooden tactile board
in front, Of you:' ''here are small holes in the .top half

bofthe board and larger holes in the lower half of the board.
Trays containing small pegs and-round plugs 'are loCate on
both sides of the board. A full description of the to ile
board and instructions for using it'.4411 be presented
later in this tape.

. The first exercise is called cupational Daydreams."
Locate your Occupational Daydrea- Answer Sheet tcothe
right of the board. This answer het has five -spaces on
Using a brailler or pencil, list occupations you. have
considered in thinking about your e List the
careers you have daydreamed about as e as those you
'have diugSed with others. Try to give history of
your tentative choices and daydreams. Put our most recent
Job choice beside the number 1 on your ans r shed-t, then
work backwards to the earlier jobs youp-- considered.
Try not to list more than five occupations NOw stop the ,

tape until you have completed .your list.

Now, uSi g,the Occupations Daydreams Notebook ocated
at -the .top of Our board,-read- the instructions o- the first
two-oages. Stop:the tape until you-he read th instruc
tions.



Now locate, the
occupations you ju
codes will, help yo
the world. This t
If you can't find

er=code.for each of the:'
dawn.e This search for occupational
about the many occupations in
ally takes from 5 to 15 minutes.

act- occupation. in the Occupations
Dayd,reams Notebook, use thedoccupation that seems most
'ke your occupational choice.. When you locate the three

givn occupation, write it down on the
-

'space provided to thet
c de for a
anal Daydream sheet in the

of each occupation you listed. If you have any
ons or, need any help, ask the.proctor at the Help

Desk to assist you. Now Stop the tape until you have
completed this exercise.

The next several exercises will be completed on the
taotileboard in front of you. Before w begin, let's
gd over the board so you` can lbderstand it thoroughly.
At-the-top o the board is,the name of this self-directed
vocational uidanceprogrAm: The Self-Directed Search,
The J-lest, of the board. is divided Into two parts. On the
top half of _hc board i a grid or maitrix of small holes.
The holes e labeled on the lefthand side of the board
with the lett,rs R, I, A, S, E, C. The columns, are numbered
across the top from 1 to 14.

On the bottom half of the board is another grid,
'this time of much larger holes. The holes, are labeled On
the lefthand side according to the different exercises, of
The Self-Directed Search they represent: Activities,
Competencies, Occupations, Self-Estimates I, and Self-
Estimates II. The columns are labeled across the top
with the letters R, I, A, S, E, C. Notice OlaOthere are
two holes, in the first three columns on the-lower half of
the board. These. columns will be used to keep track of
your respon;es in Bach exercise. The first hole in each
column representS the tens place and the second hole.. the

ones place. The last row in this grid is for totaling
your responses. At the very bottom of the board.are three
holeS for recording your Summary Cod. Tray's )&5ntaining
small pegs for theholes in the top half of the board
and small round plugs for the holes-in the bottom half of
the board are located down bOth sides of the tactile board.
There are seven trays on both sides Of the board.
The top tray on the left side of the board contains the
small pegs which fit into holes in the topart of the

board. The -Second the third trays on'thojeft side contain
round plugs labeled with the number 1,, the fourth tray
contains round plugs with the number 2,the fifth 'tray
ontains round plugs with the number 3, the six.ph tray

tains round plugs with the number 4, the lasl tray on
this side contains six plugs with the lett R, I, A, S, E,



On the right side
plugs labeled with:the
plugs labeled with the
plugs labeled with4the
Oldgs labeled ** the
plugs labeled with the
plugs labeled witih the
side also Contains six
R, I, A,

of the board the first tray contains
number 5, the second tray contains
number,6, the third tray contains
number 7, the fourth tray contains
number 8, the fifth tray contains
number 9, the sixth tray contains
number 0, and the last tray on thip
plugs labeled with the letters

The round plU:s labeled with numbers tare to be used
for keeping- score on the bottom half of the board and
plugs labeled with letter- are to be used for identifying
your Summary Code at the entf-',.of the program. NOw stop
the tape until you familiarize yourself with the tactile
board.

The next exerisel'of- the SOS is titled "Activities."
Lists of activities will be read to ybu. The first list
of activities As the R list. There are 11 different
activities in :.his list. 'For eachactivity you would like
to do, place a peg in the Wrow at the top of the tactile
board.. For example,-let us suppose you wou njoy doing
six'of the R activities read to you. Thenwhn the entire
list has been read you should have pegs occupying the first
six holes in the R row of %pies,

Now 1-et's begin. The following is
cfivities. Remember, place a peg in a
-ow for each activity you would like to

fix electrical things
repair cars
fix mechanical things
build things with wood
drive a truck or tractor
use metal-working or machine tools
work on a hotrdd'or motorcycle
take shop course
take mechanical drawing course
take woodworking course
take auto mechanics course

the R list of
hole in the R
do.

The following is the list of I activities. Place a
peg in a hole in the I row for each activity,you would
like to do.

read scientific books or magazines
work in a laboratory
work on a scientific project
build rocket Models
work with -a chemistry set,
read about special Objects. on my own
solve nth or chess puzzles.
take physics course

c' take chemistry course
take geometry course
take biology-course
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Next is the list of A activities. Place a peg irk 4
hole in the A row for each activity you would like to, ie,

*ketch, draw, or paint
attend plays
design furniture or bu idings
play in a band, group, 60rorchestra
practice a musical instrument
go to recitals, concerts, or musicals
read popular fiction
create portraits or photographs
read plays
read or write poetry
take art course

_,

Now the list of S activit es; 131 a
in the S row for each activit ou wo

v

write letters to friends,.
attend religibus services
belong to social clubs
help othesvwith their persopa
take care of ,Ilildren
go to partiee
dance ,-------

read psychology oks

)
attend meetings a-d eonfe
go to sports even-s
make new friends

The E as folly
hole in the E row' for ea activi

vL

influence others
sell something
discuss politics
operate my own service of busines
attend conferences
give talks
serve as an officer of any group'
supervise the work of others
meet important pedple
lead a group in accomplishing
participate in poliAtical campa

The C activities are as follows:

keep your desfRand room neat
type papers or letters for ,yourself or others
add, subtract, multiply nd divide numbed in business
or bookkeeping

operate business machines of any kind
keep detailed records of expenses
take, typewriting course
take business course
take bookkeeping course
take commercial math course
file letters, reports, records, e e.
write business letters



Y9u,Mhve now complatiAl'the",
Record your positive responses in
belgEe you moue on. On the bottom ha
locale the row of holes to the right
You will find two holes on this ..row wider. each. of the six
letters listed across the board: E, C.
Under the column labeled R on the "Activities" row use
the round numbered plugs to record the number of positiye
responses you have made froM the list of R activities.
This will be equal to the number of pegs you have in the
R row at the top of the board. Now count the number of
pegs in the R row at the top of the-beard. Record that.
number in the_two hole in the "Activities" row under the
R column. Count the pligs in each otthe remaining rows
at the top of the borad and record the numbers in the
corresponding columns below. Stop the tape until you
have finished scoring the "Activities" section.
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ies" section.
llovin4 manner
dfthe board
the word "Activities."

Before you begin the next exercise, remove all the
pegs from the ten half of the board. Stop the tape until
you have them all removed.

In the next exercise you will record your competencies.
Lists of act ities will be read to you. For each activity
you can do we or competently pl -e a peg in, the indicated
row. The first list is the R lig acitivifies; Remember,
place a peg in a hible in-the R r r each activity'
you can do well or competently.

adiw
I have used 4loodshop power

lathe or sander
I know how to use a voltmeter
I can adjust a carburetor
I have operated power tools such as a drillpresla or
.grinder or sewing/machine

1 can refinish, vanish or stain furnit_ 42, or woodwork
I can read blueprints

can make simple electrical repairs
I dan repair furnkture
can make mechanical drawings
can make simple_ repairs on a TV set
can make, simple plumbing repairs

. .

plumbing

Now indicate the I activities you do well. Place a
hole in the row for each activity you can do well

tools such as a power saw or
.8 it

I

tentiv. err

I

I

I

I
I
I

Peg
or

understaqd how a vacuum tube works
can name throe femods'that are high in protein content
can understand the half-life of a radioactive element
can use logarithmic tables
can use a slide rule to multiplyor ivide
can use a rnic _s opN
can identify ,hr- constellations of the stars
can descriie function of the white blood cells
can inliorpretsimple chemical formdi

I understand -by manmade satellites do not fall to the earth
I,have par pated in a scientific fair or contest'
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Now indicate the A activities u do well. Place a
peg in a hole in tie A row for each c ivity you can do
well-or competently.

I can ay a musical instrument
I can articipate in two- or-four-part choral singing
I can perform as a musical soloist
I can act in ,a play
I can do interpretive reading
I can do modern interpretive or ballet dancing
I can sketch people so that they can be recognized
can do a painting or sculpture

I can make pottery
I can design clothing, posters, or furniture
I write stories orp6etry well

The S activities are: 4

I am good at explaining things to others
I have pa,rt-icipated in charity or benefit
I cooperate and work well with others
I am compet!nt at entertaining people older than
I can be a good host or hostess
I Can teach children easily,
I can plan .entertainment for a party
I am good at helping people who are upset or trio
I have worked as a volunteer aide in a hosedtal- home
I can plan school or church social affairs w
I am a;,-good judge of personality

The E activities,are:

drives

4
,

4. I have been,elecfe to an :office in high school or colt
oar' superviseith4i4ork of others

-11Chgve unusual,energy and enthusiasm
# 4,-am good at getting people to do things my ,way
I.am a good s4esperon
I thave acted as leader for some grOup in presenting
.suggestions "or-compiaintsto a ,person in .authority

I won an award for work as a salvperson or leader
` I have organied a club, group,., or gang

-ed-
have started my own business or service"

I know how to be a successful leader
I am a good debater

The C activities,are:

I can type 40 words a minute
can operate a duplicating or adding machine

I can take shorthand
I dtTh-file correspondence and other papeYs
I have held an office job
I can use a bookkeeping machine
I can do a lot of paperwork in a short time
I can use a calculating machine
I can use simple data processing equipment such as a
,,keypunch
I can post credits a,417dbits,
I can keep accurate records of payments or sales
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You have now completed the "Competencies" section of
Athe SDS. Score it just as you have the "Activities"
section. Remember, count the number of pegs in the R
row at- the top of the board and indicate that number in
the corresponding column of the "Competencies" row below.
Continue in the'same manner until you- have scored the
number of pegs in each,row at the top. When you have

- scored all six rows, r41nove the pegs from the .top part of
the board and continue to Ehe next exercise. Now stop the
tape until you have finished scoring this section.

Now you are ready to begin the "Occupations" section
of the- SDS. This is an inventory of yottr feelings and
attitudes about many kinds of work. Sixolists of
occupations will be read to you. Show the occupations
that interest or appeal to yoloy .placing a peg'in the row
corresponding to the list being_ read. For example,
we will begin with the R list of occupations. There are
14 different occupations in this list. Place a peg in a
hQle in 'he R *-C,04 for each occupation that interests or
appeals to you. ThO -.,list is as follows:

airplane mechanic
fish and wildlife specialist
auto mechanic
carpnter -

power shovel opera'tor°
surveyor
construction inspector
radio operator
filling station worker
tree surgeon
long-distance busdriver
locomotive engirieer
machinist w

electrician

Now the 1 list of occupa ins:

me teo

astrono
meJical laboratory tectiician
antir-opologist
zoologist
cheMlst
independent PP search scientist
writer 4scientific journals
editor 'of scientific journal
geologist
botanist
scientific research worker
phvsici
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The A list of occupatjona is:

poet
symphony conductor
musician
author
commercial artist

..,fee-lance writer
*laical arranger
00Urnalist
portrait artist
Concert singer
composer
sculptor or sculptress

c playwrite -
". cartoonist

ThU S occupations are:

sociolpgis
high,,Sohool t
juvenile delin ency exper
speech therapist
marriage couhS-,lor
school prin p 1
playground director
clinical ychologr t
social cience teac
director -,of welfare agen
youth camp director
personal Coatmelor
pSychiatric casewonkepr.
vocational counselor

The F occupations -e:

sOeculator-
-buyer 0
advertising'executlye
manufacturer's representative
television du- r
hotel
busine _ utive
restauravt, n1anager

i

mater of ceremoni
sa espersOn
re 1 eskate person
publiCity director
sport' promoter
sales manager
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The C occupations are:

bookkeep
business teacher.
budget reviewer
certified public accountant
credit investigator
court stenographer
bank teller
tax expert
inventory contr ler
IBM equipment operator
financial analyst
cost estimate:
payroll clerk
bank examiner-

You have now completed the "Occupations" section of
the OS. Score it just as you did thelpctivities" and
"ComFjiencies" sactions. Count the nu er of pegs in each
row at the top of the board and indicate the.totals in
the correspondlni, columns of thdP"Occupations" row below:
When you have completed scoring all six vremove the
pegs from t e top half of the board. St th toe until
you have f 'shed scoring tlifieexereise. e,''

.

,4-

You are now ready to begin the two Self-Estimates
exercises. In these two exercises you will use only the
first seveh holes of each row in the top half of the board.
YOu will place only one peen each.row. You will be

-rating yourself on a numhereMscale ranging from 1 to 7;.
1 representing low ability 40representing average ability,
and 7 repreaenting hi4h=ability. te yourself on each
of the following traits as you real think you are
when compared with other persons yo r own age. Give the
most accurate estimate of how you see yourself. Place a
peg in the hole representing theapproximate number and
avoid rating yourself,the,same in each ability Remember,
rate yourself from 1 to 7. 1 represents low ability,
4 represents average ability, and 7 represents high ability.

In the R row rate yourself in mechanical ability.
In the I row rate yourself in sciontific ability.
In the A row rate yourself in artistic ability.
In the S row rate yourself in social ability.
In the F row rate yourself in sales ability.
In the C row rate yol.irelT in clerical 'ability.

Scoring this exercise will be a little different.
Locate the poAtion of the peg- in the R row atOthe top of
the "board. For example, let's say it's in the fourth
position. You will ulat!e a round plug labeled,niimber 4 in
the P column of the "Self-Estimates T" row on the tower half
of the board. Continde in this manner until all six rows
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are scored. When you have finished scoring this exercise,
remove all of the pees-from the top half of the board.
Stop the tape until you are ready to begin the next
exercise. 1P 1

You are now Teady to begik, he_ d Self-Estimate*
exercise. This exercise is just like e previous one.
You will be using only the first-seVen positions in eath row
and placing one peg in each row. Remember, the peg in the
ones position indicates low ability, the fourth position
represents 'average ability, arid the seventh position
represents high ability. RemeMber, you are to rate yourlf
on t flowing traits as you `really think you are when
comp with other persons your own age. Give the most
accu estimate of how you see yourself. Place a pog
in the-hole representing the ite ,umber-ana avoidptra
rating yourself the same in ea

In the R row
In the I rrw
In the A row
In the *,ro'P
In the E row
In the,CHrow

rate yourself in
rate yourself in
rate yourself in
iiite yourself in
rate-yourself in
rate yourself in

manual skills.
math skills.
musical ability.
friendliness.
managerial skills.
office skills.

'Seer_ _this xercise just like the previous one.
Record the position number ,of the peg in each vow at the
top of the board in the corresponding column of the
"Self-Estimates II" row on the lower half of the board"
Stop the tape until you have finished scoring t!is exercise.

You have now completed all the.exercises of the
Self-Directed Search. On the 14er half of the board
you should have five R scores, fll.re I scores, five A
scores, etc. Add the scores in each column and place
plugs representing the sums in the holes labeled "Total".
Step the tape until you have totaled all six columns.
The letters above the columns with the three highest
scores indicafe your Summary Code. In the last tray on
piter side of the board locate the round plugs labeled
with the letters R, I, A,S, E, C. Pick out the three
letters representing your three highest scores and place
them in thelast three holes at the bottom of the board.
Put the letter representinu the highest score first
and then the second and finally the third. Tf two scores
are the same or tied, nit both letters next to each other

below the hole representing their proper position
Summary Code. stop the tape until you have indicated
=any Code in the space prnvided. f you have any
ilty, ask a proctor to assist you.
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Now we will d isriiss what your Summary Code means.
The Slimmary Code is a simplis way of organizing information
about people and jobs. Although it is only an estimate,
your Summary Code can be used to discover how your special
pattprn of interests, self-estimates and competencies
resemble the patterns of interests and competencies that
many common occupations demand. In this way, your Summary
Code locates suitable groups Of occupations for yqp to
consider. Locate the Occupations Finder at the tOp of your
tactile Nord. Using this notebook, locate the occupations
whose codes are identical to yours. For instance, if-
yoUr Summary Code is IRE, occupations with codes of IRE
are identical with yours. List some of these,sevupations
(In 'the braille or print Summary Sheet I provided to the
right of your tactile board. If you do not find an occupation
with an identical code, follow the next set of instructions.
Otherwise, stop the tape now until you locate your Summary
Code in the Occupations Finder and make your list of
occupations.

Now make a list of some occupations whose Summary
Codes resemble ynli-s. For instance, if your code is IRE,
search.the Occupations Finder for oc pations with all
possible arrangements of IRE. Lo R for occupations with
the code of RIE, REI, IER, and ER -,Start by writingibu-till
down the six possible arrangements of your Summary Code.
If your Summary Code includes a tie such as R-IE-A,
you must look up more combinations such as RIE, RIA, REA,
REI, 7tc. Now stop the tape'unINil you have completed your
list of some occupations whose Sumillary Codes resemble
yours.

You have now completed the Self-Directed Search.
Please do=notremove the round plugs from the bottom 1r if
of the board:'

In cce. to get the most out of The ected
Search, listen to the audiotape, Understandin- Yourself and
YourCareer, by John Holland. This tape is found in the
"Modulo III" box. The tape explains The Self-Directed
Search and your personality code: further. This concludes
The Self-Directed Search.
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T1ONAL DAYDREAMS
L=ST BF:I.OW THE OCCUPATIGNS YOU HAVE CO DI RED IN THINKING ABOUT

OUR FUTURE. LIST THE CAREEPS YOU HAVE DAYDREAMED ABOUT AS WELL At"
irmosE YOU HAVE DISCUSSED WITH OTHERS. TRY TO GIVE A HISTORY OF YOUR\
TENTWW: CHOICES AND DAYDREAMS. PUT YOUR MOST RECENT JOB CHOICE ON
LIM 1 A WORK BACKWARDS TO,EABLIER JOBS YOU HAVE CONSIDEMBD.

pations. Code

WtW.4.14,411.
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Careers on Tape Catalogue Instructions
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The catalogue of careers on tape is arranged in
alphaOetical.order. The tapes themselves, however, are
arranlged numerically. There are two separate sets of
occupational tapes. The first set is a collection of
interviews with persons working in a variety of occupations
and a collection of occupational briefs describing arious
typea of jobs. These tapes are arranged numerically
accordipg to their Dictionary of Oceupatiolal Title
or DOT number. Generally, the DOT number Will be six
digit$ with three digits on either. side of a decimal point.
For example, the DOT number for Mu4ie Education Teacher is
152.028. Some of the tapes, however, are labeled with two
or three,digit DOT numbers. These tapes are more general
in nature and cover a brOader range ,of occupations.
For example, the tape labeled'152 is titled, "A Career in
Music". The second set of career tapes is the Occupational
Information Library for the Blind or OILB. The OILB
tapps are labeled with their tape and beginning page number.
In the catalogue, careers in the OILB collection will be
listed with their tape number and actual page Amber.
For example, from the catalogue we find that Court Reporter
would be on tape 7, page 73: To locate page -73 easily,
check- the labels on tape's 7 and 8 'Or their beginning
page pcumbers. Tape 7 begins on page 60 and tape 8 begins
on pee 75. Obviously then, page 73 would-be located
near the end of tape 7.

Many of the careers in this catalogue will have both
a DO'' and an OILB number. SomecupatiTs listed in the
DOT classification will have several tapes under the
same DOT number. For example, there are several tapes
about a career as a Real Estate Sales Agent. Some of these
tapes are interviews with persons working in that field and
other tapes are descriptions of the job itself--the nature
4f the work, the education and training required, the
starting salary:level and the job outlook for the next
several years. If you are interested in a particular
career, you should listen to as many of the tapes.as your
time-and schedule will permit. If you have any-difficulty
locating a tape, ask the proctor at the help desk to assist, you.
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SELF PIR_..

INTROtit ICTION:

The Office of (.:orr Ldu, noon ha:. the Floridi e University College
ctf Filsication in conjunct lN 1th nlor liadrination Service a one-year grant

0.
tooncrease the cdreer planning ,pinions -(nel opoorinnoles for the visually disabled.

89

PLONNING-PROGREI

F for the

VISUALLY DISABLED
1111

," To hunger for use and to go unused
is the greatest hunier Mall

-Lyndokrohnson

i

-impose this (Oct to {t'Ilit listi,,te through materials development and
evaluation-, 'otio of the _most etfeetitt re71 fhlllfs ,rnrl tu Itiniques tor, the career ed0' ytiyn of a'
han'tlicapped segment of the population.

The specific methods and techniques involve ills of self-directed approaches to
'career planning which hate heel, sue use,l I tii se4litad college students. Materiels
and peoccsses from the Crirrienkr Cony,- hitor!niation .-.7yrvii;e(CCIS) at Florida Svc Unlyk-

it wiql the adapted for use hv Idol() 'in Her schols, ii`-iommunity colleges,
technical school,. colli/g,:s :ind. ill iversities and rehabilitation:4encies. lip

addition. Materials and procedines4\resporisive rare ear planning needs of the
disabled will he I ed. ',Ind

RATIONALE:

interviews «Ouiits
risices nbers multi: 11h

I like second-class t 1(1,+lisl%

teachers tend act as it- blind soident,-. Li

theretore, in a- sonievvlidi
themselvhs fThoinke most of the rarervr

careercareerPlanr kng
utS believe'that they have been

.erried. Then' counselors and
long realistic carteer piaus
profeSsionals take it upon

it clients:.arid pue ils. This in,'planninti.jtei !See iS
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effect, has put the visually handicapped person in the same position blacks and.women have
found themselves_ in 1cr years. They are forced into jobs with little or no regard for their
interests, values, and abilities. As a result, the blind often find themselves unsatisfied with
their jobs and underemployed in -dead-end" jobs.

Total blame for the career planning problems of the visually disabled student, cannot,
however, be placed on the shoulders of counselors and teachers. Their methods and attitudes
ere simply a alflettion of sociatylkt large. Americans tend to behave' that handle
persons are both pleased and grateful for any kind of work society provides. They tend to
believe that boredom and alienation on The job are impossible for a handicapped employee.
According to Dr. Kenneth Hoyt of the USOE Office of Career Education:

much of society assumes that, while most persona should seek work compatible with their
interests and aptitudes. such considerations are not necessary when seeking to finaltemployment for
the handicapped. If any job In the world of paid employment can be found for the httndtcapped person,
we seem tar too often to be personally relieved. and -surprised why the bandicapped person is
anything less than effusively grateful."

It is our hope that, when the work oil our project is completed, ihstAa disa
individuals will have a better opportunity ti) explore, in iluncensored met, II range
of self-awareness, occupation information. ion -Maki g, and employa train-
ing approaches. rf.'s, we be e .-will allow Islind individual to use Iris teunselors-and
other helping prof( ssionals as resources han aa-crutches.

SPECIFIC GOALS:

1. To increase the amount of occupati
pals without requiring the use of a

2. To provide the opportunity and re
,decision,making skills especiail

3. To provide visually tisabled stu
them identify sume'occupation

4. To provide the opportunity and rgsour

A

fields

opEitAn N:

t isually di abled
cou tsejor to disseminate the iriforkmaticin.
visually elisebl students to increase their
career and' a emic major selections.

the opportunity for self-assessment and to help
of study4off e explorti n.
kir learninpabj 'Y skills.

-the project is staffed by the Principal Investigator, Dr. Robert Re
and tbe project Director, Paul White. a Career Development Spec al
ants, both doctoral candidates iehabilitation counseling are a
Alf materials to be developed sho'eld be completed and pilot-tes e
Ornpu's field testing will begin in May, 1978. A final report will be_
El' September, 1978. Other dissemination activities

. two .jourtial articles and at least two presentations at professional c

ardit, Director of CCIS
. Two -raduate assist-
orkin on the project.
v A 1978 and off-

or dissemination
eparation of at least

erences.

EVALUATION:

Eva'luation \will be both internal and external. One (*the graduate assistants has been
designated ats)he- Project Evaluator and an a visory committee has been formed to assist ind.

Aseevaluating and monitoring the project and materials developed. Two e.rnal evaluator/con-
sultants will be brought in to provide third party evaluation. This thir rty evaluation will-
take place tWice during the course of the project, once in November,1977 and again in April
or May, 1978

MAILING LIST:
If vou or vouf o wish tot.-

Frorida State. llnive sit
-...CCIS-Grantt Projed.
-114 Bryan-Hall
Tallahassee: Florida j32108

added to our' mail ng ist. please send your request
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has additional re-
sources that should be of inb
terest to all disabled students.

-Complete and unabridg ed 503 and
,504 Regulations

2. Audiotapes discussing 504 and Af-
firmative Action Regulations and
Their implications in career planning

3. An audiotaped list of questions pi-
cally asked of the disabled during
employment intervievb 3

4. A college handbook describing pro-
grams and facilities for the disabled
at over 500 colleges and universities

wants to serve you.

JUST DROP IN

110 BRYAN HALL 644 -2576
MondayFriday
9 am to 5 pm

CCIS resources are also included in a
variable credit course: PCB/BSA 319
Career Planning

The Florida State University
Tallahassee. Florida 32306

WHAT IS CCM?

WHAT CAN CCIS
DO FOR YOU?
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is a Self-Help, Multi-Media-Based Carepr Plan-
,. ning Program designed to assist you in career decision making;
relating majors to careers; and obtaining current, accurate career
and curricular information.

with the help of an HEW Off ice of Career Educa-
tion funded.grant, has purchased and developed many materials of
special interest to visually disabled students. These materials
include:

The Occupational Information Library, for the Blind
An audiotape career library describing approximately 600
different jobs being successfully performed by blind men
and women

2. Audiotaped interviews with blind men and women working in a
variety of occupations

3. The Self-Directed Search, an occupational interest illventory
that can be self-administered, scored and interpreted by visually
disabled students without the need of a reader

4. Resume w
Braille, large

and interview preparation guides available in
e and audiotape

5. Audiotaped interviews with faculty members who discuss FSU
majors
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'''0ERSONNFL ROSTER

PRINCI"Ft -STIGATORS:

Or. Robert Reardon, A saoc iate Professor a
one-third time, co- developer of adapted

irk
nosal.

PROJECT COORDINATOR:

Ad, A

95

ector of CCIS,

Professor, co- author of the

Mr. Paul White, Student Affairs Coordinator (A and P 4),
full -time, co-developer of adapted SDS.

PROJECT SECRETARY:

Danita Vause, Secretary II, full -time.

PART-TIME STAFF:

Dr. Sandra Barker, aluation Coordinator, one -third time
Graduate Assistant, co -dove r of adapted SDS.

Ir. Arthur Carlson, Materials Ieveloument Coordinator,
one -half time Graduate Assistant.

STUDENT ASSISTANTS:

Paul Kurtz, c loner of adapted SDS.

Janet Garrett

N1:77k Dotson

!ooten

VOLIUNTFJ:RS:

Edwar'I son

nzJu le t

ONTRI- '` T TIE

Dr. clary Fotor Asso.natO
one, -tenth t i rte
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DETAILED OCCUPATIONAL PROJECTIONS

ESTIMATED CHANGES IN EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS BETWEEN 197L AND .1985
FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONS TRADITIONALLY REQUIRING A COLLEGE DEGREE
Extracted from OCCUPATIONAL PROJECTIONS'AND TRAINING NEEDS, BLS Bulletin 19i8)

OCCUPATION
ESTIMATED

EMPLOYMENT
1924

PROJECTED-
EMPLOYMENT-

1985

PERCENTV
GROWTH/LOSS
1974-86

Accountants 805,000 995,000 23.9

Actuaries 10,700 14,400 34.1

Administrators:
College 50,200 91,000 81.3

Elementary Secon ary 209,500 280,100 33.7

Health Service 150,000 250,000 66.7

Medical Record 12,000 14,500 27.6

Air Traffic Controller 22,000 27,500 24.8

Airplane Pilots 79,000 101,000 28.7

Artthropolo 3,800 5,400 42.9

Architects 40,000 60,000 52.3

Architects:
Landscape 12,000 18,000 52.3

ArchLvists 7,600 10,500 38.2

Artists a
Commei ial 64,000 80,000 24.3

2,000 2,100 '4.0

Bank Officors 240,000 331,000 38.9

Broad.2as t Technic C; 76,000

BUJ r'; 150,000 37.';

rho'
1 c )00 173,Cft 28.6

Ch1roprJ JJ 22, 25.6

ANNUAL
AVERAGE OPENINGS:

GROWTH &
REPLACEMENT-2

1974 -85

'45,500

700

5,800
q

13,700

17,400

1,100

50

,800

250

3,000

900

525

4,000

10

1,3;0

(_;

6,400

1.200
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ESTIMATED

OCCUPATION EMPLOYMENT
1974

11
PROJECTED-
VFLOYMENT

1985

--2/PERCENT-
GROWTH/LOSS

1974-85

'F` 4N1 A

AVERAGE CPEJINGS:
//1/ GROWTH & ,/

///REPLACE74ENT-V

/ 1974-85

City Managers 2,900 4,200 47.4 150

Claim Representatives 125,000 152,000 _21.8 6,600-!

Clergymen 245,000 275,000 12.2 10,600

Computer Programmers 200,000 285,000 42.5 13,000

Computer Specialists,
n.e.c. 16.000 26,000 '62.5 1,200

Computer Systems Analysts 115,000 190,000 65.2 9,100

Construction Inspeet'l1 3 22,000 30,000 43.0 1,700

Counselors:
College Caree Planning

and Placement 4,100 54000 22.0 250

Employment 7,000 10,800 54.2 650

Rehabilitation 19,000 29,000 52.6 2,100

School 44,000 48,000 8.9 2,050

Credit Maria 66,000 90,000 36.4 4,500

Dental Hygienists 23,000 58,000 156.7 6,300

Dentists

noTJ-;;

105,000 145,000 34.9 6,200

10,000 11,500 15.0 450

Intrlol 34,000 40,000 18.0 1,550

33,000 42, 29.4 3,200

Draftcr.i. 313 000 444,000 41.7 17,3C0

Econo:, 104,000 45.9 4,7U0

Al 12.1

11y.) I t

i

1;', 12.5

1



OCCUPATION
ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT

974

1
PROJECTErk-

/

EMPLOYMAT
985

PERCENT-
GROWTH/LOSS

1974-85

Ceramic 12,000 15,900 32.5_

Cheeical 50,000 62,800 25.6

Civil 170,000 228,100 36.6

Electrical 290,000 378,900 32.0

Industrial 180,000 227,100 26.2
r

Mechanical 185,000 237,000 2?.5

Metallurgical 17,000 20,000 21.2

Mining 5,000 7,100 42.0

( Petroleum 12,000 18,200 51.7

Engineering &
Science Technicians 774,300 1,099,000 41.9

Farm Management Advisors 6,800 5,900 -13.2

Foresters 24,000 29,000 20.5

Forestry Technicians 500 13,800 32.1

Geographers ,000 13,000 42.8

Geologists 23,000 32,000 39.4

Geophysicis is 8,200 11,400 39.4

11a'alth & Ri ulatury
Insp ors 110,000 160,000 44.0

Heal h Techn
Technicia 79,300 160,000 101.8

,000 19.8

400 ,i:10

120, ;()

AXWAL
AVERAGE OPENINGS:

GROWTH &
REPLACEMENT-3/

1974-85

550

1,850

9,300

12,200

7,200

7,900

550

350

750

45,800

70

950

-

650

1,300

'450

7,900

12,800

1,300

500
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OCCUFATIOd
ESTIMATED P OJECTEDAJ PERCEi,711

EMPLOYMEdT EMPLOYMLNT aROWTH/LCSS
1974 2985 2974-85

Insurance Agents,
Brokers, & Underwriters 470,000 536,000

Judges 14,900 17,800'

Lawyers 342,000 -490,000

,Librarians 125,000 150,000

Mathematicians 40,000 46,100

Mathematical Technicians 1,000 1,400

Medical Laboratory 4orkers 175,000 250,000

Merchant Marine Officers 7,500 7,500

Meteorologists 5,600 6,900

Newspaper Reporters 40,000 45,500

Occupational Safety and
health Workers 25,000 32,500

Oceanographers 2,500 3,100

Operations and Systems
Researchers & Analysts 95,900 162,000

0ptomtrists 19,000 23,500

Personnel Labor
Relations Wjrkors 320,000 450,000

Phi cists 117,000 137,000

Physician
n,!dical N Ostcopa*Jlic 350,000 }20,000

no 59,400

r 7,500 700

o 0 I o00 650,000

45,500 11,000

15.0

19 5,

43.3

20.0

16.5

40.0

42.9

0.0

23.3

13.7

29.0

22.5

68.9

22.8

40.2

17.4

49.3

.0

68.3

ANNUAL
A_ VEWAOE OPENINGS:

GROWTH 4,1
REPLACEMENTztf

1974_-415

19;400

1,300

26,400

10,400

1,550

50

18,600

150

.200

2,200

1,100

100

7.900

900

23,000

6,500

23,000

1,700

400

22,000

3,600



OCCUPATION

Psychologists

Public Relations Workers

Purchasing Agents

Radio & Television
Announcers

Range Managers

Recreation Workers

Registered Nurses

Religious Workers

Salesworkers:
Manufactuers

Estate

SeoUrities

Scientists.
Agricultural

Atmospheric :i puce

Biological

Life

Lite & Phys ic I, n.e.c.

Political

Socii

Social Vo
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EST TED
EMPL_YMENT

1974

PFOJEUED.11 PERCENT?_
'tEMPLOYMENT GROWTH/LOSS

1985 1974-85

75,000 105,000 40.7

100,000 134,000 28.8

189,000 258,000 16.5

19,000 23,000 21.1

2,500 3,850 53.9

65,000 46,000 42.6

860,000 1,290,000 50.0

45,000 53,000 17.8

380,000 387,000 2.4

400,000 480,000 21.8

100,000 130,000 31.9

14,500 15,500 6.9

6,300 7 500 19.0

32,000 40,900 27.8

190,000 245,000 29.0

2,100 2,900 38.1

3,300 4,000 21.2

11,500 14,500 27.5

6,600 8, 0 26.5

300,000 435,000 45.7

14,000 18,000

31.0 63.0

ANNUAL
AVERAGE OPENINGS:

GROWTH &_

REPLAGEMENT21
1974-85

5,200

6,500

11,700

600

150

5,900

71,000

3,400

9,500

28,500

6,100

450

225

1,900

10,700

110

120

600

450

30,500
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OCCUPATION

StAtisticians

Surveyors

Teachers:
College b University

Th

Ei entary

Shondary

Occupational

Physical

espirato

Urban Planners

Veterinarians

Writers: Technical

Notes:

ESTIMATED
EMPLOY&ENT

-11 ---
PROjECTEL,-- PEROzST

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH/LOSS
1974 1955 1974-86

24,000 31,000 32.6

55,000 86, &00' 59.2

527,000 516,000 -2.1

,276,000 1,439,000 12.8

1,086,000 998,000 -8.1

9,400 3,800 46.5

20,000 32,000 60.0

38,000 80,000 110.5

13,000 18,000 38.5

29,000 38,500 33.0

20,000 26,000 24.9

A

AVERAGE CPEN:
GR(.7;i7H

REPLACEMENT2u1

1974-

The Bureau of Labor Statistics projections on anticipate
ployment are based on certain general assumptions. For details.
see Occupatipnal Emniovment and i_r_ inina'ieeds, 1974, or pccL12a-
tiopal Project tong and Jrala4ng Needs, 1976 forthcoming (BLS Bul-.
letins 1824fand 1518).

1,250

3,600

14,000

944000

37,600

1,000'

24400

6,800

1700

1,450

-1,150

(2) Percentages were calculated using unrounded numbe and therefore
may not agree :n some cases with rou:ded nnmbers
and projected emp t.

(3) Rep _. er.:.!nt

and other se '.1..

fers to 0

A

i for current

ari'sin'g from deaths,
Irbov force but Jo not inclu,2:e .rent-
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Th0p. purpose of this' evaluation study wak threefold.
The prolect's'intentioA was to determine whether an adaptation
of the Self- Directed SeNrch for use by'visually disabled
students..ill is effective ih-increasing vocational planning
behavior (20 is effective in inCreasing the ability to
apply Ho lan'd's theory upon which the SDS is based, and
(3)F is eV,a1uated positively by its users.

Methodology

',This section presents the methodology used in making
these detprmtha.ions. This presentation includes a description
of the target a pulation,lradapted materials, instruments,
design, anetoirdcedures. The evaluation criteria, their bases
for selection, the methods of data analysis are also
described.

Target Population

T target p 'lation in the present study was composed
of 26 legall§, blind individuals (see Appendix K) ranging in
age from 17 to 49. The composition of the target population
with regard t9 other demographic characteristics of concern
in this study was as follows: (1) sex: 8 males and 18 females;
(2) degree of visual disability: 11. totally blind (visual
acuity with best correction limitedto flinger counting or,
less and inability to read large type) and 15 partially
sighted; and (3) date blindness commenced: 5 adventitiously
blind' (became blind.after birth) and 19 congenitally blind
(blind at birth).

Eleven individuals comprising this target population
were graduating:high CJhool seniors from Florida who
participatdd in a colege screening program at Florida
State University in early February, 1978. At the time of
the original evaluation plan, 20 to 30 students were expected
to attend the screening program and all those attending
would co&pose-the target population. Selection of high
school seniors would,permit comparison of results with the
Zener and ScNnuelle (.1972) evaluation of the SDS with the
sighted high school population.

Since only 11 students actually participated in the
screening program, AHLAwas necessary to secure more target
individuals. Because of practical constraints (availability
of a sufficient number of blind persons in,any geographic
area, cost, transportation, and time), 15 volunteers from
Daytona Beach were selected for in,:lusion in the target
copulation. These volunteers were obtained through the
cooperation of the State of Florida Office of Blind Services.
The majority of these individuals were either attending the
Regional Rehabilitation Center or Fart '-' ipait int; in some type

of work-experience program.
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In the\ tudy, the tat-ct population used a'variety of
materials ad pted for use by blind persons. These adapted
materials a described in the next section.

Materials

The materials used by the target population in this
evaluation included adaptations of (1) the Self-Directed
Search (Holland, 1977b), (2) the Occu-ationgFThaer
(Holland, 1977a), (3) the SDS worksheets, an- 4 the pamphlet,
Understandln Yourself and Your Career (Holland, 1977c) .

In addition, a tactile response board and Occupations Daydreams
Notebook were developed for use. Each of these materials
will be discussed in this section.

The Self-Directed Search:

The Self-Drected_earch (SDS) is a paper-and-pencil
vocational coun,eling program developed by Dr. J. L. Holland
(1972). Its purposF is "to provide a vocational counseling
experience for people who do not have access to professional
counselors, or who cannot afford their services, and to
multiply the number of people a counselor can serve"
(Holland 1972,p.3). Based on Holland's (1959, 1966, 1973a)
theory of vocational choice, the SDS provides a self-
administered vocational counseling experience in which
individuals assess their interests and abilities, explore
Various occupational alternatives, and match their personality
type with similar type occupations.

In adapting the SDS for use by visually disabled
individuals, an audiotape was used to present all information.
The audiotape presented (1) a brief introduction to the SOS,
(2) a description of all materials, directions for their use,
andeir locations on the desk during the testing situation,
and 43) the test from the or .iinal SD workbook.

Resp nses to t lint SDS m, vial were made in a tactile
response board developed for this l >urpose . response
hoard is described in t het next

ctjle Response Hoar'

A tactile rosi in !.e hoard was constructe d to
necessity itinu answers to each section as is
i red in the ot i g InAl !;1):; workbook. This woo on response

board consists I hole :. corresponding to the different
SDS Activities (see Append ix hdtvidualn record answers
on this hoard hy pkicitpl ditr(.11.nt .;izt.d pegs in the appropril
holes.
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SDS Worksheets:

There are three worksheets which are part of the/
original SDS workbook. These are (1) a sheet on which
the individual lists occupational daydreams, (2) a sheet on
which the individual lists occupations which match his/her
Summary Code, and (3) a sheet on which the individual lists
occupations which match the various permutations of his/her
Summary Code. The sheets were also adapted for use by blind
persons. Each answer sheet was reproduced'in braille and
large type. The directions for use were presented on the
audiotape of SDS instructions.

The Occupations Finder:

The Occupations Finder (Holland, 1977a) is a booklet
consisting of 500- occUPa-abns representing over 90% of
employed workers in the United States. It was developed
for use with the SOS workbook.

The Occupations Finder is 'divided into six sections,
each section representing one of Holland's (1973a) personality/
occupational types. Each occupation is listed under the
section corresponding to the first letter of its three-letter
Holland Code, i.e., physician, having a code of ISA, would
be listed under the Investigative section.

Each occupation followed by its Dictionar of
Occupational Titles .S. Department of La or, six--

number enabling individuals to obtain further occupational
information from that source. The Occupations Finder
also lists the level of education reqUiied to peiTorm each
occupation listed.

Two forms of The Occupations Finder were developed
in adapting IC for use by blind persons. Copies of the
Occupations Finder were reproduced in large type and in
brai le and put in separate notebooks. In addition, tabs
were attached to the notebooks to identify where each of the
ix sections at occupations began.

The occu can:;

reams Notebook:

The 0 cupations Daydreams Notebook was developed in
response tee the' amount e f time blind individuals spent 1

their daydream the 0ceup ons Pinder
Not being alphabetized in the Occ rtionto

and their cortespoudig Holland cod s had
skimming through 501 occupations
to the Holland croAoAcili,rt ional type they iesembled most.
This actiyity ed an inerdiiirte amount eef time for
hl irrd f1( n.

(Holland, 1977a).
Pinder, occupations
to be located by
r i zed on 1 y accord
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The Occupations c Mock listed same 500
occupations under their type However,
in this notebook the occupations were listed alphabetically
and tabs were attached to provide easy location of each section.

Und nth Yourself and Your Career;

An additional hool,.tot t

SDS is UnderstandingYourself
fFTs booklet e,xplins He
is based, explains how Summa
Can be utilized, and
good career decision---

umended or use with the
r l'areer (Holland, I977r).
upon which the SDS

the SDS
e:; tor makingm^ :1.s some

This booklet wa tlso .i .11'ted fol hlindblind persons.
The material presented in 'he hook let waf-i recorded on audio-
tape, and a hexagonal tiggre was drawn and .aheled n braille
and large Strice it WAS c iif cult to .inscribe the
hexagonal relctt -rnship between the six personality/occupational
types on audi the hexagonal repr duction was provided
to aid in the under,-.an 1- of this rc'l ttionship.
SUrnrnal

This sect icon art ed a di sews materials used
in this evaluation and description of it --ions made.
These materials were (li the -11)t-1, (2) rn tactile response
board, (3) the SD:7; wotksheet- (1) The (iccur 0it ions Finder,
(5) The Occupations Daydreams Notebook, the pamphlet,
Understandirayourse_it and You' Career. Now that these
materials ave been described, the i-nst r urnrnts used to
assess their tveness will he or,'-;elrt od.

I I rumiti t

iv in-:t rumont w utd in gathin( tto tot
this evaluation; a udent Int l.tnn,tiii
Stndont ('pinion c V(wnttima n, Pro-test onnaire,
Vocatiimal Cuidann (),,.!;t1,ninai I, and Vticational lalidanco
Uliostionna:1(. II. rho in!:truw,nt, coin:isting of
t t ndont Int or t rina I 0. and 1/, t I, ma I (;11 dance

di!;cu!;:.d Tho p(mit h

In!;trumont!I, con!;i'0111,1 d tho tndt.nt ()pinirm F m and
Pro-teht Quo,-;tinnnait, wIll

Vocational In,- ,jge!:t 1,ninaive.
que:; innoite, vocational (;uldnce
then discus.:ed.

udnt In

.tnd the' t()I1 )w

1,,nnallo II wi II

Tt .11 t I I ( on I In' . r III,I HI, ' h ( I 9 i .' ) !:I 11( /11

I Ill (,-.111:f (2110 '!'-, I ((titI,I I t t ' W 't i' 't I ' 1. i ,` !hi'', t,ligOt
1 ) ( > p 1 . 1 1 , 1 t I I ) 1 1 WC' I 1 i l ! ; i ' d , 1 I I I ' H i ' I l i r I t i d y : I t i r r . . I I I f 1 y I HAI .t)111

0 1 1 4 ' W V t ) t . ' , 1 I 1 i 010 I i I I I 1 ,!.III, f 1 1 , .!I I .1111, .111.i r i i 1 IP Mt t,) ent1,1t1. i li
V1)Cilt i t m . i 1 1)1 onn i rite ,n't 1 v I t 1+!; (!wt Ikt'll ThoS4 I t,111,1

'.-f
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provided an indication of the individual's. willingness to
. participate in a study such as the present one. Because the
11 students participating in the college screening program
were not volunteers, it was felt necessary to -obtain the

data since (1) the remaining members of the target population
were volunteers, (2) most subjects involved in vocational
counseling studies are volunteers (Zener and Schnuelle, 1972),
this study involves vocational counseling experience,
and (3) comparing the effectiveness of the SDS with other
vocational counseling experience requires sUETect similarity
in this regard.

Vocational Guidance
Pre-test Questionnair_

All of the items on the Vocational Guidance Pre-test
Questionnaire were taken from the first half of Zener and
Schnuelle's (1972) Vocational Guidance Questionnaire I 0

(see Appendix L) Since the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire
1, given as a pos-Ltest instrument, contained all of the pre-
test items, the items on the Vocational Guidance Pre-test
Questionnaire are presented in a scrambled order to reduce
the possibility of testing effects.

The content assessed by the Vocational Guidance Pre-
test Questionnaire covered four areas. First, the pre7teSt
assessed the number and consistency of occupations under
consideration. Second, the pre-test assessed satisfaction
and certainty of vocational plans. Third, the pre-test
assessed the need for information about specific jobs and
training programs. Fourth, the pre-test assessed the need
for general information about self and occupations.

Student Opinion Form:

The complete Student Opinion Form used by Zener and
Schnuelle (1972) was administered to the target population
in the present investigation. This form provided an oppor-
tunity for user evaluation of the SUS experience and
requested the recall and interprotifion of the user's
SDS Summary Code (see Appendix M) .

Vocational Guidance
Questionn

Those parts cif the Zener and Sc hnuellv ( 19 Vocational
Guidance Questionnaire I which were relevant for this target
population were used (see Appendix M) . The questionnaire used
in this study assessed the followinn (mat.rit areas:
(1) the ability to apply Holland's theory upon which the SDS

is based, (2) number and consistency ()1 ocrupati(mm under
consideration, (3) satisfaction and ainty vocatiion 1

plans, (4) need for information about specific jobs and train
erns, Strad (5) fm qenoraI inii irmation al t ±re It and

7cupationti.
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Vocational Guidance
Questionnaire II:

Part 1 of Zener and Schnuelle's (1972) Vocational
Guidance Questionnaire II was used in the present study
(see Appendix N). This instrument assessed content relating
to vocational information-seeking.

Summary:

This section presented a description of the pre-test,
posttest, and follow-up instruments used in this evaluation.
The pre-test instruments were the Student Interest Questionnaire
and the Vocational Guidance Pre-test Questionnaire. The
posttest instruments were the Student Opinion Form and
Vocational Guidance Questionnaire T. The fellow-up instrument
was the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire II.

All items ,)r1 these instruments were read out loud to
individuals of '.ne group by a trained proctor using a
prepared script. Arswer sheets for each instrument were
developed and reproduced in braille and large type. These
answer sheets required either a short written answer or a
mark made through the appropriate answer. The scripts and
answer sheets can be found in Appendices L, M, and N.

Both the scripts and answer sheets were reviewed for
appropriateness of form and presentation by two experts.
This review was performed prior to test administration to
the target population. One member of the review team is
knowledgeable in testing visually disabled individuals
and the other is knowledgeable in survey research methods.
Revisions were made baseU upon their reviews.

Desi9n

This evaluation design presenI ht the f reline -work Icir this

study. The design re the two ma jo phases in this
evaluation: the format ive and the rummat ive phases. The
formative phase was c c -icerned with <rt taininci feedback on
which to base revisions ot the acfalitat iern of the !;_DS for
use by visually disabled individuals. The summative phase
was concerned with evaluating the effectiveness of this
,tdaltteci SDS. Thus, the for phase took place during
eta -e'develo mental per iod. The stimmative phase took place
once the mater had been voloped/adapt

1' I 1 i ail eva 1 tni 1 .!I t 1 owcha r t el i splaying the

stages i n lecet h the fotmative and :;ummativr pha:o.i FiquIv
2 lit a yre.nt s a flim.lini. pliwIdInq A chronology ol th u' "t'lq("i.
This timeline Al:40 provided it means ot monitorirp ompletiun
tot the evaluation petiod.
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provided an indication of the individual's. willingness to
participate in a study such as the preserit one. Because the
11 students participating in the college screening program
were not volunteers, it was felt necessary to -obtain the

data since (1) the remaining members of the target population
were volunteers, (2) most subjects involved in vocational
counseling studies are volunteers (Zener and Schnuelle, 1972),
this study involves vocational counseling experience,
and (3) comparing the effectiveness of the SDS with other
vocational counseling experience requires sTiETect similarity
in this regard.

Vocational Guidance
Pre-test Questiohnair

All of the items on the Vocational Guidance Pre-test
Questionnaire were taken from the first half of Zener and
Schnuelle's (1972) Vocational Guidance Questionnaire I a

(see Appendix L) Since the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire
I, given as a pogLtest instrument, contained all of the pre-
test items, the items on the Vocational Guidance Pre-test
Questionnaire are presented in a scrambled order to reduce
the possibility of testing effects.

The content assessed by the Vocational Guidance Pre-
test Questionnaire covered four areas. First, the pre -test
assessed the number and consistency of occupations under
consideration. Second, the pre-test assessed satisfaction
and certainty of vocational plans. Third, the pre-test
assessed the need for information about specific jobs and
training programs. Fourth, the pre-test assessed the need
for general information about self and occupations.

udent 0 =pion For

The complete Student Opinion Form used by Zener and
Schnuelle (1972) was administered to the target population
in the present investigation. This form provided an oppor-
tunity for user evaluation of the SDS experience and
requested the recall and interprotifion of the user's
SDS Summary Code (see Appendix M).

Vocational Guidance
Quest gonna re I

Those part_ ot the Zeno r and Sc hnuellv (19 Vocati-mal
Guidance Questionnaire I which were relevant for this target
population were used (see Appendix M) . The quest ionn used

in this study assessed the followi (mitent areas:
(1) the ability to apply Holland's theory upon which the SDS

is based , (2) number and consistency ot occupations iVY

consideration, (3) sat is action and tainty cet vocat,

plans, (4) need for info mation n spec aud t ni

proqramm, r ) 11 uloral i r, t ormat i on t self hail

occupations =.
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Vocational Guidance
Questionnaire II:

Part 1 of Zener and Schnuelle's (1972) Vocational
Guidance Questionnaire II was used in the present study
(see Appendix N). This instrument assessed content relating
to vocational information-seeking.

Summary:

This section presented a description of the pre-test,
posttest, and follow-up instruments used in this evaluation.
The pre-test instruments were the Student Interest Questionnaire
and the Vocational Guidance Pre-test Questionnaire. The
posttest instruments were the Student Opinion Form and
Vocational Guidance Questionnaire I. The follow-up instrument
was the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire II.

All items ,)t-1 these instruments were read out loud to
individuals of `.rte group by a trained proctor using a
prepared script. Aswer sheets for each instrument were
developed and reproduced in braille and large type. These
answer sheets required either a short written answer or a
mark made through the appropriate answer. The scripts and
answer sheets can be found in Appendices L, M, and N.

Both the scripts and answer sheets were reviewed for
appropriateness of form and presentation by two experts.
This review was performed prior to test administration to
the target population. One member of the review team is
knowledgeable in testing visually disabled individuals
and the other is knowledgeable in survey research methods.
Revisions were made bas cV upon their reviews.

Desi9n

This evaluation design p1eisent s the f time _rk Icir this
study. The design re the two ma jor phases in this
evaluation: the formative and the summative phases. The
formative phase was concerned with obtaining feedback on
which to base revisions of the adaptation of the !;_bS
use by visually disabled individuals. The summative phase
was concerned with evaluating the effectiveness of this
adapted SDS. Thus, the for phase took place during
entire 'developmental per iod. The summative phase took place
once the materials had veloped/adaptes

t (1( t'!-1

I la - trr e.valua 1 .!; flowchart pl.tying the
1 the loimative and :iummativr

2 lita.ciitm a timeline priwidlnq the to !it,t(len.

This timeline Alf-to provided a moan.; monitmtin( )Mpletlun
tot the ovalliati4m
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The design for the two evaluation phases will be discussed
in separate sections. The formative evaluation design will
be presented next, followed by the summative design.

Formative _evaluation Design

W. Dick (1977) describes formative evaluation as a
process in which materials are administered to learners or
the purposes of obtaining information for materials revision.
This formative evaluation involves the process of evaluating
materials during the developmental period.

In accordance with Dick's pkocedural suggestions for
formative 'evaluation, the following model was followed for
the formative evaluation in the present investigation.

One- -one administration. The purpose of this stage of
the formative evaluation was to identify major problems
with the adapted SDS; e.g., ability to use tactile respoDse
board from audio4-,aped instructions. Once these problems were
identified, the materials were revised accordingly.

Technical review, Following the one-to-one stage,
a technical review of the adapted SDS was. made. Technical

kreviewers were a select group of persons knowledgeable in
the field of visual disabilities, testing and measurements,
am0 rehabilitation counseling.

Pilot test. The purpoie of this small group testing was
to identify more refined problems with the program material
and any administration problems. (Dick, 1977). -Feedback from
this phase provided additional data for revision.

Field test The field testing served both a formative
and summative .role. Formatively,- it provided feedback on
which to base further revisions of the materials. Summatively,
it provided information relative to the effectiveness of the
SDS in obtaining designated criteria. The field test will
Egdescribed in the summative design section which follows.

1r-

Summative Evaluation Desi n:

The purpose of summative evaluation is to provide
information to decision-makers relative to the effectiveness
of a program (Dick, 1977; Stufflebeam, Foley, Gephart, Guba,
Hammond, Merriman, & Provus, 1971). The field test comprised
the summative evaluation and involve the target population.

A modified time series design (Ca_ tell and Stanley, 1963)
was employed for the summative evaluation. Using this type of
design entailed target individuals serving as their own controls.
The procedures used in implementing this design will now iJe
presented.
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Evaluation Procedures

As with the evaluation design, the evaluation procedures
are discussed in two sections. .The formative evaluation
procedures will be presented first, followed by the summative
procedures.

Formative Evaluation:

The formative procedures are divided into the same four
stages described in the design section: (1) one-to-one
administration, (2) technical review, (3) pilot test, and
(4) field test. This section presents the procedures followed
in each of these steps.

.ne7to-one administration. Initially, the SDS was recorded
on audiotape and the response tactile board constructed.
In rough form, this transcribed SDS was completed by five
blind student volunteers attending F.S.U. during the winter
quarter, 1978. ',are was taken to select students of
(1) varying ability 1.evels (based on the opinion of the
Office of Blind Services counselor on campus and thee
students' .9FAs), and (2) of varying degrees of blindness,
i.e., total and partial blindness. Students were requested
to stop and report any questions or areas of confusion which
they encountered while taking the SDS. Emphasis was placed on
the reactions and suggestions made by these students,
and the SDS was revised accordingly.

0

Technical review. At this time a group of four experts
consistfng of persons knowledgeable in the specific areas of
(1) visual disabilities, (2) measurement and testing, and
(3) rehabilitation counseling, reviewed the SDS for technical
problems; i.e., blind persons require more repetition of
complex instructions. Further revisions were made based on
their suggestions.

Pilot test. The pilOt testing consisted of a small group
of 8 blind F.S.U. student volunteers who completed the revised
SDS. Emphasis was placed on identifying more refined problems
with the SDS and any administrative problems that emerged.
Further revisions were made based on feedback from these
individuals.

Once the revisions from each phase of the formative
evaluation were made, 15 sets were made of all materials needed
for the field testing. This would permit 15 individuals to
complete the SDS at the same time.

Field test. As stated earlier, the field testing
compri-Sed the iUmmative evaluation as well as serving a formative
evaluation function. Therefore, the field test procedures
are described in the summative evaluation section below.
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S Ativ- Evaluation:

The4summative evaluation involved field testing of the
adapted Spand the, administration of the pre-test, pWttest,
and follo*- p instruments discussed earlier in this chapter.
This section presents a discussion of the procedures followed
in the summative evaluation.

Because. members of the target population were located in
two geographic areas ,separated by considerable distance,
the SDS had to be administered to each group on separate
days. The students attending the F.S.U. screening program
completed theSDS in early February, A978, and the individuals
in -Daytona BeFE-completed the sps two weeks later.

u

Pre-teat. After a-brief introd ion was given by the
evaluitbion the first day, the target- goup was collectively
adMinistered the Student Interest Questionnaire followed by
the Vocational Cuidance Pre-test Questionnaire. The investigator
or a trained ptccor read the questions out loud froM b
prepared script -(see Appendix L). At least two additional
proctors Were present during testing to provide any assistance
needed.

SDS. Following the pre-test, the SDS was completed
indiViaUally. The 1iigh school students-VI-Siting
completed the SDS in sepaiate small rooms. The individuals
in Daytona Bee complete_ the SDS individually in separate
carrels or on large tables -in the learning resource center
provided by Daytona Beach dpmmunity College. Individual
rooms werenot-available atthis institution for the SDS
administration. However, since headphones were used, noise
distraction was-minimal..

In completing the SDS, individuals engaged in a number
of career planning actiVIIIes. First, individuals listed
their occupational daydreams and then located the three-
letter Holland code for each in the Occupations Daydreams
Notebook.'

Following,the,completion of the Occupationgi Daydreams
section, individuals were presented with a list of activities
for each of six' categories,defined by Holland (1972) as
Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising,
and Conventional. Individuals then listed their like or
dislike for -each activity.

Similarly, individuals ,(1) assessed their competencies
in activities representative of. thc six categories, (2)

assessed their interests in occuations representative of the
six categories, and (3)- rated' themselves in different abilities
and different skills. From this. data, individuals calculated
a three-letter Summary Code. This.three- letter code represents
the individual's personality pattern'fHolland, 1975a).
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Individuals then lOcateloccupations in the O. ons
.

Finder (Holland,. 1977a)' which matched their Summary o e.
TriTdaition, occupationS matching the various three-letter
,psroutations of theunshary Code were located. With these
occupations and the r codes, indiViduals. cdmpared the codes
of their occupationaldaydreams.

In addition to the above activities, further recommended
steps to assist in vocational planning were presented at the
end of the audiotape of SDS instructions. A list of helpful
bOoks was als0 provided.

As each individual completed the SDS, one of the trained
proctors gave a brief explanation.of tEM'eaning of the
Summary Code and answered questions. Individuals were then
given their own printed copy of the Occupations Finder

P(Holland, 1977a,and 4n audiotape of- Understandinggoursey
and Your Career (Holland, 1977c).

Each of the target members' counselors were given a copy
of the SDS, the:Occeoations Finder, and Understanding
Yourself and Your Ca :per. They'were also given a Self=
ffiIW.dWuttmary -Sheet (see Appendix 0) completed for
their clients participating in this study.

Posttest. The day following completion of the 85.S,
the target individuals collectively completed the brIWT
Student Opinion Form and the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire I.
As in the pre-test administration, questions were read from
a prepared script by the investigator or a trained proctor.
At all times, several trained proctors including one proficient
in reading braille, were available to provide assistance.

Two weeks after completing the SDS, the target population
was administered the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire II
by a trained proctor over the telephone. An attempt was made
to contact all individuals who participated in the study.
After the administration of this questionnaire, the individual
was provided with an explanation of the nature and purpose of
the evaluation. Questions were also answered at.this time.

This section presented a discussion of the evaluation
procedures. The formative evaluation discussion included
the one-to-one administration, pilot test, and technical
review. The summative evaluation discussion of the field
test included the pre-test administration, SOS program,
and posttest and follow-up adminisration.

One deviation from the field testing procedures should be
noted. Two of the high,school,students visiting F.S.U. were
delayed one full day because of flight difficulties.



These students were ad inistered the pre-test and SDS a
dey later than the rest of their group. They answered the
Student Opinion Form and Vocational Guidance Questionnairejrad by the investiggitor) over the telephone the following
deer* since they had returned to their respective homes within
24 hours of SDS completion.

I
Ot er than this one deviation, the procedures

o lowed,as described in this section. Now that th
ev luatiosLprocedures have been presented, the critefthat
we assented can be discussed.

Evaluation Criteria

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this evaluation was
to.Aetermine whether an adaptation of the Self-Directed
Seagch for use by visually disabled-students was (1) effective
in Increasing vocational planning behavior, (2) effective in
increasing the ability to apply H011and's theory, and (3)
e luted positively by those using it. The seven criteria
on which this evaluation was based, the reasons for their
selection, and the items used to assess each of them will
be presented in this section.

Similar in purpose to the Zener and Schnuelle (1972)
ev on of the SOS used by sightet high school students,

present study evaluated tie SOS according to criteria
:cted from those used by Zeheiind4Schnuelle. These criteria

were selected because (1) they, assess the special effects of
the SDS "(recall, and application of SDS information)"
(Zener and chnuelle, 1972, pq),, and-TI) they include
"criteria at are commonly weed to evaluate more typical
vocational ounseling procedures" (Zener- and Schnuelle,
1972, p.2).

Several of these criteria were also used by V. L. Avallone
(1974) in evaluating the SOS as a short-term vocational
counseling experience. He used these criteria in comparing
the effectiveness of the SDS with the traditional counseling
experience.

The following criteria used by Zener and Schnuelle in
their 1972 evaluation were used in the present study.
After each criterion, a rationale for its selection is

preiented followed by the questionnaire items used to assess
level of criterion attainment.

The first five criteria were Lsed to determine the

effectiveness of the SOS in increasing vocational planning

behavior. The sixth criterion was used to determine if SOS

users were able to apply Holland's then_ The seventh
criterion was used to determine users!--eva uation of the SOS.
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Criterion 1: The individual will consider more occupations
and t ose occupations will be more consistent with his/her
three-letter Holland code.

A desired outcome of most vocational decision-making
processes is an increase in the number of occupational
alternatives under consideration (Clarke, Gelatt, and Levin,
1965). Holland (1972), however, contends that the persons
whose occupations are mpre consistent with their personality
type (as reflected in the SDS Summary Code) will be more
satisfied and stable in their occupations. Therefore, both
of these variables were selected for investigation.
In their study, Zener and Schnuelle (1972) found a significant
difference between high school students taking the SOS
or Vocational Preference Inventory and control students in
the number of occupations considered. Similarly, V. L.
Avallone (1974) found a significant difference between
sophomore college students taking the SDS and those experiencing
traditional vocational counseling in the number of vocational
alternatives co-sidered. Both of these studies revealed
those students takirg the SDS generated a significantly
greater number of vocationiialternatives.

In the present study, the following item appearing on
both the Vocational Guidance Pre-test Questionnaire anet the
Vocational Guidance Questionnaire I was used to measure this
criterion.

Item: st all of the occupations you are considering
r ght now.

The number of occupations being considered was assessed
by counting the number of occupations listed in response to
this item. The consistency of occupations was determined
by-calculating the mean of the consistency indices (according
to Zener and Schnuele's 1972 index of Consistency; see
Appendix P) for each occupation listed.

Criterion 2: The individual will be less interested in
finding out general information about self and occupations.

Similar to conventional vocational guidance, practices,
the SDS is considered an experience which will lessen
uncertainty concerning vocational plans (Zener and Schnuelle,
1972). These results were obtained in Zener and Schnuelle's
(1972) evaluation.

In this study, three items appearing on both the
Vocational Guidance Pre-test QuesL1onnaire and Vocational
Guidance Questionnaire I were used to assess attainment of
this criterion. These items were:
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Item: The business of choosing an occupation is very
confusing and I don't know where to begin.

Items I would like to know much more about myself before
I begin choosing an occupation.

Item: I need to know much more about occupational
opportunities and requirements.

The five possible responses for each of these multiple
choice items were the same. They were: strongly agree,'
agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree._

For assessment purposes, each response was assigned
a numerical score. These scores were assigned as follows:

strongly agree 5

agree 4

neutral = 3
disagree 2

strongly disagree . 1

The degree of interest in finding out general information
was determined by summing the scores of the selected responses
for all three items. The higher the resulting sum, the
greater the interest in finding out general information about
self and occupations.

Criterion 3: The individual whose occupational choice
is confirmed by the SDS will be more interested in finding out
specific information about jobs and training programs.

Zener and Schnuelle (1972) predicted in their study that
students completing the SDS would be interested in finding out
more specific information about jobs and training programs.
To the contrary, the results showed a significant difference
between treatment and control groups, with the control groups
expressing greater interest in more specific information.

This project contended that the degree to which specific
information is sought may depend on whether SOS results
confirm or disconfirm the appropriateness- of the individual's
current occupational choice. If the SDS confirms the current
occupational choice, the individual may be'moved to pursue

informationnformation about 'the occupation,. i.e., training
and educational requirements, and available college or
training programs. If, however, the SDS confirms the appropriate-
ness of the occupational choice, it is our contention that

individual would not yet be motivated to pursue such
ific information.
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.Therefore, in addition to analyzing the interests of
individuals in finding out specific information about jobs
and training programs before and after` completion of the
SDS, secondary,analyses were pdiformed to determine if a
FiTationship exists between interest in finding out specific
information about jobs and training programs and the degree,
of SDS confirmation of occupational choice.

Three items appearing on both the Vocational Guidance
Pre-test Questionnaire and the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire I
were used to assess attainment of this criterion, interest in
finding out specific information. These items were:

Item: I would like to know what one or two specific
occupations are all about.

Item: I have some idea about what I'd like to do but
I need information about the training or education
r quired.

item: I neer' information about available training pro-
graLls or colleges I might attend.

The five possible responses for each of these multiple
choice items were the same. They were: strongly agree,
agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree.

For assessment purposes, each response was assigned a
numerical score. These scores were assigned as follows:

strongly agree - 5
agree = 4
neutral = 3
disagree ,=, 2

strongly disagree 1

The degree of interest in finding out specific informat
'determined by summing the scores of the selected respoMes
11 three items. The higher the resulting sum, the

ter the interest in finding out specific information
about.eraining programs.

secondary analysis involved c!!amining the relationship
between interest in finding out general information, and
degree of occupational confirmation. Degree of confirma1ir n
was determined by the inuex of similarity developed by
Zener and Schnuelle (1972) and found in Appendix P.
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Criterion 4; The individual will and
satisflea with his /her vocational plans.

Super's Self Theory emphasises the importance of
certainty of vocational choice in his concept of crystalis-
ation of choice (Senor and Schnuelle, 1972). Satisfaction
with vocational choice is also a desired outcome in most
vocational guidance approaches (Avallone 1974; Zener and
Schnualle, 1974).

Both Senor and Schnuelle (1972) and Avallone (1974)
found significant differences between treatment and control
groups in satisfaction with their occupational choice.
Students completihq the SDS reported increased satisfaction
with current occupationar7hoice when compared with students
receiving no treatment.

In the present study, two items on both the Vocational
Guidance Pre-test Questionnaire and the Vocational Guidance
Questionnaire I -sere used to assess attainment of this
criterion. These items were:

Item: Do you feel that you need to talk to a counselor
about your vocational choice?

Item: How satisfied are you with your present choice
of a career?

4.

Both of these multiple choice items had five possible
responses. Possible responses for the first item were:
immediately, within the next week, within the next month,
sometime before graduation, no need. For assessment purposes,
these responses were assigned the following numerical scores:

immediately = 1
'within the next week = 2
within the next month = 3
sometime before graduation = 4
no need = 5

Thus, the higher the score of the selected response,
the greater the certainty and satisfaction with vocational
plans.

The second itemhad the following possible responses
with assigned numerical scores as indicated:

well satisfied =- 5

moderately satisfied 3 4
undecided about future vocation = 3
dissatisfied but intend to remain 2

dissatisfied but intend to change 1
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The degree of satisfaction and certainty about vocational
plans was determined by summing the numerical scores for
the selected responses to these twcf4ems. Again, the higher
the score, the greater the certaintyand satisfaction with
voational plans.

CriteriOn 5: Two weeks after taking the SDS, the
indi v iiT T engage Tgage in increased vocationalformation-
seeking behavior.

Krumboltz and Schroeder (1965) indicate that information -
seeking is s desired outcome for vocational planning programs.
Similarly, Aiken and Johnston (1973) state that increased
information-seeking behavior is "a primary goal of counseling
with educationally or vocationally undecided students"
(P.81).

Zener and Schnuelle (1972) found no significant difference
between student: taking the SDS and no-treatment students
in the frequenc and variety3T information-seeking behavior.
In contrast, Redmond (1973) found that high school students
taking the SOS increased vocational information-seeking,
behavior as-ard Krivatsy and Magoon (1976) in their study
of the SDS used by college students. Avallone (1974)
also fora a significant difference between college sophomores
taking the SDS and non-treatment students in information-
seeking behTiror with the treatment group reporting increased
information-seeking activities.

In contrast to interest in finding out general information
about Self and occupations and interest in finding out
specific information about jobs and training programs,
this information-seeking criterion refers to specific
vocational planning behaviors; i.e., reading brochures or
books about training pc-)grams. It wag' felt that following
the SDS experience, individuals would engage in subsequent
information-seeking behavior.

Eimiskt items on the Vocational (uidance Questionnaire IT
assessed attainment of this criterion. These items were

Item: During the past two weeks, have you spent more
or less time than usual thinking about yourself
and your occupational future?

Item: Within the past three weeks, have you talked with
your parents about yourself and your career
opportunities?

Item: Within the past three weeks, have you read or
sent for brochures or books on lobs or occupations,
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Ito thin the it three weeks, have you read or sent
for brochures or catalogues for college or other
training programs?

ftesi Within the pest three weeks, hove you v
made plans to visit co_ gas, training
or places of employment

Within the past three weeks,
any TV programs, seen exhibi
radio programs with informat
occupations or colleges?

sited. or
natitutions,

have you watched
s, shows, or
on relevant to

Item: Within the past three weeks, have you made
an appointment to sea a vocational counselor?

There were five possible responses to the first item.
These were: much less time, less time, about the same time,
more time, much r'ore time.

In responie to the remaining seven items, individuals
responded either "yes" or no to each item. If a yes
response was given, individuals then indicated how many times
they had engaged in that particular behavior.

Effectiveness of the SDS on this criterion was determined
descriptively. Level of eFITerion attainment was attained by
the frequency with which individuals thought about themselves
and their occupational future, and the frequency and variety
of information-seeking behaviors in which they engaged.

Criterion 6: The individual will demonstrate the ability
to apPT-libiTind's theory upon which the SDS is based.

In order to interpret results of the SDS, individuals
must have an understanding of basic concepts in Holland's
Theory of Vocational Choice, i.e., meaning of personality/
occupational types.

Two items measured this criterions The first appears s
on the Student Opinion Form and the second appears on the
Vocational Guidance Questionnaire. These items are:

Item: My Summary Code w
stands for

which

Item: In the space provided to the left of each
occupation, write the letter of the personal
type listed above whi-h is best suited to it.

I. Invest
A. Artist
S. Social

es

E. Enterprisin;
Conventional
Realistic
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Occupations

Salesman Chemist
Mechanic Musician
Teacher Accountant

Measurement of the first item was based on Zener and
Schnuelle's (1972) index of similarity (see Appendix P).
A numerical index of similarity is assigned to the code
recalled based on its consistency with the individual's
Summary Code.

The second item was measured by the frequency with which
(1) all six occupations and personalities were matched
correctly, (2) five were matched correctly, (3) four were
matched correctly, (4) three were matched correctly,
(5) two were matched correctly, '6) one was matched correctly,
and (7) none were matched correctly. These frequencies were
then compared with the chance expectancy for each level of
accurate matching.

Criterion 7: Individuals will evaluate their SOS
experience positively.

This.criterion was concerned with the satisfaction of
users with the SDS experience. Williamson and Bordin (1940)
indicate that user satisfaction is an important criterion
in evaluating the effectiveness of vocational guidance materials.
In their evaluation, Zener and Schnuelle (1972) found students
completing the SDS rated the experience moderately positive.

In this study, five items on the Student Opinion Form
were used to measure this criterion. These items were:

Item: I feel more sure about my occupational choice now
than I did before taking the SDS.

Item: I see now that my first choice may not be the
best choice for me.

Item: I see more occupational choices now than I did
before taking the SOS.

L_em- I would recommend taking the SOS to a friend !
who wanted vocational guidance.

Item: My SOS Summary Code seems reasonable for me.

There were five possible responses for each item.
These responses were: strongly agree, agree, neutral,
disagree, and strongly disagree. For assessment purposes,
the frequency with which each response was selected was noted.
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Based on the seven criteria selected for this study,
the adapted SOS was evaluated to determine if it was
(1) effectivi-In increasing vocational planni -vior,
(2) effective in increasing the ability to apply Hol -d's
theory, and (3) evaluated positively by those using it
Selected scales of instruments validated by Zener And
Schnuelle (1972) were administered to visually disabled
individuals to obtain information to assess the attainment of
these criteria. Table 1 presents a summary of the.methods of
criterion assessment. Copies of all questionnaires can be
found in- the appendices.

In addition, secondary analyses were conducted to determine
if the SDS is differentially effective on the basis of age,
sex, degree of blindness, and date blindness commenced.
This demographic information was obtained-from the Office of
Blind Services.

Data Analysis

the summative evaluation data was analyzed to determine
the effectiveness of the adapted SDS when used by visually
disabled individuals. The responses from each questionnaire
were analyzed in order to determine if the SDS was effective
in terms of the seven evalsative criteria stated earlier.

144e-test scores from Vocational Guidance Pre-test
Questionnaire and posttest scores from Vocational Guidance
Questionnaire I were analyzed to determine if there was a
significant increase after the SOS experience in (1) the
number of ocempations being cons tiered, (2) the consistency
of occupation being considered, and (3) certainty and satis-
faction with vocational plans. These scores were also
analyzed to determine if there was a significant decrease
in interest in finding out general information about self and
occupations, and to determine if individuals whose occupational
choices are confirmed by the SOS indicated increased interest
in finding out specific information about jobs and'training
programs. Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks Tests were used
in all of the above analyses. In addition, a Spearman Correlation
Coefficient was used in the analysis of the relationship
between interest in specific information and confirmation of

occupational choice.

Posttest responses from the Student Opinion Form and the
Vocational Guidance Questionnaire tt were examined to determine
(1). if the SOS users had engaged i li increased in

bohalaor in the two weeks i )1lowing the SDS experience,
(2) if the :,US users demonstrated the ability to apply
Holland's theory, and ( if users ratedthp SUS experience
positively. Percents of individual s engaging in inforMation-
seeking behaviors, recalli rig, their Summary Codes correctly,
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TABLE 1

ASSESSMENT OF EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

Cri Questionnaire 'Item Source

Number and
consistency
occupations
considered

VGP

VGI

10

1

Zener and

Schnuelle,
1972

Interest 411 , .

general information
about self and
occupations

VGP

VGI

2,4,T

7,8,9

Zener and

Schnuelle,
1972

Interest in
specific information
about jobs and
training programs

VGP

VGI

3,5,6

10,11,12

Zener and

,Schnuelle,
1972

Satisfaction and VGP 1,9 Banducci,
'Certainty with
vocational plans VGI 3,4 1968

Vocational
information-
seeking

VGII 2,3 Krumboltz,
1965

Understanding SOF 2 Zener and
Holland's theory VGI 6 Schnuelle,

1972

User evaluation SOF 1-5 Zener and
Schnuelle,

1972

Note. SOF Student Opinion Form
VGP Vocational Guidance Pretest Questionnaire.
VG Vocational Guidance Questionnaire I
VG II Vocational Guidance Questionnaire II
The data for all criteria are from ZenerandSchnuelle,
1972.
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accurately matching personality types of occupations,
and rating the SOS positively were used in making these
determinations.

Secondary analyses were performed on the criterion
measures on which statistically significant pre-posttest
differences were found. The purpose of these analyses was
to determine if the SOS experience was differentially
effective for (1) margi and females, (2) individuals over the
age 25 and those 25 or younger, (3) totally blind and partially
blind, and (4) congenitally blind and adventitiously blind.
Mann-Whitney U Tests were used to perform these analyses.

Results

The results of this study are presented in the following
order:

1. Results of the formative evaluation (the one -to -one
testing, technical review, and pilot testing),
and the subsequent revisions of the adapted
Self-Directed Search.

2 Results of the summative evaluations based on statistical
analyses of field test data.

Results of secondary analyses of summative data.

Formatives Evaluation

The purpose of the formative evaluation was to obtain
feedback pn which to make revisions of the adapted SDS.
There were four stages in the formative evaluation:
one-to-one administration, technical review, pilot test, and
field test. The results of these stages will be presented
in this section.

One -to -One Administration:

Five visually disabled student volunteers from the
Florida State University were involved in the one-to-one
administration phase of the formative evaluation. These
student out several problem areas in the adapted sds:
CO it took too long to complete (1 11 to 3 hours); (2)

the audiotape material was presented too slowly; (3) some
instructions on the tape were confusing; and (4) it was
diffiCult to find the occupational daydreams in The Occupations
Finder (Holland, 1977a).
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Based on this feedback from the one-to-one phase,
several modifications were made in the adapted SDS. First,
the audiotape was recorded again with material presented more
quickly. Confusing instructions were-explained more precisely
and in more detail. Second, with the consent of Holland,
the SDS developer, an Occupations Daydreams Notebook was
asserTiSted to reduce the amount of time taken to locate
occupational daydreams in The Occuzations Finder. This
notebook was divided into six sections, each section corre-
spondj.ng to one of the six personality/occupation types:
Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and
Conventional. All occupations from The Occupations Finder
were listed in the Occupations Daydreams Notebook alphabetically
under the section corresponding to the first letter of its-
SD code; i.e., physician (I A) was listed in the Investigative
section. Tabs were attached along the righthand side of the
notebook to identify the beginning of each-section. These
notebooks, like all of the adapted materials, were available
in both braille and large type.

Third, in addit'..(3 to the assembly of the Occupations
Daydreams Notebook to reduce the time involved in completing
the SDS, the Occupational Daydreams Answer Sheets (on which
useri-Tist their daydreams) were revised, limiting the number
of daydreams to five instead of eight.

Technical Review:

The technical review team consisted of three experts
knowledgeable in the areas' of visual disability, rehabilitation
counseling, and testing and measurement. Recommendations
from this team were incorporated into the adapted SDB.
The following revisions were made based on the experts'
feedback. First, more time was allowed in the audiotape
between sets of instructions to permit the user to complete
each task without having to turn the audiotape recorder on
and off during the SDS experience. Second, several revisions
in the way instructions were presented were made. These
revisions included (1) repeating some of the more complex
instructions, (2) reducing compound sentences to more simple
forms, and (3) giving more detailed description of the
tactile board and its use, (4) presenting an introduction
to the tactile board earlier, and (5) making editorial
changes in instances where understanding would be enhanced.

Pilot Test:

Eight visually disabled student volunteers U.

were involved in the pilot test group stage, of
the formative evaluation. These students completed the adapted
SOS which had been re- sed on the basis of feedback from the
one-to-one stage and he technical review. Whereas the one-
to-one stage focused on identifying the major problems with
the adapted SUS in rough form, i.e., ability to use the tactile
board from instr6ctions given, the pilot test was aimed at
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identifying more refined problems and any administrative
problems that might arise.

As a result of the feedback 'bbtained during the pilot
test, the following revisions were made in the adapted SDS:
(1) the stated minimum number oftloccupational daydreams to
be listed was eliminated from the, instructions; (2) the
lists of activities, competencies and occupations heard on
the instruction tape were presented more'slowly; (3)

the instructions to list oCcUpations whi;ch'appealed to the
user, rather than all occupations.appearinig under a code,
were emphasized in the directions instrutting'users to list
occupations matching their SQS Summary Code and its permutations;
(4) the instructions for completing theificcUpational
Daydreams Answer Sheets were explained in greater detail;
and (5) extra plugs which'fit into'the holes in the bottom
half of the tactile board were constructed (as a result of
several users running out of,some numbers while completing
the SDS).

Once these reviF ons were made, 15"sets.of all materials
and instructions wtzre made. This wojild permit field testing
in small groups with a maximum of 15 members in each group.

Field Test:

As explained earlier, the field test compri.sed both
the summative evaluation and the fin 41 stage of the formative
evaluation. Formatively,- the flatest-provided'feedback on
which to base further revisions of the adapted SDS.
Summatively, the field teat provided data on whip to
determine the effectiveness of the SDS.

Since the revisions indidated' by the formative aspects
of the field test were not 'made as apart of this evaluation
study as recommendations for future study, the results of
the summative aspects of the field test will be presented
in the following section.

Summative. Evaluation

The purpose of the summative evaluation was to obtain
data from which the effectiveness .of the adapted SDS
could be determined;: Field test data was analyzedTor each
criterion measure to '1e.termine if the SDS was (1) effective in
increasing vocationallplaiming behavior, (2) effective in
increasing the ability to apply Holland's theory on which the
SDS is based, a/rid (0 evaluated positively by its users.

import
partic
target

for_ _cusin0 on these criterion results, it is
pt to note the voluntary nature of target member
nation- -in this study. Since some members of the
population were not voluntary participants, a survey
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indicating their willingness to participate in a study like
the present one was administered. Pertinent scales of
Zener and Schnuelle's (1972) Student Interest Questionnaire
(see Appendix L) requested individuals to indicate the amount
of time they were willing to spend in vocational planning
activities such as reading books about occupations and talking
with a vocational counselor. Analysis of the responses of
the 26 target individuals revealed they were willing to spend
a mean of 8.385 hours in vocational planning activities.
The first item on the Student Interest Questionnaire,
"Would you be interested in trying out a new vocational
guidance program" was eliminated from analysis because
several target individuals indicated they had misinterpreted
this item.

C iterion'Measure Results:

In this section, the seven evaluative criteria-are
presented followed by the results obtained from statistical
analyses on criterion measures. Tables are also presented
which summarize there results.

Criterion The individual will consider more occupations
and those occupations will be more consistent with his/her
three-letter Holland code.

This criterion consists of two measures, (1) the number
of occupations considered, and (2) the consistency of occupations
considered. These two measures were analyzed separately to
determine if the SDS was effective in increasing the number
and consistency of occupations under consideration.

In determining the number of occupations considered,
the occupations listed in response to item 10 on the
Vocational Guidance Pre-test and item 1 on the Vocational
Guidance Questionnaire I were c?unted. These pre-posttest
responses were then analyzed to determine if target members
significantly increased the number of occupations being
considered following the SDS experience.

The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test was used to
analyze these pre-posttest differences. With this statistical
test there is an inverse relationship between the size of the
statistical T and degree of significance.

Table 2 included the results of Wilcoxon Tests on the
number of occupations being considered. This talbe shows the
resulting T was 17 for n 14 on this criterion measure.
This value of T is significant at ,he .025 level for
one-tailed tests (critical value of T - 21). Therefore,
there_isla significant increase in the number ci f occupat i c)nions
being t!onsidered following- coml'letic n of the SDS.



TABLE 2

T VALUES (WILC©X N _TCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS

TEST) ON VOCATIO GUIDANCE CRITERION

MEASURES BY ,BLIND IN IVIDUALS BEFORE

AND AFTER LETION OF THE SELF-

DIRECTED SEARCH
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Criterion 1,4asure

Increase in number
of occupations

Increase in consistency
Of occupations

Decrease in latereiit
in general information
about self and occupations

Interest in specific
information about jobs
and training programs

Increase in satisfaction
and certainty of
vocational plans

T Value
a

n-=

14

17.5* 14

23

105.5 21

0** 13

Note. Individuals responding = 26.

a NUmber of matched pairs minus the number of pairs

with zero difference

.025

.005
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The second measure of this criterion assesses the consistency
of occupations under consideration. The mean consistency
scores for each occupation listed in response to item 10 on
the Vocational Guidance Pre-test Questionnaire and item 1 on
the Voca ional Guidance Questionnaire I were determined
by usi.n4 Zener and Schnuelle's (1972) six point Index of
Consistency (see Appendix P).

The Wilcoxon Test was performed on these mean pre-posttest
consistency scores to determine if any significant increase
in mean consistency occurred. Table 2 includes the results
of this analysis. This table reveals the resulting T
was 17.5 for n = 14\. This value of T is significant
at the .025 level fir one-tailed tests (critical value of
T = 21). Therefore, there is a significant increase
in the mean consistency of occupations under consideration
after completion of the SDS.

Criterion The individual will be less interested in
finding out gen,:ral information about self and occupations.

Items 2, 4, and 7 of the Vocational Guidance Pre-test
and items 7, 8, and 9 of the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire I
measured this criterion. The numerical scores assigned to
the responses selected were summed for the pre -test and for
the posttest. The pre-posttest differences were then analyzed
using the Wilcoxon Test.

Table 2 includes results of the Wilcoxon Test on this
criterion measure. This table shows the resulting T
was 18 for n = 23. This value of T is significant at the
.005 level Tor one-tailed test (critical value of T = 55).
Therefore, there is a significant decrease after the SDS
in interest in finding out general information about self
and occupations.

Criterion 3: The individual whose occupational choice
is confirmed by the SDS will be more interested in finding
out specific informaETZiri about, jobs and training programs.

Two sets of analyses were performed on data relating to
this criterion. Initial.analysis was performed to determine
if there was a significant difference between pre-posttest
scores for target individuals in interest in finding out
specific information about jobs and training programs.
Secondary analysis was conducted to determine if there was a
relationship between the degree of confirmation of occupational
choice and interest in specific information.

Items 1, 5, and h of the Vocational Guidance Pre-t
Que. st onna ms 10, 11, and 12 cxt the Vocat[onal
Guidance Questi -i. I measured tali cr 1ter lon. The numerical
scores assigned to the responses selectee summed foi
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the pre-test and for the posttest. The pre- posttest differences
were then analyzed for significance using the Wilcoxon Test.

Table 2 includes results of the Wilcoxon Test on this
criterion measure. This table shows the resulting T
was 105.5 for n = 21. This value of T is not significant.
Therefore, there is no significant difference in interest
in finding out specific information about jobs and training
programs after completion of the SDS.

The second analysis of this data was conducted to examine
the relationship between SDS confirmation of current occupational
choice and interest in finding out specific information about
jobs and training programs.

The degree of SDS confirmation of current occupational
choice was determined by Zener and Schnuelle's (1972)
Index of Similarity (see Appendix P). The appropriate index
was assigned to the current occupational choice indicated
on the Vocational Guidance Pre-test Questionnaire (item 11).
For those individuals indicating "undecided" (N = 9) for
their first occupaticipal choice, the mean Indei of Consistency
based on the occupations being considered (item 10) was used.

A Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient was used to
calculate the relationship between SDS confirmation of
occupational choice and interest in finding out specific
information. The resulting r based on 25 usable responses
was -.14. This represents a very slight, negligible correlation
that could have occurred by chance (Guilford, 1956).
These findings indicate there is a slight, negligible
relationship which could have occurred by chance between
the degree of SDS confirmation of occupational choice and
interest in fiTaTng out specific information abOUt jobs and
training prOgrams.

Criterion 4: The individual will be more certain and
satisfie with his/her vocational plans.

Items 1 and 9 on the Vocational Guidance Pre-test
Questionnaire and items I and 4 on the Vocational Guidance
Questionnaire I assessed this criterion. The numerical
scores assigned to the responses selected were summed for the
pre -tes and for the posttest. The pre-pottest differences
were alyzed for significance using the Wilcoxon Test.

Table 2 includes results of the Wilcoxon Test on this
criterion measure. This table shows the resulting T wa
0 for n =, 13. This value of '1' i

Hqnificant at the .0
level for one-tailed tests. Therefore, there is a sign fi_ vt

aincrease in certainty nd sat actisfion f vocational plcns
after the SDS experie
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Criterion 5: Two weeks After tajcing the SOS, the
individual wfIT age in increased vocationalMormation-
seeking.

Two measures assessed this criterion. Item 2 on the
Vocational Guidance Questionnaire II measures the amount of
time spent thinkilg about self and occupational future in
the two weeks aftelr the SOS experience. Items 3A-3G on
this same questionbaire Measure the amount and variety of
information-seeking behavior occurring in the two weeks after
the SOS experience.__

In assessing the first measure, the frequency (in
percentages) was determined for selection of each of the
five possible responses. yindings indicate all individuals
complefling the questionnaire spent the same, or mare, time
in the two weeks following the SOS experience thinking about
themselves and their occupationiTfuture. Thirty-nine per cent
spent about the game amount of time engaging in these thoughts,

= 7) spent more time engaging in these thoughts, and
4) expressed spending much more time thinking about

ores and their occupational future. Table 3 presents
a summary of these results.

The second measure of the information-seeking behavior
criterion relates to the number a nd variety of information-
seeking behavior engaged in during the two weeks following
completion of the SOS. This measure was assessed by the
responses given to terns 3A-3G on the Vocational Guidance
Questionnaire II. These seven items are presented in Table
4 along with the number of individuals who engaged in the
behavior described in each item. The median frequency and
range of frequencies with which individuals engaged in each
activity are also shown.

Results indicate the most common information-seeking
behaviors engaged in by the target population in the two weeks
following the SOS experience were (1) talking with parents or
spouse about seTTT and career opportunities, and (2) talking
with students or friends about self and career opportunities.
The least common activities engaged in were (1) reading or
sending for brochures or catalogues for colleges or other
training programs, and (2) visiting or planning to visit
colleges, training institutions, or places of employment.

Findings also show a wide range in the number of times
some of the behaviors were performed. A range of 1 to 14
with a median of 3 wa'l found for the number of times
10 target individuals spoke wit! parents or spouses about,
themselves and their Carey' opportt,.:ties. Similarly,
a range of 1 to 12 with the median of 4 was found for the
number of 9 target individuals talked with friends
about themselves nd ,thei r career opportunities; a range of
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TABLE 3

AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT BY BLIND INDIVIDUALS

THINKING ABOUT OCCUPATIONS IN THE 2 WEEKS

FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF THE SELF-

DIRECTED SEARCH

Item: During the past two weeks have you spent more or

less time thinking about yourself and your

occupational future?

Response

Choices

Percent

Respondinga

Much less time

Less t

About the same

More time

Much more

0

0

39 (7)

39 (7)

22 (4)

Note_ Individuals

a Numbers in

individuals

responding 18

parentheses indicate the number of

selecting that response.



TABLE 4

MEDIAN AND RANGE OF INFORMATION-SEEKING BEHAVIORS

ENGAGED IN BY BLIND INDIVIDUAL$ IN THE WEEKS

FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF THE SELF-

DIRECTED SEARCH

Affirmative Median Frequency
Responsesa Frequency Range

Have you talked with
Other stu('Aents/friends
about yourself and your
occupational flture?

Have you talked with your
parents/spouse about your-
self and your career
opportunities?

9 4 1-20

1-14

Have you read or sent
for brochures or books
on jobs or occupations? ,6 2 1-3

Have you read or sent for
brochures or catalogues for
oolle e or other training
programs? 5

Have you visited or made
plans to visit colleges,
training institutions, or
places of employment? 5 1 1-14

Have you watched any TV
programs, seen exhibits,
shows, or heard radio pr
grams with information re-
levant to occupations or
colleges? 6 4 1-12

Have you made an appoint-
ment to see a vocational
counselor? 7 1 1-12
Rote. ,stxntses a re b .J un t lie 1 R Ii1(711 VI-atm-1 H

two weeke after SUS completion.
a Number of individualb responding "yes" to the item.
b Median Frequency median number cif times individuals

indicated engaging in each behavior.
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1 to 14 with the
five individuals
training institu
range of 1 to 12
of times six ind
shows, or heard
to occupations

median of I

visited or planned
ions, or places of
with the median of
viduals watched TV
io programs with
lieges.

found for the number of times
to visit colleges,
employment; and a
4 was found for the number ,
programs, saw exhibits,
information relevant

Criterion 6:
to apply theory upon which the SDS is based.

Two measures assessed the criterion: ability to recall
one's SIDS Summary Code and abiAity to match personality
types to occupations. The former ability was requested in
item 2 of the Student Opinion ForM and the latter ability
was requested in item 6 of the Vocational Guidance Questionnaire
I.

The individual will demons to the abil

Findings !rlicate that 100% (N - 23) of the individuals
recalling their S,S Summary Code were able to at least
recall the first li!ter correctly. Seventy -four percent
(N 17) were able to recall the three letters of their code
in order. Table 5 presents a summary of those results
along with the chance expectancy for each level of ability.

Regarding the ability to correctly match occupations to
personality types, the results reveal that 96% (N = 24) of
the 25 target individuals responding were able to match at
least one occupation with its correct personality type.
Twenty percent (N 5) of these individuals were able to
correctly match all six occupations
Table 6 presents a summary of these
chance expectancy for each level of

Criterion 7: In(livi(lu4als

exl >erlence positively.

Items 1-5 eln the t ildent

of the 51)5 by i rr users.
and a summary (d the resi

tho target p(rpulat
rigs sticrw that (N 25)

recommend the 51)5 t( a friend who
and 88% (N 21) think their :iDS

to the personality ty
findings along with t
ability.

_1 evaluate SDS

inion Por r e'iluest e( evalu-
Table 7 presents those five

7 given to them. All
responded all five

the tatqet 1,c,I,u latiun

nted vocath 1 gu
realistic f()1 theM.
111 '('1111a t I (WO 1

M: 1 1)

N i ne t eeri III icent (N

choice may n(0 ho t

dittelq1

th
arl Xpl-
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1 to 14 with the median of 1 was found for the
five individuals visited or planned to visit cc
training institutions, or places of employment;
range of 1 to 12 with the median of 4 was found
Of titles six individuals watched TV programs, g

shows, or heard io programs with informatior
to occupations alleges.

Criterion 6: The individual will demon:
to apFIT-hollandrs theory upon which the SDS

Two measures assessed the criterion: abil
one's S_DS Summary Code and ability to match per
types to occupations. The former ability was r
item 2 of the Student Opinion Forni and the latt
was requested in item 6 of the Vocational Guida
I.

Findings irlicate that 100% (N 23) of th
recalling their S,S Summary Code were able to a
recall the first 'titer correctly. Seventy -fou
(N 17) were able to recall the three letters
in order. Table 5 presents a emissary of those
along with the chance expectancy far each level

Regarding the ability to correctly match
personality types, the results reveal that 96%
the 25 target individuals responding were able
least one occupation with its correct personali
Twenty percent (N 5) of these individuals wen
correctly match all six occupations to the persi
Table 6 presents a summary of these findings al,
chance expectancy for each level of ability.

rion 7: In( ividuals
V- ----V--T

experience positively.

Items 1-5 on the Student
Mir of the SOS by i t r1 user s.
ems and a summary r,f the resp
-embor!i e,f the. tartlr.t pulati

vvali 11(

inlon is
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FREQUENCY (IN PERCENTS) WITH WHICH B
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ND INDIVIDUALS

ARE ABLE TO RECALL THEIR SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH

(SDS) SUMMARY CODE

_e at ve « =once
c =nding _order Percenta c cy

Letters and order of SDS
code recalled exactly

1st and 2nd letters of
SDS code matc:1 1st and
2nd letters of code
recalled

w

1 ree 1Witers of SDS
a match letters of

--- code recalled in any
order

1st letter of SDS code
matches 1st letter of
code recalled

1st and 2nd letters of
SDS code match any 2
letters in code recalled

1st letter of SDS code
matches any letter in
code recalled

74 (17) .008

78 .003

87 (20) .125

87 (20) .167

91 (21) .250

100 (23) .500

Note. Findings based on 23 responses

a Numbers in parentheses represent number of

individuals performing at each ability level.
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ties (in
descending order
Of difficulty)

PS WHIGS BLIND INDIVIDUINDIVIDUALS

TOMATCB SIX OCCUPATIONS TO THEIR

RRNCT PERSONALITY TYPE

Citmulitive
Percents

Chance
ctancy

Correctly match
all six

Correctly match
at least five

Correctly_ match
at least four

Correctly match
at least three

Correctly match
at least two

Correctly match
at least one

Correctly match
none,'

20% (5)

32% (8)

.00002

socio

60% (15) .00077

76% (19) .00463

92% (23) .02778

96% (24) .16667

4% (1) .33472

Note. ,Resul s are based on 25 individuals responding.

a Number$ in parentheses indicate the number of
individuals performing at each ability level.
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TABLE 7

RESULTS (IN PERCENTS) OF USER EVALUATIONS BY

BLIND INDIVIDUALS ON THE SELF-DIRECTED

SEARCH (SDS)

Evaluation Item

I feel more sure about
my occupational choice
now than before taking
the SDS

I see now that my
first occupatiwnal
choice may not be the
best choice for me

I see more occupational
choices now than before
taking the SDS

I would recommend the
SDS to a friend who
wanted vocational
guidance,

My SDS code seems
realistic for me

% Agree % Neutral % Disagree

50 (13) 46 (12) 4

19 (5) 31 (8) 50 (13)

,65 (17) 19 (5)

96 (25) 4 (1) 0 (0)

88 (23) 8 (2) 4 (l)

Note. Results based on 26 responses.

Numbers in parentheses represent r of indivi-
duals selecting each response.
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summative data In addition, tables
of these results.

display a smeary

Secondary Findings

Secondary analyses were also conducted on the summative
evaluation data. In addition to examining overall pre-posttest
differences on the criterion measures, the evaluator is
intereelpd in determining if the criterion found to be
effective (significant pre-positest differences on criterion
measures) for the overall target population are differentially
effective On the basis of either (1) age, (2) sex, (3)
degree of blindness, or (4) date blindness commenced.

In examining the data for differential effectiveness,
the investigator analyzed the posttest scof4s (for each
criterion measure showing significant pre-posttest differences)
on each of the four independent variables (age, sex,
date blindness eo.lmenced, and degree of blindness).
Based on the results discussed earlier in this section,
the four criterion measures showing significant pre - posttest
differences are:

1. Number of occupations under consideration.

Consistency of occupations undly consideration.

Satisfaction. and certainty of vocational plans.

Interest in finding out general information about
self and occupations.

Mann-Whitney U Tests were used in these analyses.
With this statistical test, there is an inverse relationship
between the size of the obtained U and level of significance.
The analysis of each independent variable on the four criterion
measures will be discussed in the following subsections.

Sex:

The target population consisted of 8 males and 18
females. Mann-Whitney U Tests were calculated for each
criterion measure. Table 8 presents the results of these
calculations. The resulting U values are 71.5 (number of
occupations), 40.5 (consistency of occupations), 51
(satisfaction and certainty of vocational plans), and 57
(interest in general information). These values are not
significant at the .05 level; C-prefore, thefe is no significant
difference between males and female on any of the four criterion
measures.
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TABLE 8

U VALUES (MANN-WHITNEY U TEST) FOR BLIND MALES

AND BLIND FEMALES ON POUR SELF-DIRECTED

SEARCH CRITERION MEASURES

Criterion
Measures

Number of
occupations

Consistency
of Occupations '40.5.
,
SA sfacition andi

rtai4p, 'Of
ational plans 51 'k-

Intereit
general informiati
information

I

a Numbers 4,n parentheses
for two tailed tasty a
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For this analysis, age is dichotomized into persons over

'AM. 25 and, persons age 25 and younger. This cutoff point was
/velected because the majority (73%) of the target individuals'
amen cluster between 17 and 25 and there was a natural break
in the bimodal data at this point. Since the evaluator is
interested in any differential effects of the SUS for older
versus younger individuals, the age of 25 seems an appropriate
point at which to dichotomize.

Mann-Whitney U Tes were calculated for age on each of
the four criterion measures. In the target population,
19 individuals were age 2 or younger and 7 individuals were
older than 25.

Table 9 presents the results of these calculations.
Results in U values for each criterion are 58 (number of
occupationsY, 3(.5 (consistency of occupations), 46 (satis-
faction and certainty of vocational plans), and 60.5
(interest in general information). The values of U are not
significant at the .05 level; therefore, there is no signifi-
cant difference between persons over age 25 and persons age
25 or younger on any of thefour criterion measures.

Degree of Blindness:

,For. this analysis, degree of blindness is dichotomized
into total blindness- and partial blindness, determined from
medical reports on the target individuals. In the target
population, 11 individuals were totally blind and 15 were
partially blind.

Again, Mann-Whitney U Tests were calculated for degree
of blindness of each of the four criterion measures.
Table 10 presents results of these calculations. This table
shows that resulting U values for each measure are 51.5
(number of Qccupations), 57 (consistency of occupations),
79 (satisfaetion and certainty of vocational plans), and
65.5 (interest $n general information). These U values are
not significant at the .05 level; therefore, there is no
significant difference between totally and partially blind
individuals on any of the four criterion measures.

Date Blindness Commenced:

For this analysis, date blindness commenced is dichotomized
into those who are congenitally blind and those who are
adventitiously blind. Those ilvividuals who are adventitiously
blind represent a broad range from oLindness commencing in
childhood to blindness commencing in the past five years.
The target population consists of 19 congenitally blind and
five adventitiously blind persons. It was not possible to
determine whether two of the target individuals were congenitally
or` adventitiously blind from available data; therefore,



lk TABLE 9

U VALUES (MANN-WHITNEY U TEST) FOR BLIND mgpviDuALs

OVER AGE 25 AND BLIND INDIVIDUALS AGE 25 AND YOUNGER

ON FOUR SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH CRITERION MEASURES

Criterion
Measure age > 25) n (age < 25)

Number of
occupations

58 (32) 7 19

Con4istency oZ
occUpations 36.6 (25) 6 19

Satisfaction and
certainty of
vocational plans 46 (32 7 19

Interest in
genera
information 60.5 (30 7 18

Numbers in parentheses represent critical U values for
two-tailed tests at a = .05.
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TABLE 10

U VALUES (MANNIM TNEY U TEST) FOR TOTALLY BLIND

AND PARTIALLY BLIND INDIVIDUALS ON POUR SELF-

DIRECTED SEARCH CRITERION MEASURES

Criterion
Measure

Qf
occupations

Consistency
of occupations

Satisfaction and
certainty `of
occupational
plans

Interest in
general
information

total
-blind

partially
blind

51.5 37) 11 13

57 (40) 11 14

79 (44) 15

65.5 (40) 11 14

a Numbers in parentheses represent critical U values
for two-tailed tests at a .05.
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they were not included in this analysis.

Mann-Whitney U Tests were calculated for data blindness
commenced on each of the four criterion measures. Table 11
presents the results of these calculations. This table shows
resulting U values for each measure are 33.5 (number of
occupationS), 16.5 (consistency of occupations), 42.5
(satisfaction and certainty of vocational plans), and 46.5
(interest in general information).

The resulting U values for consistency of occupations
(16.5) is significalit at the .05 level; therefore, there is a
significant difference between congenitally and adventitiously
blind persons in the consistency of their occupational
choices. The resulting U values for the remaining three
criteria (33, 42.5, and 16.5) are not significant at the .05
level. Therefore, there is no significant difference
between congenitally and adventitiously blind individuals
in number of occupations considered, satisfaction and
certainty of vocational plans, and interest in finding out
general information about self and occupations.

Summary:

This section presented the results of analyses conducted
to examine the possibility of differential effectiveness
of the SDS bas- d on sex, age, degree of blindness, and date
blindness com need. No significant differences were found
in the four criterion measures for sex; age, or degree of
blindness. A significant difference was found between
congenitally and adventitiously blind individuals in
consistency of occupations being considered. No significant
differences were found between these two groups on the
other three criterion measures examined.

Discussion and Conclusions

This section presents discussion and conclusions derived
from the formative and summa4ve evaluation results.
The discussion of summative results focuses on the effectiveness
of the SDS in regard to each evaluative. criterion.

Formative Evaluation:

The one-to-one testing, technical review, and pilot
testing comprising the formative evaluation phase of the
evaluation provided -Iformation on which to base revisions of
the SDS adapted for the visual' lisabled. Most of these
reviTiZns'involved modifications presentation of
instructions on the audiotape. Some changes were also made
on the a swer form which accompanied the SDS.

15_
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TABLE 11

U VALUES (MANN-WHITTY U TEST) FOR CONGENITALLY

BLIND AND ADVENTITIOUSLY BLIND INDIVIDUALS ON

FOUR SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH CRITERION MEASURES

Criterion
Measure ua

nl
Adventitiously (Congenitally

Blind) Blind)

Number of
occupations

Consistency of
occupations

Satisfaction and
certainty of
vocational
plans

Interest in
general
information

33.5 (19)

16.5*(18)

42.5 (19)

46.5 (19)

5

5

19

18

19

19

*p < .05

a Numbers in parentheses represent critical U values
for two-tailed tests at a = .05.
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tiva Evaluation:

This section presents conclusions derived from results
of the summative data analysis. According to the analyses,
the SDS was found effective on six of the seven evaluation
critina. In presenting these COnclusions, each criterion
will be stated followed by a discussion of the results and
conclusions on the criterion measures.

Criterion 1: The individual will consider more occupations
and those occupations will be more consistent with his/her
three-letter Holland code.

The data analyses for the two measures assessing attain-
ment of this criterion revealed significant results.
After completing the SOS experience, individuals listed a
significantly greater number of occupations under consideration.
Also, the occupation's under. .conSideration were more consistent
with their personality types (SDS cedes) aftr the SDS
experience. Baseu on these refits, the SDS appears to be an
effective program for increasing occupational alternatives
and for generating occupational alternatives consistent
with an individual's personality type.

These findings support those of Zener andtchnuelle
(1972). They found the SDS to be effective in increasing the
number and appropriateness (consistency) of occupations
considered by sighted high school students.

Avallone's (1974) study also revealed similar results.
College students were found to consider a significantly
greater number of occupational choices than those experiencing
traditional counseling methods.

Criterion _2: The individual will be less interested
in finding out general information about self and occupations.

Interest in general information was determined by
individuals' responses to items concerning confusion about
choosing an occupation, desire for more information about
occupational opportunities, and desire for information about
themselves- It was expected that interest in finding out
such information would decrease following the SDS experience.

The results revealed that after the SDS experience.
individuals expressed significant decreas-rn the need for
general information about self and occupations. It appears
that the SDS provides sufficient general information to
decrease the desire for additic7-1 information of a general
nature. Based on these findings, SDS is found to be
effective in decreasing interest in fiaTng out general
information about self and occupations.
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This supports the findings of Zener and Schnuelle (1972).
They found that high school students completing the SDS
expressed significantly less interest in general information
than those not completing the program.

Criterion 3: The ldividual whose occupational choice
is confirmed-by the SDS will be more interested in finding
oilt specific informarrUn about jobs and training programs.

Interest in finding out specific information was
determined by individual's responses to items concerned
with desire for information about-specific occupations,
desire for information about training requirements, and
desire for information about availiible training programs.

Results on this criterion revealed no hignificant
difference in interest in finding out specific information
after taking the SDS. Apparently the SDS experience does not
affect the interest individuals have minding out specific.
information about jobs and training programs.

These results do not support those of Zener and
Schnuelle (1972). They round a significant difference in
need for specific information between high school students
completing the SDS and those not completing the SDS.
High school stuaWFIts completing the.SDS expresseaiignificantly
less desire for finding out specific reformation about jobs
and training programs.

This project colded that the degree to which
specific information was sought may depend on whether the
SDS results confirm or disconfirm the appropriateness of
I:Hi individual's current occupational choice. If the SDS
confirms the current occupational choice, individuals may
be prompted to obtain more specific information about that
occupation, i.e., training requirements and location
as to where such training can be secured. This project
contended that those whose occupational choices are disconfirmed
would not yet be ready to 'pursue specific inforMation.

To investigate this relationship, a Spearman Rank
Correlation Coefficient was calculated for degree of SDS
confirmation of occupational choice and interest in firming
out specific information. The resulting r (-14) represents
a very slight negligible correlation that could have occurred
by chance (Guilford, 1956).

The following ex.AanaLiorf is offered as a ,ausible
reason for this result. Findir. indicate there is no
significant difference in interest : finding out specific
information after completing the SOS. Individuals in the
target population expressed a faiFr high need for specific
information before and after completing the SOS. This could
be partially due to the scarcity of occupational literature
available in forms appropriate for visually ditabled
individuals. The SOS experience provides general information
about occupations and personality types; however, it offers

1c
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little' in the way of specific occupational information.
Therefore, even though the SDS may confirm the appropriateness
of the individual's first oEEUpational choice, the chances
are slim that the visually_ disabled individual has had
access tce'any substantial amount of 'pacific information
about jobs and training programs. It follows then, that
under these circumstances the SDS would have little effect
on this need. This rationale irio may explain the reaons
for the high interest expresse (pre and posttests) for
such information. The unavailability of such information
may make it salient to persons regardless of whether their
occupational choices are confirmed or disconfirmed by the SDS.

Criterion 4 The individual will be more certain and
satisriaViTtiiiis vocational plans.

Satisfaction and certainty with vocational plans was
determined by the individual's expressed satisfaction with
their present. occupational choice and expressed needs to
talk to a vocati:nal counselor. Results of analyses on
these criterion measures revealed the signifIrant (p is
less than .005) i L.-lease in the level of certainty and satis-
faction after completic:. of the SDS. Based on these results,
the SDS is effective in increasing certainty of and satis-
factr&ii with one's vocational plans. These findings support
those of Zeller and Schnuelle (1972) and Avallone (1974).
They found significant differences between students completi.n
the SDS and non-treatment subjects on satisfactioh with and
certTty of vocational choice. Both studies found that
subjects completing the SDS expressed dimensionally greater
satisfaction and certainty.

criterion Two weeks after taking the SDS,/-the
individual will engage in increased vocatiOnalTrie4mation-
seeking.

There are two measures for this criterion: one is
concerned with the amount .of time spent thinking about self
and occupations and the other is concerned with the number
of vocational informaticn-seeking behaviors performed.
The items relating to these measures composed part of the
Vocational ,..-,uldance Questionnaire TI (see Appendix N) which
was administered by telephone two weeks after the SDS
experience. Sixty -nine' reent (N 181 of the target
population reached, and al contacted completed the
questionnaire.

reim
more tine r,. t-.-

occupational
much more, time.

Regardir
with friends about
55% indicated talkin

persenz. indicated spending
about their

-SIX , ,:ent of these indicated spending

7 behavlor, 1 indicated talking
and career -_=p7-,c)rtu ties, and

parents or sp USPS.
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Less than 50$ of the individuals contacted had engaged
in any of the other behavior. However, two of theme oth
behaviors involved reading and sending for vocational
literature. Scarcity of available vocational literature for
the blind is a possible carp ation for the low involvement
in these behaviors.

One other behavior receiving less than 50% participation
(39%) concerns making an appointment to see a vocational
counselor. Since all individuals in the target population
are active clients of the Office of Blind Services, they
see counselors on an ongoing basis. Therefore, there is a
good possibility that some target individuals already had
appointments scheduled and would have no need to schedule
another. Others may have scheduled an appointment to see
their, counselor, but not necessarily for vocational counseling.
Because of these considerations, care should be taken in inter-
preting,or generalizing responses to this particular item.

The last beFa.'ior receiving less than 50% p_rticipation
involved watching TV end seeing exhibits and shows, and
hearing radio programs (33%, N e 6). It would seem that one
reason why this percentage is not higher fight be the
exclusion of totally blind individuals f the visual
activities, i.e., watching TV, seeing exhibits. However,
four of the six individuals indicating engaging in these
activities are totally blind. Responses to this item are
necessarily influenced by the availability of such vocational
oriented programs. Thus, one reason for more persons not
engaging in this could be the lack of availability of these
occupational programs in the last two weeks following the
SDS experience.

From these results it appears that the SDS is effective
in increasing vocational thoughts, and it may be effective
in increasing vocational information-seeking of particular
types. These results do not support those of Zener and
Schnuelle (1972). They found no significant:differences in
the amount and variety of information-seekingengaged in by
high school students completing the SDS and no-treatment
subjects. However, Redmond (1973), Kr[vatsy and Magoon (1976),
and Avallone (1974) found significant differences in inform=
ation-seeking between college subjects completing the SDS
and no-treatment college subjects. The subjects completing
the SDS engaged in increased vocational information-seekisg in
these three studies.

The results tvalua
may represent the intervenino v- ItAes
which affect this particular tArlet ,nt.7
research is e] t

criterion
:kiss

tine. More
invi.st;qato t his pr)51:-:111
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Criterion 6: The individual will demonstrate the ability
to apt71-17ifftriFOTs theory upon which the SOS is based.

Two measures are used to assess attainment of this
criterion. The first measure concerns the ability of
individuals to recall their SOS Summary Code 24 hours after
completing the SDS. The second measure concerns the ability
of individuals to match six occupations with their appropriate
personality/occupational types based on Holland's,theory.

Findings on the first measure indicate that for each of
the six ability levels, the percent of the target population
able to recall their SDS Summary Code exceeded chance
expectancy. One-hundred percent (N - 23) of the individuals
responding to this measure were able to recall at least the
first letter of their SOS code. Seventy-four percent were
able to recall all three letters in the exact order
of their SOS code.

Regarding Olt. second measure for this criterion,
96% (N = 25) of the individuals were able to match at least
one occupation witi, its corxect personality. Twenty percent
were able to match all s . occupations correctly.

These results indicate that the SDS promotes the ability
to apply Holland's theory -, Thus, the SOS appears effective
in promoting understanding of Holland's theory.

Criterion 7: Individuals will evaluate the SOS
experience posit vely.

The results of the Student Opinion Form indicate that aie
majority
ex
code seems realistic for them and
pcf-lcd::hteDEgrifIT

Sixty-five perdent (N 17) in

rate the SOS as a positive
(N = 23) Tridicate their SOS
96% (N - 25) state they would
wanted vocational guidance.
to they 500 more occupational

choices since taking the SDS (N --, 13) state they feel
more sure' about their occupat choice since taking the SOS.
Nineteen percent (N 5) sty to alter completing the SDS,
they saw that theireir first occupm, choice may not be T-K; best
one' for them. Thirty-one percent (N of thy individuals were
"neutral" on this item, and 50%1 (N - 1_ Ireed It seems
from* these respone tss tha tiw S2S may have provided support
for the occupationa1 oT 13 individuals, and prompted
questioning, of the appropriateness of the occupational choices
for eight per Findings reveal a majority of favorable
evaluation of the Sft-, !lased on these results, the SDS
is evaluated positively

!'_1111 >1m tht

They report_ i lerr I i tot i

the -7).9 rat t i

if lad linuello (1972).
II ieltr c tit I art rrslerrt of completing

t!1 t ively.
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Secondary Findings:

In addition to analyzing the results of the criterion
measures, the project investigated differences between
members of the target population on .variables to determine if
the SDS was more effective for some subgroups as opposed_to
othera The difference in size between the subgroups,
in some instances, is large, i.e., 8 males versus 18 females.
Therefore, care should be taken in making inter Cations
and generalizations regarding non-significant re is based
on these Mann-Whitney U Test findings.

The following independent variables were investigated:
sex, age, degree of blindness and date blindness commenced.
Each variable was analyzed separately on posttest scores of
each criterion measure revealing significant pre-posttest
differences: number of occupations, consistency-of occupations,
interest in general information about self and occupations,
and satisfactio, with and certainty of vocational plans.

There is no sianificant difference between males and
females on any of the criterion measures analyzed.
Similarly, there is no significant difference between
persons over age 25 and those age 25 or younger, or between
totally blind and partially blind individuals on any of the
criterion measures.

On the basis of these findings, it appears that the
SDS is equally effective for (1) males and females, (2)

persons over age 25 and persons age 25 or younger, and (3)
partially blind and totally blind individuals.

There is a significant difference (p is less than .05)
between adventitiously blind and congenitally blind individuals
in the consistency of their occupational choices. Results
indicate adventitiously blind individuals list occupations
which are more consistent with their SDC Summary Code.
These findings indicate that may not be equally
effective in increasing the c©nsisten cif occupational
alternatives considered by adventitiously and. congenitally
blind individuals.

One .,possible explanation for this f i nd ir 1 is that
adventitiOUsly blind individuals have had the experience of
seeing'persons employed at various jobs whor, congenit ify
blind jndividuals havo not. Therefore,
may have addition information on whit'h
consistent occupa 1 ial cheico!,.

mer group
more

I ,

There are nn s i g n i f i t 1 tw congenit r lly
and adventitiously blind int ividuals (,,I al, of the crib
three criterion measures. lirrsod on findings, the
51)5 appears to I equally of 1 etc't Ivo

. iidividuals who a



congenitally blind and those who are adventitiously blind in
promoting the number of occupational choices considered,
interest in finding out general information about self and
occupations,-and satisfaction and certainty with vocational
plans.

Procedures and instruments used in this study yielded
important information. Assessment of criterion measures
provided an indication of the effectiveness of an adapted
version of the SDS for use by visually disabled individuals.
Findings suggest that this adapted SDS is an effective
vocational guidance simulation for Vrivally disabled students.

IT211-satic2n!

The resuis of this evaluation provide several implications
for practitioners. Of primary significance, this evaluation
suggests,that existing career planning programs and instruments
designed for the gL2neral population can be adapted for
specific4opulations witi.out reducing their effectiveness.
The results also imply that visually disabled individuals
will assume more control over their career planning,
if given the opportunity. Finally, special conditions
considered unlikely in the general population, e.g.,
incidents of rare codes, may occur frequently in special
populations because of their unique environmental situation.

Recommendations

The results of7the plosenteValuation suggest several
directions for further rrnvision of" the adapted SDS.
Recommendations for future research will be discussed in this
section.

SDS Adadtions:

The field testing of the adapted !;m: provided ed feedback
on which to base further S=DS revisions. Although care was
taken in the current study to provide clear and succinct
instruction on the SDS audiotape, a few members of the' target
population required considerable assistance in completin the
SDS., After the field testing had been completed, the
TFiesticiator acquired copies of achievement test scores
for many of the target individuals. It appe red that they
requiring the most assistomce =Eluding directions
were those individuals Kith low comprehension
abilities. In light of those findin _ t is rcwcmmendci
that Form Edsy of the :;eli:1):1rected S crr'cI1 he placed on
audiotape. This -m is (14!--iF.:Iti-if-or liWlivichtilhi with a
four h-grade road nq !Vol. Response to Vorm lasy could be
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made on the same response tactile board. No modifications
are required. Once Form Easy is made accessible to the blind,
pilot tested, and evaluated, individuals would be able to
take the form of the SDS most appropriate for their reading
comprehension level.

a
Several other modifications in the adapted SDS are

also recommended. Since some of the pegs fit very tightly
into the tactile board and are difficult to insert,
further modification is required to make insertion easier.
This was a problem particularly for totally blind individuals.

Although care was taken to record the SDS instructions
in as quiet a place as possible and to recoTafrom high-
quality equipment, static and subdued noises were evident.
A professional recording in a laboratory designed for*this
purpose is therefore recommended.

Future Research:

With respect to future research, the following recommend-
ations are made:

1. An evaluation of the adapted SDS is recommended
with a larger blind population. An increase in
population size would permit other statistical
analyses. Of particular interest, and need, is
the cluster analysis to determine if blind individuals
are loading on certain personality/occupational types
and being excluded from others. Results from the
present study revealed with 52% (N = 14) of the
target individuals obtained realistic high point
codes (first letter of their SOS Summary Code),
15% (N -= 4) obtained conventional high point codes,
11% (N - 3) received enterprising high point codes,
11% (N ------ 3) received social high point codes,
7% (N received artistic high point codes,
and 4% (N- 1), received investigative high point
codes= Also, an item analysis is recommended to
provide an indication of biased or invalid items
for blind users.

A:surprising f_nalriy in the present study was the
High frequency of rare Summary Codes (N = 6) .

A rare Summary ('ode is a code for which there are
no matching occupations due to the contradictory
characteristicsof the personality/occupational types,
i.e., occupation. is unstructured,
whereas a conventional (sTation is highly structured.
Frequency of this type ( is rare in the general
population. Therefure, the ineidentn of rare codes
in blind pop lalieus requires fuitlie r dy.
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3. Further research is re he predictive'
validity of the VE with viddals.

:) the one and three-year follow-up tetudies,.
of sighted studenti who have completed the gtp,
follow-up studies of blind individuals arc recommended
to determine the consistencies between SD S Summary
Codes and the codes of occupations in wfila they
are later employed.

4. Effect studies are recommended to determine what
about the SDS makes it effective with blind
individuals, i.e., exposure to 500 occupations,
its self-directed nature, etc.

Summary

This study evaluated the effectiveness of the Self-
Directed Search ,Idapted for use by blind individualS.
The purpose of th evaluation was to determine if the SOS\
is (1) effective in increasing vocational planning behiVior,
(2) effective in increasing the ability to apply Holland's
theory upon which the SDS is based, and (3) evaluated
positively by its users Results indicate that the adapted
SDS is an effective vocational guidance program for visually
disabled individuals. Further research is recommended to
provide more evidence of the effectiveness of the SDS
with blind populations.
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SELF DIRECTED SEARCH RESPONSE BOARD

A tactile response board for the SOS was constructed

to eliminate the necessity of writing answers to each

section as required in the original SOS workbook. This

tactile board (see Figure 3) consisted of the following!

(I) A wooden boar& wth,.six rows of 14 small holes

on the upper half which were used for entering responses

to the Activitiesf, Competencies, Occupations, and the two

Self - Estimates sections.

(2) The lower half\bf the board consisted cf three

rows of twelve, and two rows of six, larger holes. The

rows corresponded to the Activities, Competencies, Occu-

pations, Self-Estimates 1, and Self-Estimates II sections

of the SITS, and the columns corresponded to each of the

rsonality /occupational typos. Since the two Self-

imltc s sections werT, used for self ratings on a scale

from one to seven, only one hole was needed under each

personality cupation type for th ,so two rows. Two

ltrale.; were constructed und t type Irtr the ActiVit

Compet ,Inc! rows i nee

geore was ihie in those eat ego

halt ol the boat

seetion tIrt. SDS

We

used

t w- )-

the scores

iictit

'PIT i

car each

()II the tippet port iota of the

necessary Ho that the pods coul rl ht
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THE SELF-DIRECTED StARCH

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

O 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ACTIVITIES

COMPETENCIES

OCCUPATIONS

R I

00
00
00

84LF ESTIMATES I

SELF ESTIMATES II

TOTAL.

SUMMARY C t DE
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00
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removed in order to reuse the upper portion of the board

for each section.

(3) A set of 30 small pegs which fit into the holes

of the upper half of the board were made.

(4) A set of round plugs (approximately one inch in

diameter) numbered in braille and large type figures from

zero to nine were constructed to fit into the holes in

the lower half of the board.

(5) A row labeled "Totals constructed under

the Self-Estimates II row anthconsisted of two holes under

each personality/occupation column. This row was used for

summing the scores for the five categories under each of

the six types.

(6) Three round holes were constructed at the bottom

of the board beside the words "Summary Code."

(7) 12 round plugs wore constructed and labeled

to represent each of Holland's six categories (two for

each category) . These plugs fit into the Summary Code

holes. All labeling on the hoard way done in large

tyi by 1 piece of clear plastic with the same

label in braille. Tt tys wekrc constructed along both

the borer c1 tee dint ilia t he 1pcets am ags

A -1 ttt ion e >f t Ile t°- I(

the aict L taffe of ingt

dire, f i ns 111 e W
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SCRIPT FOR THE SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH PRETEST

This morning you will be completing the Self-

Directed Search, or SDS, which is A guide to educational

and vocational planning.

Before beginning the SDS, however, you will be

asked to respond to a brief student interest questionnaire

and a Voca#-iDnal Guidance Questionnaire.

You sh(_,uld have in front of you a copy of the Student

int st Answer Sheet and the Vocational Guidance Answer

Shed Plea place your name on 3 answer she s You

will answer on the Student Interest Answer Sheet first.

road foul questions to you. In r, se to each

questAon, place Mark through the answer on your answr

:,heft hich 111'rt reflects how you feel.

mrstak a place a 'Tiec nd Ma

and I hon k

i1r1 ,III

and Ni .

that

I f ','nu make

answer

answer. Are there any tIons2
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Mark through either the answer YES dor NO in the A

Now locate the answers for question B on your answer

sheet. BesidiN you will find the n umbers 1, 2, 3, 4,

and 5+. These numbers refer to hours: 1 hour, 2 hours,

3 hour 4 hours, and 5 or more hours. Mark through the

appropriate suer hours in response to the following

question.

B. Poo many hours would you be willing to devote

.eading books about occupations?

Mark through your answer in the B row.

Now locate the answers for question C. Beside

on your answer sheet you will again find the numbers, A,

2, 4, and Again these numbers represent hours.

Mark through the appropriate number of hours in _response

que,:t ie>n C.

H w many hours would you he willing devote

f i 1.0 interest

M,trk t ht 11t111t t 411)1,r,)1

1\1111.4 I( ,m:w

M.11 k, t 11I

,itte ti H

How m

I II

ic)r- t/11 117 lit ;wi`r

They die (h sAmv Its for the two plovionn quentionm.

lit W

t r 1 t .t I k I nil Wit

he v104.

i I (111.$ I umi I
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You have now completed the Stgdent Into Ques-

t ion ai rte. Plea ir pass thor1 forward

colloc_ them.

° Now t kc your Vocational Guidane Answer Sheet.

This sat-ye}, IS similar n *he Student I terest Question-

naire you just completed. I will read esti_n and you

will make a mark throucih one of the nsw+',r your a

11

quest'

Iny qut

(In ,ur Anwou sheet, 1(.ite' thc

t h4.

l number

and NN. The

y 1 will

st--1 r immediately,

,k, wlthln t11c nt b:t tit mict 111M.

uatin, and no need. Place mark thi4u1nh 'he

ah:;_ei which t 1t indicateY, ne e,1 t(h talk.

a1reie1;11 t 1111. 11 .11,11 1 !MTH 1 it ly,

W I t 1;1 II t 11, he\ I

.i; ;at i,, I l ; I

I r r

.1 ;

I

withil the next ml,n_ - '3t tilt t ime

.111 ,wti 1 n i 1114 ", I 1. ;; ,11,1,

.1,11;`; ,I I;

'111 'I- II r

I t Mt I 1 I.; ;

11,

X111. I , 1,,

ill 1;11,1

1 i 1
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I need to know much more about occupational

opportunities m d requirementsstrongly agree,

agre_ neutral, disagree, strongly disagree.

I need infort n about available t

programs or colleges I

ree, neutral,

disagree.

4. The business choosing an o

c-mfusin Ind I do -'t know wh

ligly agree, agree, neutral, disaqr-

strongly disagree.

1 have s me

wining

tend - -strongly

strongly

what I'd Iike to

but I need f ni about it

trongly A 4", ng

utglee, nttongly disagtee.

I w(mld 1 ik0 LII know (If tW(,

very

ni or

"Ilpn t I ()VI!: r4' .11 I 11l()1,1 t ri mo 1 y (1(1r-c

tint 1 5,I , lit I

knw 1111ii tl n .it It

hetore I heqtn choominq an

t1.11 4.4

11.-1

1,,

WI I 1 1111.1 t 1Ie 1h.

bent

I,/

1,11 CI', .11 {I

1y w,-II,

I 1 , a I

Oild NA

new !AI ,

if ie
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Mark thrOugh the anOwer3Ihich best indicates your
1

feelings 01.6-out th -0110Wkbg queation:

8. Do you feel that%you und- kind Of

occupations are au*tabl personality?"

very well, rAther,well, faily all-, not very

well, or note

9,41-you will

nrtiais represent:

a1,14

the answers for Oleation 9. Be ide'number

findOthe WS, ME, DR, DC, and U. These

well satisfied, moderately satisfied, .

dissati-fied but intend to remain, dissatisfied and intend

to change, mid undecided about future vocation. Mark

throug* the answer. which best indicates how satisfied
.**

you axe with your present choice of occupation- =well

sataified,Ipoderately satisfied, dissatisfied but intend

to remain, dissatisfied and intend to change, undecided

ab-ur:future vocation.

Questions 10. and 11 must be answered on the second

page of the Vocational-Guidance Answer Sheet ith a

brailler or pen. Please raise your hand if you prefer to

use a brailler and a proctor will bring one to you. Ras`

everyone located the second page of the Vocational Guidance

Answer Sheet?

Beside number 10 on your ans sheet, list all of

the occupations you are considering r ght now. Beside

number iron your answer sheet, write which occupation is

your first choice. (If undecided, write "undecided").



You have now eompleted the Vocational Guidanee

Questionnaire. Please pass your answer sheets forward

and a proctor will collect them.

You are now ready tok begin the Self-Directed_ Search.

All instructions for the Self-DirectedSearch are on the

audiotape recorder on the lefthand side of your desk.

identification of audiotape'recorder control buttons

written in braille and large type on the top of th6 tape

recorder cohtrol buttons. AE stands for eject, R stands

for record, AW standp for rewind, P stands for play, S

stands for stop, and

there any questions?

stands for fast forward. Are

You may now begin the SDS4ty,turning on your tap

recorder and following the ructions given toyou.
1100



STUDS T INTEREST

a. YES

B. 1 2

NO

ET la

2 5+

1 2 « J 4 5+
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N D
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SD

D SD.

A N D SD
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A N D SD

N

2

D

NW

DC

SD

SD
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VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE ANSWER SHEET
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I
questions. In:response to each statement, you are asked

171

SCRIPT FOR THE SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH POSTTEST

At this the Self-would like your opin

Directed SeaYi you tecently completed. In f cnt of you

is a copy of a Student Opinion Form and a Voca ional

Guidance Answer Sheet. Write your name on all )three

answer sheets. You will complete the"Spidelkt Opinion form

first. The first part of this form donsists

to indicate the extent to which y u agree with CV

your sheet,:the five possi le answers for items 1
1111

throu 5 are indicated by the initials SA, A, N, D, and

SD. Th se initials stand for strongly agree, agree,

neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree. In response

to each statemen4.-mArk the answer on your answer sheet

which best indicates th `extent o which you agree with

it. Are the any `questions?

sh

Locate nswers for queee p 1 on your answer

Mark through the answer on you4 answer_

best shows the extent to which you agree with e follow-

ing statement:

1, I feel more sure about my occupational choice

now than I did before taking the SDS- strongly

agree, agree, neutral, disagree, str

disagree:
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e the answers for statement 2.

I liee now ti'my first choice may not be the

best choice for me--strongly agree, agree,

neutral, disagree, strongly disagree.

see more occupational choices now than I did

before taking the SDS--strongly agree,-"Igree,

neutral, disagree, strongly disagree.

4 I Id recommend taking the SDS to a friend

who wanted vocational guidance--strongly agree,

agree, neutral, disagree, strongly 'disagree.

5. my SDS summary code seems realistic for me--

strongly agree, agree, neutral disagree,

titrgngly disagree.

For the last five questions you will respond by

writing short answers. If you prefer to write with a

brailler, please raise your hand and a proctor will bring

one to you.

Locate 6 on your answer sheet. Beside 6, answer

the following question:

6. My SDS Summary Code was which

stands for

Beside 7 on your answer sheet, answer the following

question:

7. All in all, I think taking the SDS Xs helpful

because
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Beside 8 on your answer sheet, answer the following

question:

8. , Taking the SDS was not helpful because

Be s

question:

9. The thing I liked bes

de 9 on your answer sheet, answer the following

about the SDS was

Beside number 10 on your answer sheet, answer the

o _owing question:

10. The thing I disliked most about the,_BDS was

a

You have now completed the Student Opinion Form.

Place your completed forms on the floor besi ,ae you and a

proctor will collect them.

Now locate the Vocational Guidance Answer Sheet.

The first two questions require short answers which should

be written on the first page of your answer sheet.4 Beside

number 1 on. your answer sheet, list all of the occupations

you are sonside-ing right now. Beside number 2 list which

occupation is your first choice. (If undecided, write

"undecided.")

Now locate the five possib- for quettion 3.

Beside 3you will 'find the init , DR, DC, and

_d, moderately

satisfied, dissatisfied bt intend td'rerrain, dissatisfied

U. These initials stand for well's_
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and intend 'change, undecided about future vacations.
war.

Locate the five possible answers for question 4.

Beside 4, yoy will find the initials IM, NW, NM, SG, and

NN. These initials represent immediately, within the next

week, within the next month, sometime before graduation,

and no need. Place a mark through the answer which best

indicates your need to talk to a counselor about your

vocational choiCS--immediately, within the next week,

within thS next month sometime before graduation, no need.

Beside 5 on yourAnnwer sheet you will find the

initials VW, RW, FW, NW, and NA. These initials represent:

_ry well, rather well, fairly well, not very welt;', and

not at all.
=

Mark through the answer which best indicates your

feelings in response t the following questiont,v.

5. Do you feel that you Understand whO kind, of

occupations suitable to y ersonality--

very well, rather well, fairly well, not very

well, or not at all.

Now take page 2 of your answer sheet. Locate the

answers to questioN6 on your answer sheet. Beside '6 you

Alkt

will find a list of 6 personality types, followeilby a

list of 6 occupations. In the space provided to the left

'of each, icupation, write the letter of the p son$lity
a

theretype listed above which is best suited for

any questions?

-A
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n 7 th*ough l2 you will find

the initials, SA, A, N,

These .initials represej

to the right of-each item.

_rongly agree, agree, neutral,

disagree, and strongly disagree. ?lark through the answer

which best reflects the extent to which you agree with

statements 7 through 12. Now locate the line of answers

for question 7. Mark through the answer'which best re-

flegtsyouragreemntith the following statements:

7. The busine s of choosing an occupation is very

confusing and I don't know where to begin--

. strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree,

strongly disagree.

I would like to know much more out myself

before 1 begin choosing an occupation -- strongly

ree, neutral, disagree, strongly

disagree.

9. I need to :no -mucil mote-bout occupation.

opportunities and reqUirementsstrongly agree,

agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree.

10. I would like to know what one or two specific

occupations are all aboutstrongly agree, agree,

neutral', disagree, strongly disagree.

11. t have some s iboUt what I'd lik_

about the training or

rongly -agree, agree, neuldi

sag ree.
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12.,I need infortion about available training
9

programs or col I night' attend--strongly

agree, agree,,neu

disagree.

You have now completed the Vbcational Guidance

*agree, strongly

.Questionnaire. Please pass your ens er sheets forward

and a proctor will collect them.

In two weeks we will be telephoning you to get a

little more,info n relating to your SDS experience.

At that time, we will be happy to answer any questions

you may have about the SDS program and this project.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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SA

SA

4. SA

SA

6.

§TUDENTON TOM

A

A

A
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SD

SD

Si)
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ciM

.MS

I

FW

iY#

tit

NA
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VOC IQNAL GUIDANCE ANSWER SHEET

6. Persbnality Typ

I. Investigative E. Enterprising

A. Art`stic C. Conventional

S. Social R. ,Redlistic

7., SA

SA

9. SA

10. SA

Salesman

Mechanic

Teacher

A

A

11. SA A

Occupations.

N

N

Chemist

Musician

Accountant

D

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SA A N 0 SD
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Follow-up Questionnaire

(Vocat owil Guidance Questionnaire II)
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VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE II

it Nape 1 of the occupations you are considering _ ght _

now.

During the pas two weeks, have you spent more or less

time than usual thinkng about yourself and your occu-

patiohal,future? Much leak time, leas time, about the

same, more time, much more time.

Answer the following questions by responding "yes"'or

"no." If you answer "yes " state "how many times."

A. Within the past two weeks have you talked with

other students about yourself and your career

opportunities' if yes, how many times?
a

Within the past two weeks have you talked with your

parents about yourself and your freer opportunities:

If yes, hOw many times?

C. Within the past two weeks have you read or gent

for brochures or books on jobs or occupations?

If yes, how many times? -/

D. Within the past too weeks- ave-yv read or lent

for brochures or catalogues for college or other

training programs? If yes, how many times?

E. Within the past two weeks, have you visit d_, or

made plans to visit colleges, trainin

tions or places of employment? Ifyes, how many

times?



4t.

Within the past two weeks, have you vista& any

TV.programs, seen exhibits, shows or radio, programS

with information relevant to,occupations or

colleges? if yea, how many times?

Within the 'past two weeks haVe you made ah appoint-

t to see a vocational counselor? ,If yes, he

many times?

_
tight now, what is your first occupational choice?



MLT-

B

C.

n.

E.

F.

4

V AT ONAL GUIDANCE QUESTIONAIR II

Yes No #

Yes No

Yes' No

Yes

Yes

Yes No #

Yes No

S
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Sel ected Searzh- Sun= ry Sheet



SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH SUMMARY'

STUDENT:

SDS SUMMARY

SDS SCORES FOR EACH PERSONALITY TYPE

185

1 A= Se E=

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS BASED ON THE STUDENT'S SELF

REPORT FOLLOitNG COMPLETION OF THE SDS.

CURRENT_ OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND ITS SDS CODE:,

OTHER OCCUPATION4 BEING CONSIDERED AND THEIR CORRESPONDING

SDS CODE:

xPFREs!p SATISFACTION WITH CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE:

EXPRESSED NEED TO TALK TO A COUNSELOR ABOUT VOCATIONAL

CHOICE:

DEGREE TO WHICH STUDENT ATES HE/SHE UNDERSTANDS THE KINDS

OF OCCUPATIONS` SUITABLE TO HI HER OWN PERSONALITY:
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Index of Similarity
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INDEX OF SIMILARITY

Zener and S'chnuelle (1972) devised the following

six level index of similarity. This scale was developed

to provide an index of similarity between the SDS

summary code and any other Holland code; i.e. code co e -

ponding to an 9ccur tion.

an index of 0 indicates the first letter of ilhe

code is not included in the other code;

(2) an index of 1 indicates first letter-S the

SDS

SDS summary -code matches any letter in the other code;

(3) an index of 2 indicates the fAst and second

letters of the SDS summary itode match any fro letters in

the other code;

(4) an index of 3 indicates the first letter of the
44o.

SDS summary code matches the first letter of the other

code;

(5) an index of -4 indicates all three letters of the

SDS summary code match the letters of the otter code in

any order;

(6) an index of 5 indicates the first and second

letters of the SDS summary code match the first and second

letters of the other code; and



Iii

(7) an index of 6 indicates the letters and order

f the SIM summary code and the/other code are exactly

the same.
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Au nreo2atinna1 : nt ery low Sormat --
guO,tB,nn asked 01 v 1 sua 1 ly disabled persons

1n nonnt or(sot t i c= carePrNr k
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OCCUPAT

(Nonstereotypic Occunations for the Visually O

Paul ito--12 28/77

The following is a format for an interview ti
visuaIly'disabled person employed in a nonstorstot!
occupation and a staff interviewer from the Curri(
Career Information Service.

InterViewert Hello, I'm (name of interviewer) of
Curricular-Career Information Service at Flo'
University. The following interview with (Di
(Ms.) (title and/or place of empl(
been produced as part of a U.S. Office of Edo
Career !ducat ion Program grant funded project
purpose of thks interview is to provide stud(
are visually aisabled with accurate and up -ti
information concerning an occupation which m:
be considered unusual or difficult for a dis(
to pursue. This is part of a series of into'
seeks to expose students to possible career 4

other than those trAditi- is pursued by ,the
disabled.

(Dr.), (Mr.),

1 Would you briefly describe what yk. nt 1

0
Where did you r
graduate? What d i d you major and minor in?

your college training?

Looking back to when you were a'freshman, can
your 'Pritial yreer coals you had hoped to pui

4 To what extent if any did your visual d bil:

your original goals?

To what extent did your disability affect youi
to enter the occupation you now have?

6. What work or volunteer experience would you re
a person who is ironing a similar career? AI

experiences readi available to a visually d
student?

What type of ba ni or kind of courses loot
reCOMmend for st ents who want to pursue a c

8. what do you like best r r what t in your jc

find most satisfying? Least enjoyable?
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ow mich pressure ,
the job? Is it personal -or day-by-day type of-pressure?

,

On a weekly basis, what are the average amount-of hours
you work, is thisthe norm or does your disability require
you to work longer hours than your sighted beers?

.11. Can you evaluate futur career opportunities for the
visually disabled in your field? What advice can yoq
give'to visually disabled students who_are interested in
a career in

191

you experience while performing on

12.. Would you describe major d ._appointments or frustr4tions
you bave.exPerienced during your career? What did you
do to overcome these major setbacks?,

13. What modificatjon if any would an employl,r have to make
before,he or s!le could hire a visually di=sabled employee
in your field?

14. What resistance if any did you encounter because of your
visual disability from employers when tou began your job.
search? How did you respond to their fears, questiOns,
prejudices, etc.?

15. What resistance if any did you encounter because of your
visual disability from counselors, teachers, parents,
friends, etc. when you began to pursue your current
occupation? How did you respond to their fears,
questions, prejudices, etc.?

16. From your work experience in deneral, is there anythin
you might like to share with the young people whovare

-still in school or about to graduate and enter ti
career choice?

Interviewer: ADr.),
much for your time and the information you have shared
with us.

s.) , thank you very
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APPENDIX R

Evaluation Plan
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EVALUATION SAN 193

The purpose of this section is to present an evaluation plan
for assessing the effectiveness of the fully developed career plann
program for the blind in terms of the extent to which the project
intervention alleviates specific problem causes, as measured through
Client change and process monitoring.

The efforts of this project are founded-on the premise that
visually disabled individuals can be helped througi self-directed
career planning materials.

Evidence has been collected that shows little opportunity exists
for blind individuals to actively participate in career planning.'
The literature ptovidesempirical and theoretical documentation of
a need for self-directed career planning programs for the visuallY,
disabled. More` specifically, self-directed programs'should involve
'vocational exploration, self-asSessment, and employability skills

training. The intervention proposed would develw and implement a
unified program of career planning for visually basabled individuals
which could be replicated by providers of career counseling services
at a variety of postsecondary educational institutions and elsewhere.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS:

This section will identify those questions felt most relevant to
assessing whether client change has occurred and the extent to which the
project has solved the defined problem. In addressing these issues,
the project intervention must be replicable by providers of career
counseling services at postsecondary educational institutions.
In order to be replicated effectively, the following change requirements
(independent variables) should form the basis of the proposed intervention:

1. Identification of intervention strategies whi Ater client
change.

2. Development of unified career planning units of instructions
and supportive materials to guide clients through the change
process.

Documentation of the impact (outcomes) of clients having
achieved the desired objectives.

4. Document the replicability of materialS for use in career
planning programs at other institutions.

In determining the extent to which the project intervention
solved the defined problem in terms of observed client changes,
a number of questions are identified. The evaluation of the impact of
the CCIS grant project (A Self-Directed Career Planning Program for the
Visually Disabled) will, focus upon the following questions: °

1. To what extent were the client objectives met: has the
desired change in client behavior occurred?

2. Has the impact of the program been adequately documented and
described to provide needed information to those cdnsidering

its adoption?
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Have the estimated developmental and operational costs been documen t
and described to provide needed information to those considering
program adoption?

In order to respond to these
of data collection are required.
information refired in respo
criteria to be listed in del
each question.

questions, specific information me
The following table represents specific

the questions listed above and the
_operation effectiveness in recd to
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TABLE 1I

RIATIORDETITS

1. Itre client and program Pre-post-performance iMicators

in career planning: Tailored

(Cr) asues

objectives met?

Lmonstrated significant tot

statistical and practical

2. Documentation of project Appropriate dependent measures Yeta-Evaluatioli review by two

inect?

3 Documentation Of develop

over bop objective and subjee

tive veiations. Follow-up

surveys two months after the,,

intervention,

Cost documentation and varifi-

mental and operational cost? cation: DeveloTental cost;,

Inheritance cost; erationaj

cost

external evaluators: to include

range, sensitivity arld appropriate-

ness of measures. Perceptions of

worth by clientele

Confirmation by budget accountant

for docurrentation of cost analysis

20
20,)
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c evaluation questions of thisprojectqconcern program replicability,,
:clients duringtheintervention and favorable ou s after the inter-

n. The ; critqrie;to be.. used in determining the effectiveness of the
durino\ths3treatment processes will' be bated upon criterion=
nstrumentS develpped from' the program components: :The rationale

this of as is basel i the exister a of the'fol

1. Clients

2. Client
each component in

_o

ietion of

Clients entered each) vin Met any pr

r -The first twv.+ooz o are d ss throu post-test -apaloysis
re-test will docum6nt clieht deficiency in tart behaviors a )--:

-essessMent will document level of'cr:fherion attain ment.

Critical to the demopstratibn o

Pre 'to de

ect success.are two

ttainment level f cii

surveys, and other informa
attainTent of program ge

-t of procedures will be p_ssented for
the assessments._

-*eVhlation. design, a'single groupprer
e effedts during the treatment.

prisons, sty will be assessed for reach,
ule) in th0 p_ AsteSsment results prior(and

component interventiOn will be summarized and
and data slsWill be done by computer.
P components will take place during
Field-testing. will involve visually disabi
students at:seleetpOstsecondary institu__

Jfidividuil:Will be tested only on'those
completion. 4Through the evaluation plan and pr
acrd interOreted in arriving at analysis 6arriving
of impact 11 also reflect the uccesslpfite'

rement:

Summarize
t -t -ting of career

sting in June, 1978.
1 seniors college

state of .F1 . Each
eats for
collected

following

unified career planning progranrWill
terms of *pact (ou_ -,developmeptal,p
needed informa on.to t c Bring progr--

&44

II@ .11

In tation of
project impaet must

collebtei in the sdhmative eval
follcNrir determinations:

4



tent to which the client objectiveS were met.
% , \

statis&oal'and pradtical significance of client

generalizdbility of findings to other

settings havint-similar client

'repAcability of the devel
tervention,

197

inttutio

And implementation of the program

5. Ap assessment of outodmes as a result o

ives.

sition of desired

The'designand opocedurev presented in this section are pl
these concerns in the most reasonable rn

)

rident vari

poSsible.

4 .

-testing will consist of adma tration of criterion-

reference i n9truments. Separate instr uments will be developed-for each program

component (module). Clients will be administered pre land posttests only on

thoee,Componen_ . lected for completion. These instruments will be validated

(cOntent v i ty reliability-statements will be reported) for use by

potential the program.

address

DATA CONTROL ICATION :

All protocols will be kept in the project office. A sample of 5% of

all protocols are to be rescored; if any error is found, all protocols of

that instrument4will rescored. Also, a 5% sample of data conversions and
COmputationS-will be checked by an independent measurement specialist.

Interpretations of the data will be reviewed by project staff and a technical

review staff to check for logic of conclusions.

/A ITUDE DATA:

A Student Evaluation Form surveys attitudes regardi:_, the component

nton and overall project impact. This instrument will be developed

project staff, pilot tested and revised prior to intervention use.

The instrument will be administered twice, first at the termination of the

intervention and second, two months later.

DATA ANALYSIS :

pillet differences will be calculated for each cenvonent. Appropriate

tatistical analysis (t test for each component) will be applied to determine

levels of statistical sietnificance between pre-post-test contrast. Questionnaire/

attitude results will be analyzed descriptively (percentages, means, and

standard deviations).

I
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Field Test I
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NAME: DATE:

AGE: SEX: HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED:

USER EV UATION FORM

INSTRUCTIONS TO BE READ BY PROCTOR:

I am going to read several statements which address
critical aspects of the ,Career Planning Program. Th- e
are four' possible ,responses for each statement. Th are:

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly

Listen closely while I ea each statement.statement.
me the response which cir- on-.- closest to your
and/or experience.

Then
true

tell
feelin

1. Locating career planning g mat__
was quite easy.

SA A D SD

2. Career fanning materials w
outded and of little Use.

SA A U SD

3. Overall, I was very pleased with SA A D SD
the services offered by the career
planning program.

4. The voleme of career planning
materials overwhelmed me.

SA A P SD

5. Obtaining relevant information from
materials was too time-consu

SA A U SD

6. The career planning matoria we
helpful.

SA U SD

7. I would recommend the career plan SA A U SD
Program to a friend who wante

planning info rrrrat° ion.

H. I)c you have umme
vou would I i kc
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OBSERVER rNAME

CLIENT NAME:

DATE:

TIM} ( i n) (Out)

Nejki.

CAREER PLANNING PROGRAM OBSERVER RATING SHEET

Studen

A.

II. Studen

A.

H

Able
for de
deve lo

A.

NU

t co pl._-_ IA _-._ _: IV-y... .

Able to identify appropriate
references _ sources

Able to physically locate
desired materials . ... . ..

Required proctor assist,Ince
tor:

-;
1

----,

t co_- ed Module II-z

Able to sequence steps in the
career decision-making process
(see answer sheet).
Number correct =

Able to identify three common
misconceptions about career
planning.
Number correct -

Required -_-0: ays stance
for

o select aI propriate modules
sired areas of further
pment 1

Require proctor` assis nc,
for:



IV. Completed the SDS.. ........ .

A. Able to record responses on
tactile board..... ....... .

B.

C.

Able to score responses on
tactile board .... .....

A -rmine correct
Summary Cod from SDS
responses

Able to match SDS Summary
Code with congruent occup-
ations

Nm
Required proctor as
fir:

nce

Completed Module VT- Affir ative
Action"

A. Required proctor assistance
for:

VI. Completed Module IX-z, "Your

A. Able to compose rough draft
of resume ....... ...........

B. Able to compose rough draft
of employment application
letter

C. Able to identity appropriate
interview behaviors..... . .. .

Number correct

Required proctor- assistance
for:

VII. Student used the following modules:

Module I
Module 2 _

Module 3_
Module 4
Module 5

1ti 1

Mcr +lti1 r. /

Modu 1 r ')
Mr-Au I tv 10 _

OF

201
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NAME:

PRF-TEST FOP MODULE I _-z

DATE:

The following l,.t _)ntains.important steps in the
career decision- making process. Indicate the proper
sequence of these steps by 't.iriting a number 1 in the
space to the left of the first step, 2 to the left of
the second step, and sn

Predict the feasibility

prioritize possible alternatives.

State the cuestions

Comp re the compat i
ideas, things) with possible a

e alternatives.

problems requiring a decision.

Formulate alternative courses
majors, etc.).

2. The following list
about career planning.
common misconceptions.

r values (people,
rnatives

action (jobs,

ins three common misconceptions
Draw a line through the three

1. Vocat is na l cho i cep is An event rather than a process.

Accident plays
development.

4 Vocat onal

entiality in both majors and careers.

t le role in vocat

_ S y a cumprom

choice and

5 The ty_pica1 employee, even the profess' i I,

works in a large organist ion.

Vocat inna l
help in voc

tp
cho

usually the greatest



POSTTEST FOR MODULE

The following 113t cunt,
career decision-making p the
sequence of these steps by wr1 t r1,; (t numbe> 1

space to the left of the fiiit step, 2 to the
the second step, ant so Win.

S t 0

Predict the feas_ _ _

Prioritize pose

State the tions

Compare the compat
ideas, thin( with

Formulate alt
majors,

rna

motives.

blems requiring a

! you
iblr a!!

COUrSOS

values
natives.

)n

2 The allowing 1i' contains three c.mn n mimeo
re lanning. Draw a line through th

on ,_nceptions.

V onal chotce 10 an event rather than

er mil ipotentra in both ma is

Accident plays
developme

4 Vocational

The t.(111,

works in

in vocational

1 a Ao* y a comi omise

1.1111. 7

V icat lona 1 nt t

hell) in want' onal zti

Fs n n

.110 11911.1 ly
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PRE-TEST FOR MODULE IX-z

_ Dip.TEt

1. The following list contains suggested pre-ittentiew
activities. Place a checkmark in the ,space peoVided

to the left of the appropriate. pre-intervitv octivities.

Research prospective employers.
c

Prepare questions to ask prospective em-

Dress according to the sex of the intervuorm

Review your career objectives..

Prepare the minimum salary offer you area w fling to
--Accept.

Have clear in mind a rationale of why yc:41,1 uld like
to be employed by the agency.

2. The following list contains suggested interyiewbehaviors.
Place a checkmark in the space provided to the left of
-the appropriate. interview behaviors.

Have a script of what you are going to 8.41, memorized.

Allow the interviewer to express himself aid listen

--attentatively.

Dwell on the positive.

Follow up on the interview.

Emphasize your interest in salary and b elite.
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DATE:

,41

POSTTEST FOR MODULE IX- z

1. The following lint contains suggested pre-interview
activities. Place a checkmark in the space provided to
the left of the appropriate pre-interview activities.

Research prospective employers.Research

Prepare questions to ask prospective employers.

Dress according to the sex of the interviewer.

Review your c e- objectives.
k

Prepare the minimum salary offer you are willing to
acceiA.

Have clear in mind a rationale why you would like to
be employed by the agency.

2. The following list contains suggested interview behaviors.
Place a checkthark in the space provided to the left of
the appropriate interview behaviors.

Have a script of what you are going to say memorized.

Allow the interviewer to express himself and listen.
--attentatively.

Dwell on-the positive.

Follow up on the interview.

Emphasize your interest in salary and bene
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tam DATE:

207

AGE: SEX. HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED:

USER EVALUATION FORM

INSTRUCTIONS TO BE READ BY PROCTOR.

I am going to read several statements which address
critical aspects of the Career Planning Program. There
are four possible responses for each statement. They ar

Strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

Listen closely while I read each statement. Then tell
me the response which corresponds closest to your true feelings
and/or experience.

1. Locating career planning materials
was quite easy.

Career planning materials were
outdated and of little use.

Overall, I was very pleased with
the services offered by the career
planning program.

The volume of career planning
materials overwhelmed me.

Obtaining relevant information from
materials was Itoo time-consuming.

The career planning materials were
helpful.

7. I would recommend the career plann-
ing program to a friend who wanted
career planning information.

Do you have any additional comments
you would. like to add?

SA

12% 69% 1.9%

SD

Q___

SA

0

A

25%

D

69%

SD

6%

SA A D SD

19% 63% 18% 0

SA A D SD

6% 44% 50% 0

SA A D SD

0 31% 69%

SA A D SD

13% 75% 12 0
SA A D SD

50% 44% % 0
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AUY

RESPONSES TO

IMPACT CERTIFICATION FORM

NAM DATE: __

POSITION:

Please' indicate your agreement with the following
placing a check () in the appropriate box.

SA
A
D Ass

SD '

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

statements by

NUMBER OF REVIEWERS

SELECTING EACH RESPONSE.

STATEMENT SA A D SD

1. The CCIS- career planning program
enabled klind individuals to
activelyqlarticipate in career
planning.,.,

_i
Participants seemed interested in
the CCIS career planning materials.

Exposure. to ttie CCIS career
planning program prompted further
career plannin4 behavior (use of
additional career planning
materials and .resources).

.

4% The materials appear readily usable
by the intended user.

The 'instructional strategies
used in the materials appear-
to be thorough and potentially
effective in teaching the intended
skills and knowledge to the target
audience.

-----
4
__,-

4

2 1

For the following items please indicate the acceptability or
unacceptability of the CCIS career planning materials.

A ,acceptable;
Amadceptabie

NA i not Applicak?le



ITEMS
_

,

U NA
AO

1. Overall appearance.,
.

1 '`

2. ..- Organization,

Potential effectivene
.._ ._

4. Potential, ulne s O content. 4

ApprOpriateneSs of content for
intended Audience.

. 0

.

Appropria enema of reading level.
for intended audience. 2 2

7. Estimated'eaee of use. 4
1 A 1

8. Quality cf writing.

9. Quantity of content.

10. Use of directions and instructions
within the materials. 4

Based uPon.yourexperience working with visually disabled,
please respond. to the following questions by checking the
appropriate box.

QUESTIONS:

1. Is there reason to believe that
there is a need for this program
(i.e., that visually disabled
persons need self-directed career
planning opportunities)?

2. Do the materials appear to be
packaged in a form that is easily
used by adopters with a minimum of
training and assistance?

Do you think that other profess-
ional persons working .with the
visually disabled would be inter-
ested in using this program?

YES

4

NO UNSURE

4



Please respond to the following questions:

'1. Would you use the CCIS career. planning program
(or recommend its use) th visually disabled persons
desiring career planni assistance?

211

YES: 4 .N04: 0

Compared to usually available career planning materials
for the visually disabled, how would you rate the CCIS
career planning program overall?

much etter 0
bettor I
worse_ q
much .worse

cunable to compare 2

The IS career planning materials as

acceptable
unacceptable 0

a whole a

How long did you spend using the CCIS career planning
_materials?

2 months (average)

S what side benefits of the program do you anticipate
.e., ability of clients to access desired information

reduces u of time counselor 'ust_s send seekin- for
"Helps give some d' Helps

eas that may serve not o y .as vocationa1 possibilities but ones that

a vocational interest too."i "Initiatiewinterest in students leading to moti-
gain more informationalso providps some directions for inflorma

counsel' " "Directs student planning.°

How easy would it be or adopters to implement the
CCIS career planning p ogram in educational/rehabilitation

s imi r to those in CCIS and Daytona Beach?
'Difficulty occasionally because F)f educational levle and oummulication kills

(Braille). "Must have more time'than 2 months." "Must be done an a 1-1 basis
terials not effective unless aNxtrIpmlied by comfier "Could be

to a career awareness spxN9r.mn rather eas
below any characteristics of t

"Jc

ants to do vs.
ain jobs are not realistic

se which visually handicapped are
for some clients, e.g. vocabulary." "Ibis material is a

ors in working with their clients."

fo
"Confusion reg

le board a little.
Witted. tamer

" "Some mater
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'1 HE JOHNS HOPKINS ft '11T BAL11141 RE, MARYLAND 21218

Dr. Robert Reardon
Curricular-Career Information Servrce
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Bob:

March 27, 1978

MY letter is to provide a brief written evaluation of the SOS for the
Visually Disabled Student and of the evaluation plan itself. my evaluation
is brief because you and your staff have done a superb job.

The adaptation of the SOS itself looked fine 004e. I have no critical
comment. I am glad that you decided not to change any items because your
data then becomes comparable with all other data about the SDS.

I do have some ideas about the evaluation of the SDS when it is used
by the blind. If at all possible, it is desirable to get the N up as much
as possible. Also, we need some additional criteria that are concerned with
outcomes such as the number and variety of vocational alternatives after
treatment. You have covered the process criteria very well

I am pleased that I can find so little that I can contribute or criti-
ci ze.

Sincerely yours,
/-

17

n L. >Tol land

Professor

LILN/ags
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DIVISION OF BLIND SE VICES
fepgrimmer of &Jut-ohm

Store of florid

Rehabilitation Center for the Blind
1111 Willis Avenue

Daytona Beach, Florida 32014
Tel: (904) 252-4722

August 24, 1978

Sandy Barker

114 Bryan Hall
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

215

Cf014Air-D r+ wioswru
osolealeil

Enclosed is the data you requested concerning the CCIS
materials as field tested here at the Center. Overall,
we found the materials very useful.

c-
We'weren't abfe to complete all the testing we had planned.
The nature of the Center in such that students are contin-
ually arriving and leaving, and it is difficult to expose
all the appropriatestudents to the materials in six weeks.
Generally, we have three to four months in which to cover
their instructional program. However, we did try to expose
as many students as possible to various modules.

We will be sending a final rep?rt at a later date.

Thanks for the opportunity_ for these materials. We antic-
ipate that they will be a very needed addition to the career
education program here at the Center. Hope we have been of
assistance.

ncerely,

1 Brown
Instructor

BB/mcw

2

"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
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MIIt GOALS AND OpnCT

The visually disabled student will be al
obtain daired career information withoi
assistance of a reader or counselor.

Is Given their choice of desired 4
la, the student will identify apt

_noes or sources in CCIS.

The Student
-s, n ormation Sources

Ob ective 2t Given the tactile map of CCIS,
Ian identify the location of desired CA
matiriale.

interzentiOn Strategy: CCIS proctors w
ow to use the tactile map.

Objective Given the location of desired-s
materials, the student will physically
in CCIS.

Intervention Strategy: The student will be
ek0Iori on his -Own. A CCIS proctor wil..
if assistance is requested.

Goal 2: The visually disabled student will be al
comprehend a career decision-making pro(

Objective 1: Given a list of important step'
career decision - making process, the atut
arrange them in sequential order.

Intervention Strate : The stud nt will coma
M_ u e IT-z, Guidelines f Career Deci
MakingTM.

Objective 2; Given: a list of plausible miscc
aEZZITareer planning, the student will
three.

Intervention Strategy: The student will coma
Module II -z, Guidelines for Career Deci
Making".

The visually disabled student will at

apply a career decision-making model to
personalized career planning.

Objective 1: Given a list of knowledge and g

.necessary to implement the career decisi
model, the student will identify those g
would like to develop further.
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Intervention Stratej The student will ertgaoin
self - appraisal.

Objective 2: Given the self-appraisal, the -Indent
will dentify the modules in CCIS which 402111
address those deficiencies.

Intervention Strategy: The student will be given an

annotated description of CCIS modules.

The visually disabled student will be altvjto
integrate knowledge of self and occupaiti4pa.

Objective 1: Given the visually disabled varoion of the
SDS, the student will record and score
responses on the inventory.

Goal 4:

Intervention Strategy: The instructions for gee are~
on audiotape. P ors will be available if

assistance is guested.

Objective 2: Given the results of the invntOrY1
the student will list his/her Summary co,OewitAl
a brailler or pencil, and match it to corresponding
personality patterns

Intervention Strate The student will read The

Occupations Finder and read or listen to Rem--
standing Yourself and Your Career.

Objective 3_; Given his/her SDS Summary Code, the student
will list at least three occupations corig;ment with
his/her SOS code by means of a brailler ,orpen or

pencil.

Intervention Strategy: The student will expi4xethe
Occupations Finder.

Goal 5: The visually disabled student will be abito
apply appropriate employment-seeking skijls.

Ob ective 1: Given a list of affirmative action
regu_ati ns, the visually disabled OtudePtwi
identify those regulations which relate £o his /her

job campaign.

Intervention Strat
Mo-ule VII-z,

The student will comp lLete
Affirmative Action".

Objective 2: Given a resume writing guide ecoltainirvg five

necessary components of a resume, the want will
compose a rough draft of his/her resume.



Intervention Strategy. The student will complete
Module 'Your Job Campaign".

Objective 3: Given a letter writing guide containing the
four necessary elements of an employment application
letter, the student will compose a rough draft of
the employment application letter.

Intervention Strategy: The student will complete
CCIS Module IX-z; "Your Job Campaign".

Objective 4: Given a list of plausible interview
behaVi-ors, the student will identify the appropriate
behaviors.

Intervention Strategy: The student will complete
Module IX -, "Your Job Campaign".

Program Goals:

Mission Statement: To facilitate the development of self-
direbted career planning needs of visually disabled
college students.

Goal 6: The program will provide the visually disabled
student the opportunity to utilize CCIS resources.

Indicators:

1. Number and kinds of resourcs transcribed for use by
visually disabled students.

2. Description of materials adapted for visually
disabled students...

Number of return visits per visually disabled student,

4. Number of advertising activities completed.

5. Numbeitleof developed materials used by visually
disabled students.

6. Number and kinds of resources used.

7. Number of students receiving criterion level on
learner goals and objectives.

Goal 7: The program will provide an in-service training
component.

Indica o

1. Training goals and objectives.

2. Description of training program process.



3. Number of training meetings.

4. Number of student counselors achieving proficiency.

Goal 8: The program will assist visually disabled students
in developing career decision-making skills.

Indicators:

1. Number of hours spent in CCIS.

2. Number and kinds of resources used by visually disabled
students.

3. Number of return visits per visually disabled student.

4. Documentation of user satisfaction.

L5. Endorsement of programby constituents and professionals.

Goal 9: The program will demonstrate a process through which
a service can be developed to accommodate career
needs of visually disabled. students.

Indicators:

1. Documentation of visually disabled student needs.

2. Formulation of learner goals and. objectives.

Validation of goals and objectives.

4. Design of learning processes.

5. ProdUction of materials.

6. Pilot test materials.

7. Field test materials.

Implementation of materials.

9. Evaluation of learner outcomes.

10. Determination of whether program needs were met.

Goal 10 The program will document conditions under which
the program will be replicated effectively.

Indicators:

1. Production of a user's manual.

2. Documentation of program constraints.



3. Documentation of evaluation activities.

4. Documentation of

5. Documentation

6. Documentation

program development. process.

of implementation process.

if unintended outcomes.
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tuFIL 114 TON

CO SSIONER

September 19, 1978

DIVISION OF BLIND SERVICES

Mr. Bob Reardon
CCIS
114 Bryan Hall
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Deportment of kducation
Slat4 ©f Florida

Rehabilitation Center for the Blind
1111%WiMs-Avenue

Daytona beach, Florida 32014
-Tel: (904) 252-4722

Dear Mr. Reardon:

223

DONALD H. WLWk
RIMECTOR

SUBJECT: FSU PROJECT SUMMARY

,At he request of Florida State University's CCIS Program, the counseling depart-
ment at the Daytona Beach Rehabilitation Center for the Blind has agreed to take

part in a testing and evaluation project of theCCIS Program. Seven modules of

the PSU system (2, 3, 5, 6 7, 8, and '9) were used in the evaluation. The progr

original purpose was to aid college level students in becoming more aware of vo-
cational opportunities and interests. Testing at the Rehabilitation Center in-
cluded individuals from a wide variation of backgroUnds and educational levels.

Comments from those persons involved in .the project reflect overall satisfaction

with the project. Results from testiqg as well as client'comments have enabled
the staff to better evaluate the usefulnebs of the curriculum far our career ed-

,

ucation program.

Participants:

Due to the clientele served by the RehabilitatiOn enter, participants in this

project are probably more varied than those participating at Florida State Uni-

versity. ,Ages ranged from the late teens to late 50s. Some individuals had little

formil education while., others possesieci a college degree. Likewise, functional

abilities varied ranging from mildly retarded to intelligence in the superior range.

In addition, some participants had little jf any ork experience while others had

an extensive work history.

In general, the varied educational, vocational and functional abilities of client
participants necessitated adaptations in the presentation of the program. Greater

staff involvement was required to assist those taking part in the project who did

not Yet, hove braille skillssand were unable to read large print. Therefore, tables,

and in seesecases instructions; needed to be read apd explained several times. How-

ever, on the whale, client responses revealed satisfaction with the program and a

desire' tok Continue wit It was felt both by staff and clients that additional

tialicto-take partin th program would have been a great help.

231
OPPO ITN' EMPLOYER"
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Mr. Deb Reardon
SeRtember 19, 1978

Page 2

Staff Observation:

is felt that utilization of the CCIS Program or an adaptation of k
4
t is poten-

tially a valuable tool in rehabilitation. Although the CCIS Program enables

clients to explore various possibilities and obtain desired job skills, perhaps

its chief advantage is as a counseling tool. Results of SDS testing and use

of modules have been valuable in terms of exploring personal and vocational aware-

ness; therefore, as part of the career education program at the Rehabilitation

Center, establishment of a career center is being planned to include materials

from the CCIS Program as well as other sources.

Although the CCIS Program is potentially a valuable instrument in career education,

a number of weaknesses have been noted, especially when used with our client popu-

lation. Perhaps the most frequent criticism of the program made by students at

the Center refers to the designed level of the program. The SDS test seems to

presuppose that students are functioning at the college level in terms of education

and experiences. Likewise, much of the information contained in the remaining

modules is aimed at the college student. Most professions which are discussed

require a good deal of training. Participants in the project stated that not

enough job categories are represented, especially those involving less specific

training. Likewise, it was felt that many of the jobs which were included tend

to be rather unrealistic. Expansion of module 5 to include a greater variety and

number of occupations is suggested. In this regard, students also felt that de-

scriptions of specific occupations need to be more detailed including the necessary

skills and responsibilities for each job.

A number of students had comments and criticism specifically about the self - directed

search. A number of students objected to its wording and design stating that it

WAS intended for persons with a higher level of education and experiences. Likewise,

students felt that the test was designed for sightqd individu Many 9f the

choices appeared to be rather unrealistic to visually impaired clients. On the

whole, having the test and its instruction on tape was appreciated; however, some

students did not have good listening skills. In terms of the board design, comments

were received indicating that the top and bottom sections ot_the board should be

interchanged. Furthermore, the durability of the braille symbols on the board

appeared to be of poor quality. Perhaps a heavier tape should be used in the future

to label pegs and areas of the board.

In summary, the program stimulated interest in careers among the students and th

alone would prove very useful. Additionally, it provided exposure to a number o

occupations which many students had not previously been aware of. Tapes which

contain interviews with blind individuals actually working (providing they are

specific enough), information on employability skills (interviewing, resumes,

ap 7ications), and the self-Directed Search were particularly useful.

Sincerely,

Douglas E. Hall
William F. Brown,
Instructors

/dl




